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Introduction

Free-radical polymerizations comprise a number of fundamental reaction steps. In
their most simple and common form, four types of reactions can be distinguished. The
polymerizatîon starts with the generation of free radicals from a thermally, chemically or
photo-chemically activated initiator. These free radicals can then initiate the polymerization
reaction and a chain reaction is started in which a large number of subsequent propagation
steps take place. This Jatter process, called propagation, gives the polymer its characteristic
high molecular weight. The fourth and final step deactivates the active radical center of the
growing chain and a 'dead' polymer molecule is formed. This last reaction can take place
either by a bimolecular termination reaction or via a chain transfer process to any other
species being present in the reaction mixture. As all of these reactions are stochastically
distributed, a distribution of dead polymer material of varying chain length is formed. This
distribution, generally referred to as the molecular weight distribution (MWD), is strongly
dependent on the specific conditions under which the polymerization has taken place.
A major milestone in the history of polymer science was the 'macromolecular
hypothesis' by Staudinger [1]. The molecular structure of polymers started to emerge and
nowadays, almost 80 years later, a knowledge base ofrespectable size has been built by the
contributions of thousands of researchers. Nevertheless, there are still many aspects of
free-radical polymerizations that are not fully understood. The birnolecular free-radical
terrnination reaction is one such example. The first scientific papers dealing in some detail
with the kinetics of this reaction, can be traced back to the 40' s when the gel-effect was
discovered [2-4). From subsequent research it became apparent that this reaction bas a very
low activation energy and is diffusion controlled under almost all circumstances. A major
consequence of this diffusion-controlled nature is that the termination rate coefficient (k,) is
govemed by the mobility of macroradicals in solution and is thus dependent upon all
parameters that can exert an effect on the mobility of these coils. Consequently, k1 is a highly
system-specific rate coefficient and benchmark values for this coefficient do not exist.

1
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Some Experimental Approaches
The number ofkinetic studies on free-radical polymerizations is countless and largely
outnumbers kinetic studies on any other type of polymerization chain reaction [5}. Besides, a
wide variety of experimental techniques bas been used [6]. Classical methods to investigate
the free-radical polymerization kinetics have involved the determination of the individual rate
parameters for propagation (kp) and termination from coupled ratios of these parameters.
Stationary state polymerizations give access to k;/k,, while non-stationary experiments
yield values for kP /k 1 • For this latter category of experiments, single pre- and after-effects
have been used, as well multiple combined pre- and after-effects by employing the rotating
sector (RS) technique (7, 8) and spatially intermittent polymerization (SIP) [9]. In the RS
technique the altemating increase and decrease in the radical concentration is achieved by
positioning a rotating disk with open sectors between the sample and a light source. The SIP
technique is a kinetic analogue of the RS technique, though the intermittent irradiation here is
achieved by pumping a sample through a narrow tube, which is transparent to light at
equidistant positions. Unfortunately, a major drawback is encountered when using a
combination of techniques to resolve kp and k1• Because of the system-specific nature of k1
values (in contrast to kp values), deconvoluting kinetic ratios of kp and k1 into individual
coefficients will only result in reliable data if the experiments from which these kinetic ratios
have been deduced, were performed identically.
To overcome this problem, new ways had to be explored which would give access to
both kp and I or kr from a single experiment. Actually, the SIP technique already made use of
this approach by combining rate data with MWD data. A major improvement in the
determination of kinetic parameters, ho wever, carne with the advent of pulsed lasers into
kinetic studies at the end of the 80' s. The pulsed-laser polymerization technique (PLP)
[ 10-12] enabled the determination of individual kp values, not coupled to k1• This method
relies upon the determination of one or more distinct peaks in the MWD that result from the
pulsed irradiation. The positions of these peaks are correlated to the rate of propagation and
kp can directly be determined. The PLP method is not only virtually model free, it bas also
proven to yield highly accurate and precise kp values. Indirectly, this novel method bas also
contributed to an enhanced accuracy of k1 values, as the deconvolution of the kinetic ratios of
kp and kr into individual values for k1 could now in principle be done in an accountable way.
Beside propagation rate coefficients, pulsed lasers have also directly been used in the
determination of termination rate coefficients [13, 14]. To measure these coefficients, Buback
et al. [15-17) have introduced the single-pulse time-resolved PLP technique. In this technique
the decay in the monomer concentration as a result of one single laser pulse is monitored
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online on a time scale of microseconds to seconds. If additional information on either kp
(from PLP) or the primary radical concentration is available, the value of k1 can be
determined. Alternatively, also pulse-sequence PLP experiments can be used for this goal
[16, 18, 19] yielding similar kinetic information. Beside PLP rate data, several researchers
have also focused on the MWDs resulting from such experiments to extract data on the
termination process. Olaj et al. [20-22] have shown that the k1 can be determined from the
weight average degree of polymerization in conjunction with the rate of polymerization for

any pseudo-stationary state polymerization. Applying this to PLP yields so both kp and k1
from one experiment. Buback and Lämmel [23] developed a procedure based on the
integration of specific regions of the MWD resulting from PLP experiments in conjunction
with the conversion per laser pulse. Also this Jatter approach results in the simultaneous
determination of both parameters.

Chain-Length Dependence ofTermination Reactions
Despite of the availability of accurate values of kp and the introduction of no vel
experimental techniques, our fundamental knowledge of many aspects of the termination
reactions is still far from being complete. The key issue here is that the experimental
techniques mentioned above only provide information about the macroscopie termination rate
coefficients and not about the microscopie termination rate coefficients. To understand this
distinction, it is useful to recall the diffusion-controlled nature of these termination reactions.
As stated before, all parameters that can exert an effect on the mobility of radicals will have
an effect on the overall rate of termination and the chain length of the radicals involved in the
termination reaction is one of these parameters. Large polymer coils are known to diffuse less
rapidly than small ones and, hence, the time constant of the termination reaction between two
100-mers is smaller than the time constant of the reaction between a 100-mer and a 200-mer.
All free-radical termination reactions between radicals of different chain lengths (in a
free-radical polymerization typically ranging between length 1 and say 50.000) should
therefore be treated as non-equivalent and should be assigned a specific microscopie
termination rate coefficient, taking their chain lengths into account. This microscopie
termination rate coefficient is commonly denoted as k:,i, in which i and j represent the chain
lengths of the terminating radicals. Unfortunately, in all experimental techniques mentioned
above, radicals of many different chain lengths are present in a polymerizing mixture
simultaneously. The termination kinetics in these systems therefore actually involves
thousands of different termination reactions, all of them occurring with their own specific
time constant. The k1 values obtained from these techniques are macroscopie or average ones,
denoted as <k1>, which are distinctly different from

k:·i values. More precisely, <k > is a
1
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weighted sum of all microscopie k/·j coefficients and the relation between these parameters
is quite complicated.
It may now also become clear what kind of problem is faced in studying bimolecular
termination if only macroscopie termination rate coefficients can be measured. If in a
polymerization recipe for instance the amount of monomer is doubled and all other
parameters held constant, then radicals will grow to longer average chain lengths. These
longer chains are, by definition, less mobile and the weighted sum of all

k/·i values that

determine the fmal value of <k1> is now dominated by larger radical chains. Hence, the
macroscopie termination rate coefficient will decrease, while the microscopie parameters
remain unchanged. The apparent dependence of the termination rate coefficîent k1 on the
concentration of monomer is therefore introduced because of a change in the radical
chain-length distribution rather than by a specific change in the mobility ofpolymer chains. It
is this radical chaîn length distributîon which links the macroscopie and microscopie
parameters with each other.
If one wishes to study the chain-length dependent termination process on a

microscopie level, then there is obviously a need of distinguishing radicals on the basis of
their chain length during a free-radical polymerization, that is, the radical chain length
distribution should be known. With the rare exception of ESR measurements, where only
oligomeric radicals can be distinguished (see e.g. [24]), no experimental techniques are
available to make this differentiation. Faced with this dilemma, several workers have resorted
to model reactions, such as phosphorescence quenching [25], to gain information on the
chain-length dependence of this process. Although phosphorescence quenching can reveal
very detailed information about the chain-length dependence of diffusion-controlled
reactions, it suffers from the fact that a comparison with free-radical termination reactions
only holds to a certain extent.
In the literature, numerous models have been reported describing the chain-length
dependence of k1• Some of these are based on careful considerations of the motions of
polymer chain ends, others are based on the translational diffusion of polymer coils as a
whole and yet others use more empirical approaches. Not only are the models conflicting
regarding their predictions and underlying mechanisms, also literature data do not yield an
unambiguous picture about the chain-length dependence. Besides, because of the limitation
of experimental techniques to the measurement of macroscopie termination rates, the
validation of models is a cumbersome and difficult task.

4
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Objective and Outline ofthis Thesis
Although the fundamental kinetic complexity of termination reactions means that this
process is hard to study, there are good reasons why it is worth doing so. First of all, the
interest in these kinetics arises from the fact that termination reactions have a profound effect
on the final MWD of a polymer product. This MWD in turn, is strongly correlated to the
properties of the obtained material (such as melt viscosity) and an apriori prediction of how
the MWD of a polymer will develop under a partieular set of reaetion conditions is highly
desirable. Without detailed knowledge of the microscopie rates oftermination this can not be
realized. Secondly, also an accurate description of polymerization kinetics necessitates the
introduction of these microscopie parameters. The reports in literature on deviations from
classieal kineties are numerous and can mostly be attributed to a too simple approach to the
terrnination reaetion in the kinetic scheme. Finally, detailed knowledge of the microscopie
termination rate coefficients will also Iargely contribute to the understanding of the

microscopie dynamics ofpolymers in solution. This will reveal information on diffusion
rates, diffusion modes and relaxation times of polymer coils in solution and can be of help in
understanding other polymer-polymer interactions.
It is the goal of this thesis to shine light upon the exact dependence of free-radical
termination rate coefficients upon the chain length of the terminating radical species. As k,
values are highly system specific, the most simpte and easy reproducible polymerization
system is chosen: termination reactions at low conversions in bulk monomer. Cbapter 2
provides an extensive overview on the current state of knowledge of the termination reaction
in these low conversion systems. The discussion will primarily be devoted to the
diffusion-controlled nature of these reactions and the effect of viscosity and solvent through
excluded volume effects. In addition, several examples proving the chain-length dependence
of termination reactions will be highlighted, as well as a selection of the most recent and
relevant chain-length dependent termination models. Finally, some discussion will be devoted
to computer simulations that have augmented studies of these systems. As far as a
subdivision in several topics allows, this chapter is written chronologically and it should
therefore be noted that the distinction between kr, <k1> and k:·j is not made at the beginning,
hut approximately halfway through the discussion.
Having provided a firm foundation for the understanding of terrnination reactions,
Chapter 3 will outline two novel kinetic methods for studying the chain-length dependence
of this reaction. A sound guiding principle put forward by the IUPAC working party on
Modeling of kinetics and processes of polymerization, namely that 'rate parameters should be
deduced fi:om data in a manner that invokes minimum model-based assumptions' [26, 27] is

5
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followed in these new methods. Both of them are based on pulsed-laser initiated techniques
and allow for model-independent determination of chain-length dependent tennination rate

coefjicients in an extrernely simple fashion. The assumptions made in the kinetic analyses are
thoroughly checked by computer simulations and the effect of ignoring certain kinetic
processes will be discussed. Chapter 4 will finally present a large selection of experimental
data. wbich bas been obtained by employing these new techniques. The origin of several
phenomena is discussed and experimentally determined sealing parameters, describing the
chain-length dependence of free-radical termination reactions in dilute solutions, are
presented. Chapter S, the epilogue, provides some final remarks, comments and suggestions
for future work, and will conclude this thesis.
Last hut not least, it should be noted that the chapters 2 to 4 are meant as 'stand-alone'
texts and therefore the reader rnay encounter identical equations and references in different
chapters. It is hoped that this will facilitate the reading and prevent unnecessary and
time-consuming browsing through this thesis.
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Bimolecular Free-Radical Tennination at Low Conversion

2

Bimolecular Free-Radical Termination at
Low Conversion

The elementary reaction steps that make up the kinetic scheme of a free-radical
polymerization, i.e. initiation, chain propagation, chain transfer and bimolecular termination,
were recognized several decades ago [l, 2]. In this chapter an overview will be provided on
the current state of knowledge of the bimolecular free-radical termination reaction at low
conversions. After a genera) introduction and a discussion conceming the chemistry of
termination, the focus is drawn to the diffusion-controlled nature of this reaction. Several
aspects and implications of this diffusion control will be discussed, the chain-length
dependence of the termination rate coefficients in particular. A warning, however, should be
given in advance: this chapter is, as far as a subdivision in several topics allows, written in
chronological order, and it will turn out that many statements made in the past are not always
as obvious as they might seem to be at first sight. In particular the chain-length dependence
of the termination reactions has challenged a number of opinions held by some of the earlier
investigators. Although the work of many authors is covered and discussed, the author of this
thesis does not claim to have included all important papers on termination kinetics as the field
is simply too large.

2.1. Introduction
In free-radical polymerizations, two mechanisms are primarily responsible for the
formation of dead polymer material, viz. chain transfer (to monomer, polymer, solvent,
initiator or any other species present in the reactor) and bimolecular termination. In contrast
to chain transfer, termination leads to the loss of two reactive centers during the
polymerization and can take place via two distinct pathways, either combination or
disproportionation, as shown in scheme 2.1;
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Ri+Rj

~

Ri +Rj

~ P; +Pi

i'i+j
(2.1)

where R; represents a radical of chain length i, Pi a dead polymer chain of chain length i and

k1c and krd are the termination rate coefficients for termination by combination and
disproportionation, respectively. It is clear from scheme 2.1, the combination reaction leads
to the formation of one dead polymer chain, while termination by disproportionation results
in the formation of two polymer chains. Both reactions are highly exothermic.
The rate of termination,

r,, is second order in terms of the total concentration of

radicals,* according to [5, 6]:

r, = -2k, [R] 2
(2.2)
in which k1 is the termination rate coefficient and [R] the total radical concentration. As r1
represents the overall rate of radical loss, k1 is the sum of the termination rate coefficients of
combination and disproportionation. In equation 2.2, the IUPAC preferred factor 2 is used [7,
8]. In the past this factor of 2 has often been incorporated in the rate coefficient k, itself [e.g.
9, 10] and one should thus be careful when taking k1 data reported in literature.
From a kinetic point of view, termination is, beyond any doubt, the most complicated
reaction taking place in a simple bulk or solution free-radical polymerization. lnteresting
reviews and summaries on this and closely related areas have been written by North [11 ],
Karnachi [12], Mahabadi [13], Mita and Horie [14], O'Driscoll (15], Hamielec [16] and
Litvinenko and Kaminsky [ 17]. The cause of this high degree of complexity can be attributed
to the diffusion-controlled nature of this process, a feature that is nowadays generaJly
accepted [ l 1-17] (see also section 2.3). Diffusion control means that the observed rate
coefficient of termination, kobs. in the reaction

R; + Rj

~ Polymer
(2.3)

' When two radicals e.g. combine, the reaction energy must be released within one vibration period or the radicals will
simply dissociate again. For simple molecules in the gas phase at low pressure, collision witb a third body to dissipate
this energy might not readily occur and termination becomes a third order reaction [3]. For polymerie species in
solution this behavior is not observed, either the collision frequency with solvent molecules is high enough, or the
energy is dissipated over a vibrational, rotational or any conformational mode of the polymer chain. Besides, because
a solvent cage surrounds the locus of reaction, some combinations and subsequent re-dissociations may occur prior to
a 'successful' termination event. In some specific cases also first order termination processes may occur, e.g. by
means of isomeriz.ation of radicals to unreactive species [4].
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is being dominated by the time constant of diffusion to form radical-radical encounter pairs,

rather than by the time constant of the chemica) reaction itself. By assuming a steady-state in
the encounter pair model [18, 19]:

Polymer

(2.4)

in which kdiff is the rate coefficient for formation of the encounter pair, k.dqrtbe rate
coefficient for dissociation of the encounter pair and kep the rate coefficient for formation of
products of the encounter pair species, kobs can be defined as:

l

1

1

kobs

kdiff

kchem

-=-+-(2.5)

in which

(2.6)
According to the above definitions, diffusion-controlled reactions are generally characterized
by kdiff<< kchem· It should be noted though, that for reactions between highly mobile radical
species, this condition is not always satisfied (19, 20]. In such cases, both the diffusion and
chemical reaction rate coefficient contribute to the value of the observed rate coefficient.
Noyes [ 19] and Rise [20] have reviewed several theoretica] aspects of the calculation of
diffusion-controlled reaction rates in solution.
The implications of the diffusion-controlled nature of the termination reaction on the
kinetics of this process will be discussed in section 2.3, after having made a side step into the
chemistry of this reaction.

2.2. Disproportionation versus Combination
The molecular weight distribution of dead polymer chains resulting from a
free-radical polymerization can be significantly influenced by the proportion of combination
and disproportionation termination reactions, which depends upon the type of rnonomer being
polymerized. When studying termination kinetics from either average molecular weights or
complete rnolecular weight distributions, as is the case in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis,
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knowledge of these processes is indispensable. Therefore, the chemistry of these termination
reactions will be looked at more closely.
The combination reaction is usually an a-a' coupling ofradicals, in which two chains
simply 'stick' together to form one <lead polymer chain. The disproportionation reaction,
however, involves an intermolecular ~-hydrogen shift. An illustrative example, reported in
literature, is the termination reaction of 1,1-dideuterioethyl radicals [21]:

(2.7)
Over 90% of the ethylene found has the structure CH2CD2 [3]. Disproportionation of
polymerie radicals results in one dead polymer chain being saturated and another one
containing a terminal double bound. For disproportionation to occur, an overlap of the
unpaired electron orbital and a homolytically breaking C-H bond is required [22]. Although
thought otherwise in the past (see e.g. [23]), it is now generally recognized that two distinct
transition states exist for the combination and disproportionation reaction [21, 22, 24].*
Probably the most compelling evidence for this is the experimental observation that the ratio
of kid I krc is (weakly) temperature dependent [21, 24].
The fact that two distinct pathways exist for the radical termination reaction of course
immediately raises questions about the relative importance of each of these modes. In early
kinetic studies, as far as fifty years ago [e.g. 25-27], the number of initiator endgroups per
polymer molecule was determined. At that time, it was already concluded that termination by
combination was the dominant mechanism in the majority of bimolecular termination
reactions (although chain transfer reactions were neglected in drawing this conclusion). The
first monomer system studied for which evidence was found that significant amounts of
disproportionation could occur during a free-radical polymerization, was methyl methacrylate

[28].
Fortunately, in recent times, considerable knowledge has been gained about both
termination modes. Beckwith [29] reviewed the topic of regio-selectivity and
stereo-selectivity in several types of radical reactions. He suggested that the
disproportionation reaction (of cyclohexyl radicals) is under stereo-electronic control and is
not based that much on thermochemical factors. Relatively 'simple rules' may be applied to
predict the outcome of such radical reactions. Reviews on this topic have been published by
Gibian and Corely [21], Alfassi [24] and Moad and Solomon [22, 30]. In general, the relative
• It should be noted that in the literature still conflicting statements are made about this 'genera! recognition' (e.g.
[10]).
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amount of disproportionation in a given series ofradicals increases upon [21, 22, 24, 30 and
references therein]:
• increasing the number of P-hydrogen atoms;
• increasing degree of substitution at the radical center: tertiary radicals tend to give more
disproportionation than secondary radicals do (even after statistica) correction for the
number off)-hydrogen atoms);
• increasing the bulkiness of f)-substituents: bulky substituents on either the P- and/or
y-positions can slow down both combination and disproportionation significantly.
Combination is, however, somewhat more sensitive towards bulky P-substituents than
disproportionation is;
• increasing polarity of the solvent: it bas been proposed that disproportionation bas a more
polar transition state;
• decreasing delocalization of the unpaired electron by a-substituents: as disproportionation
requires overlap of the unpaired electron orbital and the breaking C-H bond,
delocalization of the unpaired electron will diminish the amount of disproportionation.
However, a decreasing radical density at the a-carbon atom can also lead to slower
combination reactions;
• increasing temperature: the effects are small and appear to be opposite for small radicals
as compared to large macroradicals (for the former the amount of disproportionation
seems to decrease with increasing temperature);
• increasing viscosity [31]: this effect, however, depends upon the structure and rotational
freedom of the radicals involved. A hindered rotation can promote disproportionation
reactions over combination reactions.
Beside theoretica! studies, most of the above factors have been confirmed
experimentally with model compounds. Polymer species have only been used to a minor
extent due to characterization difficulties. As combination is more sensitive towards steric
factors than disproportionation, values of the ratio ktrJ / krc that have been reported in the
literature for model compounds are probably a slight underestimation. Unfortunately, a
complete picture on what exactly determines the chemistry of combination and
disproportionation has not yet emerged, a situation that might not change until accurate
values of kid/ krc appear in the literature. Nevertheless, based upon literature data and the
rules given above, it can be concluded that termination of vinyl monomers (not alkyl vinyl
monomers!) involves predominantly combination. It is this type of monomer that will be
focused on in chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis.
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2.3. Ditîusion Control of Bimolecular Termination .
As stated in the introduction of this chapter, free-radical termination is a
diffusion-controlled process. The first clue for this carne from kinetic studies at higher
polymer concentrations. Norrish and Smith [32], fo1lowed by Schulz and Harborth [33] and
Trommsdorf, Köhle and Lagally [34] observed an autoacceleration effect in the free-radical
polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA), accompanied by an increase in the molecular
weight of the dead polymer being formed. A similar observation was made for several other
polymerizing systems [35]. The above authors carne to the conclusion that the highly viscous
matrix of the polymerizing system hindered the free motion of the embeded growing chains
to such an extent, that the termination rate coefficient k1 decreased, leading to an enhanced
polymerization rate. The conclusive proof for this hypothesis carne from the determination of
individual rate coefficients (from ratios of kinetic coefficients) by, amongst others, Matheson
and coworkers [35, 36].
At that time, in dilute solutions prior to the onset of the gel-effect, diffusion control of
the termination reactions was generally not believed to occur. Schulz (37], however,
suggested that also the termination reactions under these conditions, for which rate
coefficients with typical values ofapproximately 107 L·mor 1-s· 1 had been obtained, were
diffusion controlled. Experimental observations, with significant contributions of North and
coworkers (4, 11 and references therein], affirmed this by revealing that the termination
reaction in dilute solutions was significantly slowed down if the solution viscosity was
increased (see section 2.3.2). Termination is nowadays believed to be diffusion controlled
from the very beginning of a polymerization, even in those solvents with a very low
viscosity.
The consequence of diffusion control is that no unique rate coefficient for termination
exists. Rather, the termination rate coefficient is dependent upon all parameters that can exert
an effect on the diffusive motion of the polymerie radicals being terminated. Parameters that
can be readily thought of include solvent viscosity, as discussed above, polymer-monomersolvent interactions, chain (segment) flexibility, dynamics of entanglements, radius of
gyration, polymer weight fraction, temperature and, last but not least, the chain lengths of the
macro radicals involved in the termination reaction. Hence, also the rate coefficients of
propagation and transfer play a role in these kinetics. Not only are these parameters quite
numerous, they are also interrelated and their exact effect on the mobility of macroradicals is
simply not known yet. Termination rate coefficients are thus highly system specific and can
easily vary 6 to 7 decades during the course of a reaction.
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This system specificity bas resuhed in a wide scatter of literature values of
termination rate coefficients, even for those studies applying ostensibly the same
experimental circumstances [38]. The chain-Jength dependence oftermination rate
coefficients is often pointed out as the cause for this. This bas posed serious problems in
studying termination kinetics and bas lead to retardation in the development of the
understanding of the kinetics of this termination reaction. An IUPAC working party on

Modeling of kinetics and processes of polymerization is currently assessing the process of
bimolecular free-radical termination [7, 8, 39].

2.3.1. Mechanism of Bimolecular Termination
A three-staged mechanistic picture of the diffusion-controlled nature of the
bimolecular termination reaction, depicted in scheme 2.8, was first described by Benson and
North [40]. This scheme suggests that for termination to occur, two polymer coils must first
come into contact as a result of center-of-mass diffusion (step 1). Once this contact bas been
made, a segmental reorientation of the two macroradicals bas to occur (step 2) in order to
bring both reactive chain ends in close proximity (i.e. within the so called capture radius) to
form a radical-radical encounter pair. The dynamics of entanglement and disentanglement of
polymer coi1s plays an important role in this segmental diffusion process, as well as the
degree offreedom for the motion of the polymer chain ends [13]. The third and final step
comprises the actual termination reaction itself, in which the two radical functionalities are
annihilated (step 3).

2

> ~

3

>~

(2.8)

Beside centre-of-mass diffusion and segmental reorientation, the description of the
diffusion behaviour of propagating polymer coils can be further complicated by other modes
of diffusion, such as reaction diffusion [41 ], which is the diffusive motion of the
polymer-chain-end radical as a result of propagation, and reptation [42-45]. All these
different modes of diffusion are, however, not equally important over the entire range of
conversion and the discussion of free-radical termination is therefore normally divided into
three conversion regimes [15]. In the low conversion regime (approx. 0-10% conversion in a
bulk polymerization), prior to the onset of the gel-effect, polymer chains may overlap but are
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not yet entangled. The medium to high conversion regime (approx. 15-90% conversion) is
marked by the onset of the gel-effect and large chains diffuse mainly by means of reptation
and reaction diffusion. Short chains, however, are still very mobile. In the last regime, at high

conversions (above 90% conversion), the polymerization takes place in a glassy medium and
even the propagation reaction can become diffusion controlled. The conversion percentages
given above are quite arbitrary and depend upon all factors that affect the mobility of
polymerie radicals. The transition from one regime to another is therefore hard to pin down.
This division into three parts has also been adopted by the IUPAC working party [7, 8].
In this thesis, the low conversion regime will be considered, unless stated explicitly
otherwise. Solutions below the coil overlap concentration C', will be referred to as dilute
solutions, and the more concentrated referred to as semi-dilute. A full discussion of all modes
and models of diffusion goes beyond the scope of this thesis and the attention will be focused
on the translational and segmental diffusion as these are the most relevant at low
conversions. * Which of these modes of diffusion is rate determining in the overall termination
process, either segmental or center-of-mass, depends on the magnitude of the diffusion
coefficients, the length scales over which these diffusion processes operate and on the
geometrie constraints for these processes. In the discussion given below some apparent
evidence for either of these diffusion processes being rate determining will be discussed.

2.3.2. Viscosity Dependence and the Effects. of Excluded Volume
and Coli Dimensions
In the low conversion regime, considerable effort has been made to study the
dependence of the free-radical termination rate coefficient (or the total polymerization rate)
on the solution viscosity [e.g. 40, 61-85]. To study this effect, two basic approaches have
been carried out. The viscosity can either be varied using different solvents with inherently
different viscosities or, alternatively, various amounts of polymer can be dissolved as
viscosity modifier. Although the effects ofboth rnethods upon the variation of k1 can turn out
to be quite different, the former method (variation of the type of solvent) is hard to separate
from the Jatter one (variation of the amount of dissolved polymer) in experimental studies, as
some conversion must always be tolerated to obtain kinetic parameters. The number of
studies on this topic is rather large and therefore only a limited number with typical exarnples
will be discussed.

*The reader who is interested in a detailed discussion on the dynamics of polymer solutions (also) at higher
conversions is referred to (42, 46]. Some interesting contributions on the termination kinetics in these regimes can be
found in [47-60].
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One of the 'classic' studies in which the viscosity dependence of k1 was investigated
originates from the early sixties. North and Reed [62] studied the termination rate coefficients
of a series of alkyl methacrylates, in particular MMA [63]. These authors used various
solvents, all of them exhibiting comparable solvent power for the specific polymers being
studied. Only for the smallest methacrylate studied, MMA, an approximate first-order inverse
dependence was found between k, and the inherent solution viscosity, t/· Several years earlier,
Benson and North [40] had reported similar results for MMA and this dependence was later
abundantly confirmed by others (66-71, 73, 74, 86]. Also for the monomer styrene this
inverse first-order dependence was found [75, 76]. The larger methacrylates also showed an
inverse dependence of k1 upon solution viscosity, though less strongly than for MMA.
Besides, in agreement with the results of Bumett et al. [87, 88], the Jonger the methacrylate
ester chain, the lower the termination rate coefficient found. Several years later, the same
trends also became evident for the faster propagating acrylates [89, 90].
Based on their observations, North and Reed concluded that the differences in k1
between the different methacrylates that they had studied were too large to be explained on
the basis of translational diffusion. Instead, they proposed a simplified segmental diffusion
model, in which the length of the ester tail determined the resistance to diffusion of the chain
end out of the polymer coil into a region where it could react with another radical.
Consequently, for monomers with a Jonger ester chain there is more resistance against
segmental reorientation and, hence, bulk viscosity had less influence [62].
Measurements at low temperatures performed by Hughes and North [91, 92] seerned
to confirm that segmental diffusion was rate deterrnining. The activation energy of
termination showed a sharp increase at low temperatures, possibly caused by a
'glass-transition temperature' at which the backbone rotation ofMMA [91] and N-vinyl
carbazole [92] was severely hindered. Some effort bas been made to obtain information about
the chain flexibility, chain end mobility and energy harriers to rotation by experimental
techniques, such as dielectric relaxation [93] and fluorescence depolarization measurements
[ 11, 94]. Unfortunately, no unambiguous quantitative agreement between the results of these
studies and terrnination rate data could be established [ 11].
Plate and Ponomarenko [77] also made similar observations as North and Reed in
their kinetic study of several alkyl methacrylates, both in bulk and in benzene. They found a
decrease in k" going from MMA to cetyl methacrylate, of approximately two orders of
magnitude while the viscosity changed only by a factor of 14. Furthermore, their results
showed that the activation energy for termination increased linearly with the length of the
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methacrylate ester tail. Plate and Ponomarenko also concluded that the bulk viscosity of these
systems could not explain these observations. Instead, they argued that this was a result of an
increase in the interaction between the ester groups with increasing ester length, resulting in a
more hindered segmental diffusion.

The Effect of Co il Size
It soon became evident that the correlation between the termination rate coefficients
and viscosity was much more complex than it had seemed to be at first. This complexity
arises from the fact that if one solvent is replaced by another (or, altematively, as soon as
some polymer has been formed), the thermodynamic properties of the solution change
simultaneously. Poor solvents, for instance, will decrease the radii of gyration of polymer
coils and hence also the segment densities of these solvated macromolecules. Consequently,
the dynamics of polymer coils in genera) (including the translational and segmental motions)
will be affected by the solvent properties. This was actually already the case in some of the
MMA studies in different solvents as mentioned above [40, 66-71, 73, 77) as not all these
solvents dissoJve pMMA equally well [95].
The kinetic effect of shrinking coil dimensions was first noted, although not realized,
by Hayden and Melville [78]. These authors observed that in the initia} stages of the
polymerization of MMA the decrease in the rate of polymerization, Rp, was larger than could
be explained on the basis of monomer consumption alone. Soon afterwards, a number of
other workers in the field [63, 68, 79-81] observed the same phenomenon and it became
evident that not a decrease in the rate of initiation was responsible for this, but actually an
increase in the termination rate coefficient. The observed decrease in Rp was usually quite
small, approximately a few percent, but still surprising as the macro-viscosity of the
polymerizing system increased as wen. An explanation of this rate decrease on the basis of
termination kinetics was first provided by North and Reed [63). They explained the observed
increase in k1 by faster segmental diffusion. In their kinetic study ofMMA [63] not only the
termination rate coefficient, but also the mutual and self-diffusion coefficients, Dm and D,
respectively, were measured as a function of polymer weight fraction. *The authors observed
that the increase in k1 with conversion correlated to a simultaneous increase in the value of

Dm, as opposed to a decreasing value of Ds. North and Reed argued that segmental
rearrangement could be looked upon as the diffusion of the chain end out of the polymer co il
across a segment density gradient. Given that this approach is correct, Dm and segmental

* D, represents the diffusion of a polymer chain due to Brownian or thermal motion, white D" is a coefficient that
characterizes the relaxation of a concentration gradient being present in a solution. At zero percent conversion, these
two diffusion coefficients are identical.
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rearrangement should be strongly related. lt was therefore again concluded that, considering
the sealing of k, with Dm, segmental diffusion was the rate-determining diffusion step. The
increase in k, was subsequently explained on the basis of coil dimensions. When good
solvents for the polymer being formeel are used, or by forming higher molar mass polymer,
the k,-increase was found to become more profound. In both cases, the shrinkage of the
polymer coil dimensions upon formation of additional polyrner is significant [46], resulting in
an increased segment density gradient of the co il and consequently also a higher Dm value.

(The increase in Dm with conversion actually sterns from the fact that the restoring force for
concentration fluctuations is larger at higher concentrations [46]). Allen and Patrick [96]
opposed this hypothesis several years later, by saying that coi1-restoring forces are
counterbalancing the driving force being provided by Dm. The coil in solution is in
equilibrium and thus no net force fora chain end (or any segment in the chain) to diffuse out
of the coil' s periphery is present. Besides, based on the very nature of Dm, it can be reasoned
that the correlation between k, and Dm is a proof of the translational diffusion control of
termination, as Russell (97], for example, later commented.
Several other groups have confirmed the experimental findings of North and Reed.
Ludwico and Rosen [79, 80] found a similar behavior in the polymerization of styrene (S) in
the presence of either polybutadiene or polystyrene. Also these workers found an increase in

k" depending upon the molar mass of the polymer being dissolved and/or the chain lengths of
the terminating radicals (small radicals being less affected by the dissolved polymer) [80].

The idea that k, increases as a result of decreasing coil dimensions of a polymer in a
thermodynamically poorer solvent, agreed with their observations. More direct evidence of
the effect of the presence of polymer upon its own chain dimensions was also obtained by the
same group by means of intrinsic viscosity measurements [98] and light scattering studies
[99]. In the Jatter paper, they studied the change in second virial coefficient and radii of
gyration of polystyrene coils in toluene upon the addition of extra background polymer
pMMA. Both these parameters decreased upon addition of background polymer, the second
virial coefficient even passing 0-conditions to become negative.
Mahabadi and O'Driscoll also studied the effect of dissolved polymer upon the
terrnination rate coefficient [82, 83]. They derived a theoretica! relationship for the
dependence of kr upon conversion [82], based on a previously derived segmental diffusion
modeJ [ 100] that allowed for a concentration dependent linear expansion coefficient and
polymer-solvent interactions. Also Mahabadi and O'Driscoll pointed out that the rate of
segmental diffusion would increase if the segment density gradient was increased as a result
of coil shrinkage. In a simplified form, the dependence of k1 upon polymer concentration, C,
could be represented by:
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-5._=l+o·C
kt.O

(2.9)

where k1,o is the terrnination rate coefficient at infinite dilution and oa parameter sealing
positively with the average molar mass of the polymer and the quality of the solvent. In 0solvents, the value of oapproaches zero and hence the concentration dependence of k1 as a
result of coil shrinkage becomes insignificant. The functional form of equation 2.9 had been
proposed previously on an empirica) basis and was discussed in terms of the second virial
coefficient [63]. The predictions resulting from the above equation were consistent with all
experimental observations and the model has successfully been applied to several
experimental data sets [82-84, 101].
At this stage, it should be recalled, though, that solvent properties can also have an
effect on the translational diffusion of polymer coi1s in solution. Generally speaking, coil
shrinkage will increase the rate of translational diffusion of these coils as the resistance for
their motion through solution decreases. Hence, the observations discussed above, namely
that k, increases with decreasing solvent quality, is also consistent with translationaJ diffusion
controlling the rate of free-radical termination reactions. The discussion above can thus not
be considered as proof for segmental diffusion being rate determining.

More detailed Information/rom Mimic Reactions
Model reactions to study the effect of the presence of polymer upon the terrnination
rate coefficient have also been used. Mita, Horie and Tadeka [85] employed a
phosphorescence energy transfer quenching technique to study tbe interaction between
end-functional polystyrene chains in dilute and semi-diluted solutions. Polystyrene, labeled
with a benzil end-group, was used as phosphorophore, while the same polymer being
end-labeled with anthracene was used as quencher. The energy transfer between donor and
acceptor in this specific case is high enough (> 20 kJ.mor1) to ensure a diffusion-controlled
reaction [102, 103], making this system particularly suitable to mimic bimolecular
termination reactions. The observations ofMita et al" using anthracene and benzil functional
polymer chains of approximately the same chain length, were similar to those reported by
other groups. Their fmdings are shown in figure 2.1. In good solvents (full lines), the
quenchîng rate coefficient kq (which is equivalent to the termination rate coefficient) was
found to increase with increasing polymer concentration, reaching a maximum at
approximately

c*. Again this effect was found to become more pronounced if higher

molecular weight material was being used (molecular weight of probes increases in figure 2.1
according to: o < L\ < o < 0 <$).In poor solvents (.6 and dashed line), however, the rate
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coefficient showed a monotonie decrease with polymer concentration from the very
beginning. Similar to North and Reed [63], Mita et al. could not discern a relationship
between kq and the self-diffusion coefficient in the dilute region for good solvents but rather
with the cooperative diffusion coefficient.* However, above C:, an inverted picture arose,
where the predictions for Ds from the reptation model [42-45) scaled qualitatively with their
observations of kq. In this regime, the chain end encounter processes thus seemed to be
govemed by D, and, hence, by reptation (provided chains are long enough), while below

C:

cooperative diffusion seemed to determine the rate of quenching. Similar experiments were
performed (and observations made) by Gebert and Torkelson [104). In the concentrated
region, however, they did not find a good agreement between D, and their kq data.

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

C ( kg/dml)
Figure 2.1: Quenching rate coefficient versus polymer concentradon in the good solvent
benzene (-)and the poor solvent cyclohexane (- -) for various molar masses of the probe
molecules (see text). Figure is reprinted with permission from [85]. Copyright 1981,
American Chemical Society.

Kent et al. [105) have rejected the correlation between the cooperative diffusion
coefficient and the polymer concentration in dilute solutions as an explanation for the initia)
increase in k1 with increasing polymer concentration. Moreover, they also refuted decreasing
coil dimensions as a sound explanation for this phenomenon. They reached these conclusions
from their results of a light scattering and a viscosity study of a temary system (polystyrene
as probe, pMMA as matrix polymer and ethyl benzoate as isorefractive solvent for pMMA)
[ 106, 107]. In the dilute region, upon addition of pMMA, they found a decrease in the mutual
diffusion coefficient of the polystyrene probe and an insignificant change in the radius of
gyration, R8 (for similar molar masses of probe and matrix polymer). Only in the semi-dilute
• Recall that in poor solvents both kq as well as D, decreases with increasing polymer concentradon.
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region, above c*, did they find that the radius of gyration decreased with polymer
concentration approximately as C- 118 , which has been predicted by several theoretica] studies
[106 and references therein, 108]. An increase in the segmental diffusion coefficient resulting
from decreasing coil dimensions as an explanation for the initia] kt increase, as put forward
previously by others, thus seemed inappropriate as coils do not appear to contract below c*.
Instead, Kent et al. suggested that an effective decrease in the coil-coil repulsion was
responsible for this initial increase of kt with conversion [105], being apparent from a
decrease in the second virial coefficient. This conclusion can be said to be in genera}
agreement with the theoretical considerations by O'Shaughnessy [58]. He stated that the
reaction probability of termination upon coil-coil encounter would increase, since the
increasing polymer concentration effectively screens out the intermolecular excluded volume
effect [58].*
With respect to the above it is noteworthy that Kent et al. [107] perforrned their study
using narrow polydispersity probe and matrix polymers. The insensitivity of R8 versus
polymer concentration below c* only occurs if the molar mass of the pro be and background
polymer are similar. Ifthe matrix polymer is of much lower molar mass, it can freely
penetrate the probe polystyrene molecules and act as a poor viscous solvent inside the probe
coils. In that case a decrease in R8 can also be observed at polymer concentration below C*
[107]. In real free-radical polymerizations, polymer molecules with a wide variety of molar
masses will be present simultaneously and it can thus be expected that all macroradicals will
experience coil contraction to some extent in dilute solutions (except for the very smallest
macroradicals). The magnitude of this effect will thus be dependent upon the molecular
weight distribution (MWD) ofthe polymer and thus also upon the systems polymerization
history.

A More Refined View on the Effect of Coil Size
In the above discussion it bas been repeatedly stated that the value of k, increases
when going from a good to a poor solvent, either because of contracting coil dirnensions
(increasing both segmental and translational diffusion coefficients) or decreasing repulsion
between macroradicals. Altematively, one could say that because of the repulsive force
between polymer coils, the relatively overlap (or net overlap time) of polymer coils upon
encounter becomes smaller as their coil sizes become larger, making termination less
probable in good solvents. Not only do experimental observations confirm this kind of
behavior (e.g. (109, llO]), also theoretical treatments ofbimolecular termination by Horie,
• The excluded volume effect is the effect that a polymer segment repels or excludes the presence of all other
polymer segments in that volume that it is occupying itself.
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Mita and Kambe [11 lJ, lto [112] and Mahabadi and O'Drisco11 [100] agree with this
phenomenon. Nevertheless, not all literature data seem to be in agreement. At dilute polymer
concentrations, the inverse dependence, namely that the value of k, is diminished when the
solvent quality becomes poorer bas also been found! Cameron and Cameron [113] for
instance, observed a slower termination rate in the polymerization of MMA and S when
conducting experiments in poorer solvents and these results were corroborated by Görlich
and Schnabel [114, 115]. The latter group, however, employed an alternative means of
studying the 'coil-size' effect. They studied the rate of termination of polyelectrolytes in
aqueous solution by means of pulse radio lysis and varied the fraction of charged groups in
the polymer backbone. The more charged groups that are incorporated, the larger the
intramolecular coil repulsion and hence the greater the coil expansion becomes. They
observed an increase in k1 upon increasing the fraction of charged groups (intennolecular
repulsion was shown to be insignificant at low degrees of ionization). It should be noted
though that in these two pulse radiolysis studies radicals were distributed along the polymer
backbone instead of being located at the end of the polymer chains. Further support for the
decrease of k1 with reducing solvent quality carne from Kiwi and Schnabel [116]. They also
employed a phosphorescence quenching technique to mimic the bimolecular termination
reaction, in which poly(MMA-co-phenyl vinyl ketone) was used as phosphorophore and
poly(MMA-co-vinylnaphtalene) as quencher. Higher quenching rates were observed when a
better solvent was used. Unfortunately, also in this study the functional groups were
distributed along the polymer chain.
Mahabadi and Rudin [83] explained the apparent contradicting observations
mentioned above, by pointing out that in a good solvent the value ofo (equation 2.9) is much
larger than in poor solvents. At higher polymer concentration the relative increase in k1 is
therefore much larger than can ever be the case when polymerizing in a poor solvent. (Recall
that for a &-solvent no increase should be found). As the relative increase is much higher, the
absolute value of kr in a good solvent can therefore exceed the value in a poor solvent when
the concentration of polymer is high enough, higher than the so-called 'cross-over'
concentration. Depending upon the solvent quality, k1 can thus increase, remain unchanged or
decrease by virtue of the values of k1,o, o (which is a function of the molar mass of the
reacting species) and the concentration of polymer present. This explanation, however, seems
to be somewhat puzzling when the mechanistic picture bebind the dependence of kr upon
solvent quality as put forward above is considered (and which has been subscribed by
Mahabadi and Rudin). Faster termination because of solvent quality effects is being realized
as a result of an enhanced segmental diffusion, which in turn originates from decreasing coil
sizes. Adopting this very same thought for finite polymer concentrations would in turn seem
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to imply that, whenever kr is higher in a good solvent than in a poor solvent, also the polymer

coils are smaller in a good solvent than in a poor solvent.
Cameron and Cameron [113] explained their own observations in a different way.
They suggested that in poor solvents, coils could become so tightly coiled that the
termination reaction is severely hindered. Support for this hypothesis carne from Horie and
Mita [117]. They studied the phosphorescense-quenching kinetics of end-labeled narrow
polydispersity polystyrenes in various solvents as a function of the molecular weight of the
polymer. In these experiments anthracene and benzil labeled chains were of approxirnately
the sarne chain Iength. At small chain lengths, smaller than approximately 200, their
observations agreed with the general idea that kq values should be higher in a poor solvent
than in good solvent. At larger chain lengths, however, their results confirmed the apparent
contradicting results discussed above, in that they showed rnarkedly lower kq values in poor
solvents than in good solvents. This decrease in kq has also been observed in the quenching
experiments by Wisnudel and Torkelson [118]. Also Horie and Mita concluded that a
topological hindrance in very dense coils (i.e. large chain Iengths in poor solvents) retarded
the chain-end encounter process. It should be realized, however, that care must be taken in
the comparison of this quenching study with the results from, for example, Cameron and
Cameron [113], as this quenching study did not allow for 'short-long' termination. As
theoretica! calculations by Russell [97, 119) have dernonstrated, the overwhelming majority
of termination events of long polymer chains comprise the reaction with a second much
smaller radical. Also O'Shaughnessy [120] bas confirmed the significance of short-long
termination on the basis of theoretica! considerations. The fact that long-long quenching is
hindered because of the density of polymer coils does not necessarily mean that this is an
important process in regular free-radical polymerizations. Small radicals are likely to freely
diffuse into the interior of a large macroradical and thus to dominate the termination
reactions.

Two Different Monomer Types
In the above discussion, experimental phenomena were mainly discussed in terms of
solvent quality, and hardly any attention has been devoted to possible (intrinsic) differences
between different polymer systems. In this respect it is interesting to discuss some of the
work done by the group ofBuback. Using pulsed lasers as an initiation source, they have
studied a large number of monomers over a wide range of pressures and temperatures and up
to high conversions, gathering a large set of accurate k1 values. Por low conversions, two
'types' of kr versus conversion plots could be distinguished [12l]. Type 'B' monomers, such
as S [122, 123) and MMA [121, 124] show an initia) plateau value (or slight increase) of k1
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with increasing conversion, whlch was attributed to segmental diffusion being rate
controlling in the terrnination process. Support for that point of view was for instance found
from the good agreement between activation energies and activation volumes of k1 with the
corresponding properties of the pure monomer viscosity [123]. At higher conversions, a sharp
decrease of the value of k1 for these monomers is observed which is thought to be the result of
translational diffusion becoming the rate-deterrnining step in the terrnination process. As
translational diffusion is strongly dependent upon the bulk viscosity of the system, this bas
been corroborated by observations that show that the change from segmental to translational
diffusion control is dependent upon, for instance, the laser repetition rate [122], which
governs the average chain length in such an experiment. The type 'A' monomers, however,
seem to lack the first plateau region and translational diffusion is the rate controlling step
right from the very beginning of the polymerization process. This type of behavior bas been
found for the monomers ethylene [125, 126] and butyl acrylate [127, 128). Moreover, it bas
been suggested that at relatively low conversions the terrnination kinetics of some of these
monomers (ethylene [125] at approximately 20% conversion, butyl acrylate [127, 128] at ca.
10%) were controlled by reaction diffusion.
Buback has proposed a termination model to account for the above-mentioned course
of k1 with conversion, considering segmental, translational and reaction diffusion processes
[121]. The model is somewhat 'crude' as compared to the subtle solvent effects discussed
above and doesn't take phenomena such as solvent quality and coil dimensions into account.
Nevertheless, the model bas been found to accurately describe a large set of experimental
data over broad range of conversions [122-125, 127, 128) and provides insights in whlch
diffusion mechanisms are dominant at which conversions.

Some General Comments
Before tuming to the chain-length dependence and theoretica) models describing
free-radical termination, it seems appropriate to make some general comments regarding the
above discussion. First of all, not all of the above kinetic studies can be fully relied upon.
Most studies have extracted kt values from ratios of kinetic parameters, which were extracted
from a combination of several experimental techniques such as stationary state
polymerization in combination with the rotating sector technique. Because of the nature of
these kind of techniques, little note bas been taken of the fact that bimolecular terrnination is
a chain-length dependent process (see section 2.3.3). Values of the termination rate
coefficient are therefore related to the chain-length distribution of the macroradicals and the
comparison of kr data from different experiments is actually not valid. If, for instance,
experiments are compared that were perforrned in different solvents, then an increase or
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decrease in k, might dominantly be caused by a change in the radical chain length distribution,
which might arise as a result of slightly different viscosities of the solvents. It should be
stressed that this does not mean that coil dimensions and coil repulsion effects are not
important. It simply means that an important phenomenon of termination, namely its
chain-length dependence, has not been taken into account in discussing experimental
observations. It bas been pointed out several times that this chain-length dependence of
termination kinetics is one of the reasons why such an enormous scatter exists in literature
tabulations ofkinetic parameters [13, 15, 101, 129-132]. In other words, the above mentioned
studies on the effect of different solvents (and the presence of polymer) are difficult to
interpret in tenns of coil dimensions or coil repulsion. According to our current state of
know ledge, we need access to other data, such as rates of initiation, MWDs etc., in order to
construe the experimental observations dicussed above.
Beside objections against using average kr values, also inaccurate values for the
propagation rate coefficient, kp, have contributed to an increased incomprehensibility. With
the advent of pulsed-laser polymerization (PLP) [133-135], values for kp have become much
more accurate and in the past years, a large variety of monomers has been studied by means
of this new technique [136]. Propagation rate coefficients have in some cases proven to be
wrong by over an order of magnitude, jeopardizing any conclusions based on ratios ofkinetic
parameters. Stickler [137] has reviewed the kinetic tools to determine rate coefficients in a
free-radical polymerization. The IUPAC working party on Modeling of kinetics and
processes of polymerization has recommended after-effect measurements as being the most
reliable experimental technique in determining k 1 values [7, 8). Also the Spatially Intermittant
Polymerization technique, developped by O'Driscoll and Mahabadi (149], has been
recommended for this [39].
Secondly, one should also be very careful about using data from model systems (such
as light scattering and phosphorescence quenching) to explain termination kinetics.
Especially noteworthy in this respect is the so-called 'probing distance', whîch is defined as
the distance that molecules can diffuse during the experimental observation time. Polymer
diffusion coefficîents in good solvents only increase with increasing polymer concentration
as long as the probing distance of these po lymer coils is of the same order of magnitude as
the so called correlation length of local concentration fluctuations [85]. The way in which
these concentration fluctuations should be envisaged is depicted in figure 2.2. For good
solvents, three regimes are distinguished in this figure: the dilute region (a), the semi-dilute
region (b) and the concentrated region (c}. C(x) denotes the concentration profile along the
dot-dashed lines and clearly dernonstrates the occurrence of Jocal concentration fluctuations
in polymer solutions. For dilute solutions, the radius of gyration of a polymer coîl is a fair
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estimate for the correlation length of these concentration fluctuations [46]. The question now
asked is why should the rate of diffusion be dependent upon the size of the probing distance
compared to the size of the correlation length, as was stated above? This can probably be
more easily understood when the diffusion process is not considered on a length basis but on
a time basis. At short time scales, polymer chain ends do not 'feel' the presence other
polymer chains. At even shorter time scales, shorter than the relaxation time of the
macromolecule, an endgroup segment in a polymer coil does not even 'feel' the presence of
the long polymer chain it is attacbed to! As a result, the mean squared displacement of the
chain end will be different at small time scales than at long time scales or, alternatively, at
smaU probing distances and large probing distances.
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Figure 2.2: Three concentration regimes in good solvent: (a) dilute, (b) semi-dilute and (c)
concenlrated. C(x) denotes the concentration profile along the dot-dashed lines. Figure is
reprinted from [46], by permission of Oxford University Press.

The above remarks on probing distances is especially important when discussing the
sealing of the cooperative diffusion coefficient with kq for increasing polymer concentrations.
The initial increase of kq with polymer concentration would not have been observed if the
lifetime of the probe (and concentration of the quencher) had been such that a large probing
distance had been possible [85]. When Mita., Horie and Tadeka [85] compared the diffusion
coefficient that they had obtained from their phosphorescence quenching experiments, with
diffusion data obtained from Raleigh scattering experiments, the discrepancy tumed out to be
close to a factor of 6. They attributed this to the small probing distance in their study. The key
issue that should be realized from this discussion is that whenever invoking experimental data
from non-termination studies in the explanation of termination kinetics, one should make sure
that the concentration of probe molecules is the same as in a true free-radical polymerization
and that the experimental observation time is in the range of the life time of a radical species.
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This experimental condition cannot be met by phosphorescense quenching when studying the
dynamics of large macroradicals.

In the above light, one can now understand a statement made by Kent et al. [105]. The
authors claimed that mutual diffusion coefficients obtained from binary systems (solvent plus
probe polymer) are not applicable to homopolymerization termination kinetics, but that rather
data from temary systems (solvent, background polymer and probe polymer) should be used
(the latter diffusion coefficients decrease with increasing polymer concentration). Seen ftom
a point of view of diffusion-controlled kinetics, something has to be said in favor of this
perspective. In a free-radical polymerization, even in dilute conditions, a macroradical is
surrounded by an enormous amount of dead polymer material. Relevant for diffusion of this
macroradical, is diffusion towards another radical, being located at a distance much further
away than the distance towards its closest polymer neighbor. As light scattering data
determine diffusion coefficients that stem from local concentration fluctuations of the probe
molecules, these probe molecules should be well separated, as was the case in their ternary
system. This does not necessarily mean that data from binary solutions cannot be used. The
key parameter that should be considered in these scattering studies is the sample time of the
correlator of the experimental set-up. This should be set such that the right diffusion mode is
being detected.
Another critica! note that should be put forward about the quenching studies is that the
polymer chain end, either a phosphorophore or a quencher, is not the same as in a free-radical
polymerization. If segmental diffusion is indeed the rate-determining step, then it is implicitly
assumed that the segmental mobility is not influenced by the nature of this chain end. Up to
now, there is no unambiguous evidence to prove this assumption and, as segmental diffusion
is influenced by parameters such as chain flexibility, steric hindrance, excluded volume
effects etc., common sense would dec line this assumption.
In conclusion, it is clear that, despite some contradicting results, the vast majority of
workers in the field have interpreted their results such that segmental diffusion is the
rate-determining step in free-radical terrnination at low conversion. Consequently, beside
viscosity, parameters describing coil dynamics and inter- and intramolecular excluded
volume effects must be invoked in a theoretica} description of termination kinetics. Before
turning to these theoretical models, in which particular attention will be devoted to the
modeling of the chain-length dependence of ki. first some experimental studies proving this
chain-Iength dependence will be presented. And, in contrast to the above, some of the work to
be discussed will suggest that translational diffusion rather than segmental diffusion is the
rate-deterrnining step.
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2.3.3. Cbain-Length Dependence of k1
The discussion of the rate of bimolecular termination has, up to now, been mainly of a
qualitative nature. The sealing of average or macroscopie k, values with viscosity, solvent
effects and coil dimensions were discussed without much attention for the chain-length
dependence of this process. This dependence originates from the simple fact that free-radical
termination is a diffusion-controlled process. Consequently, the overall mobility ofpolymer
chains and/or polymer chain ends determine the overall rate of radical loss in a polymerizing
system. As small chains are known to be much more mobile than large ones, the chain length
of radicals can be expected to have a profound effect on the termination kinetics.
Macroscopie k, values are thus made up of a weighted sum of all possible termination
events between macroradicals of different chain lengths, each being characterized by a
different rate coefficient. These microscopie termination coefficients are usually depicted as

k:·j , where i and j represent the chain lengths of the terminating macroradicals involved. The
relation between the average k1, denoted as <k1>, and microscopie termination rate
coefficients follows simply from equalizing the macroscopie and microscopie rates of the loss
ofradicals, and was first put forward by A11en and Patrick [138]:

(2.10)
where [R;] represents the concentration of radicals of chain length i. Allen and Patrick also
pointed out that, if termination rate coefficients are indeed chain-length dependent, the radical
chain-length distribution should be invoked in an accurate and correct description of the
termination kinetics and that deviations from classical kinetics might be expected.
In the older literature one can encounter quite a nurnber of papers suggesting that
bimolecular termination is notchain-length dependent [e.g. 36, 66, 68, 139-143]!
Experimental evidence, however, bas disproved these suggestions and numerous papers have
proven termination to be chain-length dependent. The evidence takes several forms and bas
been obtained employing different experimental approaches, whlch can roughly be divided in
three classes: (i) termination studies of free-radical polymerizations, (ii) termination studies
of non-propagating species and (iii) diffusion-controlled mimic reactions.
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1. Termination Studies of Free-Radical Polymerizations
The first body of evidence bas been obtained from the direct study of the average
termination rate coefficient in polymerizing systems. The examples can be found in many
papers dealing with kinetics of free-radical polymerizations and only a few examples will be
given here.
Already in the 60's several workers had found evidence for the chain-length
dependence of k1• Hughes and North [91] used several techniques to study the kinetics of
MMA. They observed that the <ki> determined from pre-effect measurements, which
involves relatively small radicals, was significantly higher than the one determined from
post-effect measurements, which involves relatively large radicals. Scott and Senogles [90]
observed a decrease in the initial polymerization rate of n-lauryl acrylate in the presence of an
efficient transfer agent, which they explained on the basis of chain-length dependent
termination rate coefficients. Fischer [144] bas employed an ESR flow technique in
determining the termination rate coefficient of oligomers and found a decrease in the value of
k 1 with increasing size of the radicals (only very short oligomers were studied). In addition, a

higher value of the kp of the first propagation step compared to long-chain propagation was
found.
Early quantitative results of the chain-length dependence of kr can be found in the
work of Yasukawa et al. [145, 146]. They calculated the MWD of a styrene polymerization
with chain-length dependent and chain-length independent termination rate coefficients. The
best agreement between simulation and experimental results was obtained if a chain-length
dependence of k, was used. A geometrie mean model (see section 2.3.4) with sealing
exponents between 0.1 and 0.5 gave the best fit between theory and experiment. These
workers also suggested that the chain-length dependence of k1 varied with the inherent
solution viscosity [146]. Similar studies based on MWDs were made by lto [147] whose
results indicated a somewhat less strong dependence (sealing exponent between 0 to 0.4),
being dependent upon temperature. lto also found evidenee for chain-length dependence of k1
from the polymerization rates ofMMA [110, 147], S [110] and methacrylonitrile [148] and
found that the sealing exponents increased with solvent quality.
Evidenee for k1 being ehain-length dependent carne also from the initial results from
Spatially Intermittent Polymerization (SIP) experiments [149]. O'Driscoll and Mahabadi
found that the termination rate eoefficient was a strong function of ehain length for both
MMA [149] and S [150] up to chain Iengths of approximately 1000 for MMA and 2000 for S.
For chain lengths exceeding these values, the termination rate coefficient was found to be a
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much weaker function of chain length. Mahabadi [151] later derived an analytica} expression
relating <.k1> to the number average degree of polymerization, Pn :
--b

<k, >=C·Pn
(2.11)
in which C and bare constants.* Using the previously obtained SIP data, Mahabadi found the
exponent b to be approximately 0.24 for S at 30°C (780 < Pn < 2770) and 0.15 for MMA at
25°C (190 < Pn < 14200). Mahabadi and O'Driscoll [152] have also reported evidence of a
chain-length dependence of kr in the free-radical polymerization of lauryl methacrylate
(LMA), which was found to be more pronounced than for MMA polymerizations. The latter
monomer has also been investigated by Stickler [153], who concluded that a monomeric
radical was characterized by a kr being approximately 50 times Jarger than for typical
polymerie species.
More recent examples can be found in the work of e.g. Matsumoto and Mizuta [154].
They found a chain-length dependence of k1 by studying the free-radical polymerization of a
substituted methacrylate (trans-4-tert-butyl cyclohexyl methacrylate) by ESR. Their results
for <.kr> for various monomer, initiator, transfer agent and viscosity modifier concentrations,
could be summarized in terms of equation 2.11 by b

=0.28 (104 < Pn

< 105). At larger chain

lengths the dependence became less strong. In the laser initiated solution polymerization of
MMA, Beuermann et al. [124] observed that the value of <k1> increased with decreasing
monomer fraction. The authors concluded that chain-length dependent termination
contributed to their experimental findings (although the variation of <.k,> with monomer
fraction was too strong to be explained by this phenomenon alone). Femández-Garcia et al.
[155] found lower <.k1> values in the polymerization ofMMA when using solvents in which
the average degree of polymerization was increased. AJso results from the area of catalytic
chain transfer polymerization have confirmed the chain-length dependent character of
termination [ 156]. By using different amounts of transfer agent, the number average degree
of polymerization could be widely varied and average termination rate coefficients were
determined at these conditions. Although the inaccuracy of the data in this study was rather
high, sealing exponents between 0.16 and 0.21 were found for both MMA (bulk and toluene)
and S (bulk) at 60 °C (22 < P" < 1654). Further support for the chain-length dependence can
be found in the recent work ofMcKenna et al. [157, 158]. In the solution polymerization of
butyl acrylate [157] and vinyl acetate [158], termination rate coefficients were found to
decrease with increasing number average degree of polymerization.

• Although tempting to conclude, constant Cis not identical with
chain limit [151].

k:·

1

,

as equation 2.11 has been derived for the long
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In all the examples discussed above, the information about the chain-length
dependence of kt has been put forward in macroscopie rather than in microscopie terms;
sealing of quantities that are experimentally accessible such as <.k1> with Pn were discussed,
while we are actually interested in the chain-length dependence on a microscopie scale, i.e.
the relation between k:·i and i andj. One reason for this is that the values of k;·i do not seem
to be experimentally accessible because free-radical polymerizations are by definition
characterized by a certain dispersity in the radical chain-length distribution. With the rare
exception of studies of the termination rate of oligorneric radicals by means of ESR [ 144], no
experimental techniques are available that can distinguish radicals purely on the basis oftheir
chain length during an experiment. Hence, the individual

k:·

1

parameters are all

amalgamated into one single <.k1> value and ways have to be explored to extract the

microscopie information from this macroscopie quantity. People have resorted to both
analytica! and nurnerical methods to do this.
The analytica! methods are based on the derivation of closed (or approximate)
solutions of a kinetic scheme including chain-length dependent termination. However,
considering the complex relation between <.k1> and

k:·

1 ( equation

2.10), this is far from

simple and closed solutions can only be obtained if an 'appropriate'

k:·1 model is chosen.

Mostly, if not exclusively, the geometrie mean model (see section 2.3.4) has been used for
this as it allows easily factorisation. One such example was already mentioned briefly above:
Mahabadi [151] derived a closed expression for the average termination rate coefficient based
on this geometrie meao model, using a long chain approximation (approximate equations
were obtained for the case that neither transfer nor termination was the dominant chain
growth stopping mechanism). He found that the macroscopie chain-length exponent b
(equation 2.11) was identical to the microscopie one. In a subsequent paper this approach was
used to discuss deviations from classical kinetics [159]. The exponent bof S and MMA in
good solvents was found to be 0.26 and 0.20 respectively at 50°C, and somewhat lower in
poor solvents [159]. Around the same time, also the group of Olaj derived closed (and
approximate) solutions fora chain-length dependent kinetic scheme based on the geometrie
mean model, initially without [160] but later also including transfer [161] and for other power
laws than the geometrie mean model [162]. Similar efforts have been made by Bamford
[163-167]. Olaj et al., however, have commented that the occurrence of chain transfer to
monomer can impose limitations on the validity of equation 2.11. Only when termination is
exclusively by disproportionation, chain transfer does not interfere with the resuhs [161, 162,
168]. Ifboth combination and chain transfer take place simultaneously, deviations occur
[161].
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Compared to the analytica} approach, numerical methods have several advantages.
The choice of aki model is no Jonger limited to functions that can be easily factorized, all
side reactions can be incorporated into the kinetic scheme and no (mathematica!)
approximations have to be made so that, in principle, the exact solutions can be calculated
(i.e. ignoring the numerical inaccuracies). Numerical methods can thus be said to be more

flexible and accurate in relating macroscopie and microscopie kinetics than analytica!
methods. The first contributions in this field originated from Yasukawa et al. [129, 145, 146,
169, 170], Coyle et al. [171] and Olaj et al. [132, 162, 168]. In the past 10 to 15 years, many
papers have appeared dealing with computer simulations including chain-length dependent
termination, and the merits of a number of these papers will be discussed in section 2.3 .5. At
this stage, however, it is of particular interest to say a few words on a recent set of simulation
papers by Olaj et al. [172-174 ]. They have showed numerically that equation 2.11 also hoIds
for PLP experiments, again with the macroscopie and microscopie exponent b being
identical. They applied this kinetic analysis to the monomers styrene and methyl
methacrylate, both polymerized with subsequent laser pulses at 25°C in bulk. They found a
decrease of the <.k,> with increasing chain length that could be wen modeled by equation

2.11. The exponent b was approximately 0.17-0.19 for S (120< Pn < 1385) [175] and 0.160.17 for MMA (270 < Pn < 1264) [176], ofwhich the latter compares favourably to the one
obtained by Mahabadi [151]. In the case ofMMA, Pn was 'corrected' for disproportionation
is such a way that it resembled the average degree of polymerization of the terrninating
radicals. Olaj et al. suggested that thermodynamic factors in the shielding of the radicals
against terrnination deterrnine the value of the exponent b and that termination is not under
translational diffusion control
Before turning to the second class of experimental evidence of the existence of a
chain-length dependence of kt, it is interesting to highlight one specific experimental
technique. Over a decade ago, Buback et al. [177-179] developed the time-resolved
single-pulse pulsed-laser polymerization technique (TR-SP-PLP). In this technique, a mixture
of monomer and photo-initiator is irradiated by a laser pulse of extremely short duration and
the subsequent polymerization rate is monitored on-line by means of (N)IR spectroscopy. A
number of specific features of this technique seem to make this system highly interesting to
study chain-length dependence of termination reactions with. First of all, as the laser pulse
can be considered to be instantaneous on the time scale of propagation, the radical dispersity
in this system is the narrowest that can be obtained. Secondly, and for the very same reason,
the fact that data are collected as a function of time is in principle equivalent to collecting
data as a function of radical chain length. In other words, at any moment in time the
termination kinetics of this system seem to be dominated by termination events between
radicals of identical chain length, which greatly reduces the complex relation between <.ki>
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and k:·i. Up to now only two successful attempts to obtain chain-length dependent k, values
have been reported. Buback and Schweer (125, 180) found a value of b = 0.20 ± 0.10 (up to
chain lengths of several thousands of monomer units) for the polymerization of ethylene.
Chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis will further explore some of the potential of this method.

2. Termination Studies of Non-Propagating Species
A second class of experiments are those in which termination reactions between
radicals can take place, but propagation reactions can not. Schnabel and coworkers [114, 115,
181, 182] performed an interesting set of experiments by means of pulse radio lysis of
polymers in aqueous solutions. In one study [181] they observed the rate of disappearance of
polymerie radicals, generated from narrow molecular weight dispersity polyethyleneoxide
with time resolved UV spectroscopy. The k, decreased with increasing chain Jength up to
lengths of approximately 103 with a dependence c1ose to 1/..fi, which might be interpreted as
an indication for translational diffusion being the rate-determining step in the termination
process. In a later paper the termination kinetics of these same polyethyleneoxide radicals of
varying size were studied, however, here small scavengers were included [182). The
termination rate coefficient for the reaction between these species, turned out to scale with
the sum of the individual translational diffusion coefficients, D; and Dj, of the species:

(2.12)
in which, in this specific case, i andj represent the scavenger and polyethyleneoxide radicals,
respectively. For relatively large polymer chain lengths, the termination rate coefficient
reached a limiting value and the diffusivity of the scavenger alone determines the overall
termination rate (Dscavenger >> Dpolymer). In such a limiting case, the larger chain can be
considered as immobile compared to the small one. (Note that the validity of equation 2.12
requires that the diffusion coefficients are independent of each other). Unfortunately, as
stated before, these studies suffer from the disadvantage that the polyethyleneoxide radicals
are formed randomly along the chain' s backbone instead of at the chain end, which results in
a different chain-length dependence for the termination reaction than for terminal radicals
[58, 100, 183, 184].

Fischer and Paul (31] have studied the termination rate coefficient for small radicals
in solution by means of ESR. The different values of k1 measured for these species were
closely modelled by the Smoluchowski equation. Although the chain-length dependence of
termination reactions involves much larger radicals, the study clearly demonstrates that k1 will
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decrease with an increase in the size and mass of the radicals involved. Many values for
termination rate coefficients of small organic radicals have been tabulated by Griller [185),
hut also in papers by for instance Gibian and Corley [21) and Fischer and Paul [31]
interesting data can be found. These values can be used to 'fine tune' termination models, i.e.
they provide access to independently determined values of

k:·i

for 1-mers and /or o1igomers.

3. Difjusion-Controlled Mimic Reactions
The third class of experiments are those based on diffusion-controlled mimic
reactions. In the previous section some examples of this approach have already been
discussed. Although the comparison of these results with free-radical termination reactions
implicitely invokes several assumptions, as discussed in the previous section, the qualitative
results obtained from these studies are very interesting. Generally, the kinetics of a certain
species, not being a radical though incorporated in a polymer chain, is monitorred while it is
reacting bimolecularly at a diffusion-controlled rate. Schnabel and coworkers [116, 186, 187]
have also been active in this field. Among other things, they focused on the inter- and
intramolecular quenching of a copolymer containing a small fraction of phenyl vinyl ketone.
They observed that the rate of intermolecular quenching between a small species and a large
copolymer, S-L interaction, was approximately a factor 2 lower than the interaction between
two small species, S-S interaction [186, 187].* This is again in agreement with equation 2.12,
again assuming the independence of the individual diffusion coefficients of the two species
so that small species can freely diffuse through a large polymer coil. Results of the previously
mentioned phosphorescence quenching technique, for instance, have shown that this is not an
unreasonable assumption as polymer only acts as an obstacle for diffusion of small molecules
[188-192 and references therein]. Torkelson and coworkers have described this behaviour in
terms of free volume theories [189-192]. Moreover, as dilute solutions are considering here,
the concentration of polymer is low and, above all, polymer coils are not very dense. The
diffusion coefficient of small molecules is therefore diminished, but not too severly. The
difference in interaction between S-S and S-L can therefore be anticipated to be somewhat
smaller than 2. Schnabel et al. also studied rate coefficients ofL-L reactions and found this
interaction to be characterised by a much lower rate coefficient than the S-L interaction
[116]. Unfortunately, also in these studies the active groups which were monitored were not
end groups, but groups randomly distributed along the polymer chains.
An impressive contribution in the area of mimic reactions was made by Horie, Mita
and coworkers [85, 103, 117, 183, 188, 193, 194). They made an extensive study of the
diffusion-limited phosphorescense quenching kinetics of functionalised polystyrenes. Not
• For sake of simplicity, 'small' may be considerd as a 'polymer' of chain length 1.
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only were the functional groups terminal po1ymer chain groups, but the polydispersity of
their polymers was very low as well. In the comparison of S-S versus S-L interactions in
benzene they obtained the same results as Schnabel and found the rate coefficient of S-S
interaction to be twice as high as for S-L interaction, given that the larger chain exceeded a
chain length of approximately

Hf [103, 183]. For L-L interaction, in which both

phosphorophore and quencher were of approximately the same chain length, Horie and Mita
found a chain-length dependence of kq of approximately

1/i

032

for 23 < i < 740 [103]. Ina

Jatter paper they re-evaluated this dependence for a larger range of polymer chain lengths and
carne toa sealing of l/i 029 for 23 < i < 3900 [117]. They also extended their study to the
(poorer) solvents cyclohexane and butanone [117, 183]. The data for all these systems could
be described reasonably well by a theoretica} model that they had previously derived and
which was based on segmental diffusion control [111]. Finally, the activation energy for the
diffusion-controlled phosphorescense quenching reaction compared well with the temperature
dependence of the viscosities of these solvents [103, 117, 183].* Further studies were also
done with a slightly different topology of the polymer chains, such as with central
phosphorescent groups as compared to end-groups [183] and with two phosphorescense
polystyrene end-groups instead of one [183, 193, 194]. In the former case, at somewhat
higher chain lengths, the kq for the quenching reaction between monomeric benzil with these
polymers having central anthryl groups, showed a marked decrease indicating that the
accessibility of these groups is much less than for terminal groups. Note that this contrasts
with the statement made above on free diffusion of small species through a polymer coi1.
Gebert et al. [190] have drawn similar conclusions from their quenching study of polystyrene
containing randomly distributed anthracene labels along the polymer chains.
An interesting dynamic picture of segmental diffusion emerges from the Jatter studies
in which two anthryl endgroups were used. In two of these studies [193, 194], the
diffusion-controlled intramolecular triplet-triplet annihilation of terminal anthryl groups was
studied, which thus indicates how fast two end groups of the same polymer molecule
encounter with each other. The chain-length dependence ofthis intramolecular reaction was
found scale according to l/i1.o in benzene for 110 < i < 3000, while in butanone two different
sealing regimes were found:

1/tl.5

for 110 < i $ 300 and l/iLO for 300 < i < 3000 [194]. In

calculating these sealing laws, however, the intramolecular triplet-triplet annihilation was
treated as a first order reaction, a1though two (almost independently moving) groups are
involved in this reaction. Consequent1y, there is a 'dilution' effect present in these sealing
relations. If one takes one active group as a reference point, then the concentration of the
• Note that, assuming the Smoluchowski equation with Stokes-Einstein diffusion dynamics, kq should scale as T/îJ.
Care bas to be taken when determining activation energies for free-radical termination reactions. A temperature
increase is usually accompanied by a change in the radical chain-length distribution, resulting in misleading
apparent activation energies [13 l].
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second group that the fust group will experience, scales inversely with the coil volume and
thus approximately with 1/i 1•5 • Looking at the -1.0 coefficient in benzene and the -1.5
coefficient of the volume sealing, this implies that segmental diffusion process becomes more
efficient according to i 1.s / i 1.o = i05 (note: divide by concentration and thus multiply with

t1. 5 ). Tbus, the longer the chain length, the relatively faster the chain end encounters occur,
i.e. if corrected for dilution effects. Horie et al. [194] explained this on the basis of the short
time scale motions of a polymer chain end. Each chain end is exploring a certain volume in
its direct vicinity because of its dangling (segmental) motion. At higher polymer chain
lengths, however, the overall segment density (volume of coil divided by its chain length) of
a polymer decreases, which results in less hindrance in the short time scale motion of the
chain end. Tuis effectively expands the volume the chain end can explore per unit of time and
henee results in faster quenching.
Further eontributions to the field of phosphoreseence quenching have come from the
group ofTorkelson [104, 118, 189-192, 195). Although they pointed out several weak aspects
in the work of Horie and Mita regarding their polymer synthesis and data analyses [195),
their findings with respect to the ratio of the rate of S-S quenching versus S-L quenching
[195] and the sealing of kq with cooperative diffusion in the dilute regime [104), were sirnilar
to those of Horie and Mita. Interestingly, their quenching data of end-functional polystyrene

in a dilute eyelobexane solution showed close agreement with predietions of the
Smoluehowski equation using translational self-diffusion eoefficients [118]. Por L-L
interaction between chains of equal length, kq scaled with 1/i 031 (20 < i < 2000), which
eompares favorably with the value of0.29 obtained by Horie and Mita [117), although the
latter workers reported this value for their experiments in a good solvent (benzene). Wisnudel
and Torkelson also bridged the gap between the two extremes of S-L and L-L quenching by
performing a quenehing experiment in whieh the ehain length of the benzil-labeled ehain was
fixed at moderate values (100 and 670 respectively), while the ehain length of the anthracene
functional chain was varied from small to large. In these intermediate cases at sotnewhat
higher chain lengths of the anthracene functional chain, a good qualitative sealing of kq was
found with the harmonie mean chain length, Îhm. which is defined as:

l.

run-

(2·i·j)
-i+j

(2.13)

The sealing power was again approximately 0.3 [l 18]. At small chain lengths of the
anthracene ehain, the Srnoluchowski equation was in good agreement with the data. Finally,
at higher polymer eoneentrations, Rouse dynamies sealing were found to beeome more and
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more appropriate, resulting in an inverse first order dependence of kq upon chain length for
oligomeric species.
In addition to phosphorescence quenching, much faster mimic reactions have also
been applied to the study of the dynamics of termination reactions. The group of Winnik
[ 196-198] studied the time resolved intermolecular excimer formation of pyrene end-labeled
monodisperse polystyrene chains in solution (the excimer being a complex of an excited and
groundstate pyrene species). Similar to phosphorescence quenching, this reaction can be
monitored spectroscopically, but the experimental observation time is much lower. Typical
lîfetimes of excited pyrene moieties are of the order of magnitude of several hundredths of
nanoseconds [ 199], in contrast to the relatively long lifetimes of several tenth of
microseconds of excited phosphorophores as used discussed above. Winnik and coworkers
analyzed their data in terms of the time-dependent Smoluchowski equation. The very fast
decay which is inherent in fluorescence relaxation processes, means that the non-equilibrium
state that is generated upon photo-excitation of such a system, cannot be leveled out before a
significant amount of pyrene rnoieties have already relaxed. This necessitates the introduction
of time-dependent rate parameters in the analyses of experimental data [e.g. 200]. Both in
semi-dilute solutions of 1200-mers in toluene [196] as well as in dilute and semi-dilute
solutions of60-mers [197] and 100-mers [198) in toluene and cyclohexane, they found that
the time dependent Srnoluchowski equation gave a good fit to their data. The diffusion
coefficients that they derived from this fit gave good agreement with (chain-length
dependent) translational dif:fusion coefficients of these polymers in solution. Because of this
good agreement, the authors also concluded that translational diffusion must be the
rate-determining step in the termination process at both semi-dilute as well as dilute
conditions. As the authors commentedthemselves, 100-mers in dilute solutions might still be
small enough to be controlled by translational diffusion and segmental diffusion might only
become dominant at higher chain lengths. Or, to put it in other words, the reaction between
two 100-mers can still be considered as a S-S termination event, and previous studies have
unambiguously shown that translational diffusion is rate determining for this class of
termination events.
When considering the features of excimer formation in somewhat greater detail, some
comment on this study seems appropriate. The key issue that one should keep in mind when
considering these types of mimic studies, is how the lifetime of a pyrene moiety cornpares to
the lifetime of a free radical. In the case of polystyrene, the polymer that the group of Winnik
studied, this comparison is not very favorable. One propagation step of this rnonomer at a
moderate temperature of 30 °C (average temperature used in excimer study) takes about 0.2
to 0.3 milliseconds. Not only can one conclude that a time-dependent Smoluchowski equation
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is of no significance on these time scales, more important is that the probing distance is much
too small and thus limits the comparison between excimer formation and free-radical
termination. This probing distance scales with the square root of time according to the
Einstein relation [201]:

x=.JD ·6t
(2.14)
in which x is the probing distance, D the diffusion coefficient and t the corresponding time.
Assuming a lifetime of 200 ns for an excited pyrene moiety [198], then the distance explored
by a radical is approximately 35 times larger than the distance explored by the pyrene
end-label. Especially in the case of the 1200-mer, as discussed above, this distance is limited.
Assuming a diffusion coefficient of 5.3· 10·13 m2 ·s·' (from ref. [196) for the diffusion of
polystyrene in toluene at a concentration of 4.6· HY g·L·1), x is approximately 0.8 and 28 nm
for the pyrene and radical chain, respectively. While the radical can thus explore a volume in
excess of the size of a polymer coil, the pyrene moiety is confined to reactions with species
which were already in very close proximity at the moment of irradiation (diffusion distance is
actually approaching the value of the capture radius!). Besides, when assuming Rouse
dynamics for this specific systern as Martinho et al. [ 196] did, it becornes clear that the
lifetime of a radical exceeds the Rouse relaxation time, while the lifetime of a pyrene moiety
is decades smaller. Consequently, large time-scale chain end motions, which are generally
characterized by a much stronger dependence upon chain length, are excluded from the
kinetic information obtained in such an excimer study. The fact that the concentration of
probe molecules (- 10·5 mol·L· 1 for the lowest concentrations) was decades larger than can
ever be the case for the concentration of radicals in a polymerization (10-5 mol·L· 1 is an
unreasonably high value for the total radical concentration, let alone the concentration of
IOQ..mers) can only aggravate this situation. Surprisingly, however, the diffusion coefficients
the authors obtained [196, 198] showed good agreement with those obtained from other
techniques, invo1ving long-distance probing.
Summarizing the above studies, there is no doubt that termination reactions are
dependent upon the chain 1ength of the species invo1ved in the reaction. Although the
quantitative results are ambiguous, the qualitative picture that emerges from these studies
clearly shows that the rate of these reactions significantly slows down if the reactive polymer
chains become 1arger in chain length. In the next section, some theoretical models taking this
dependence into account will be discussed.
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2.3.4. Theoretical Models
The number of models that bas been presented in literature to account for the
complicated diffusion control of bimolecular termination reactions is overwhelming. The
majority of these efforts are based on the Smoluchowski model [202), which was originally
developed for colloidal systems. The Smoluchowski model describes the rate coefficient fora
diffusion-controlled reaction and is based on the appearance of concentration gradient in a
homogeneous mixture. This gradient is formed as a result of the chemical reaction between
species, radicals in this case, which causes a local depletion of the reactants. Consequently, a
net flux of reactants is induced towards those loci which are poor in radicals. Von
Smoluchowski was the first to use this treatrnent for diffusion-controlled reactions. •
In terms ofbimolecular free-radical termination reaction, the Smoluchowski equation
can be expressed according to:

(2.15)
in which D; is the diffusion coefficient of an i-mer, G the capture radius of the reaction and NA
Avogadro's number. Often an additional factor p, describing e.g. steric or spin multiplicity
effects, is included in the Smoluchowski equation. Equation 2.15 is the long time limit of the
Smoluchowski equation, which assurnes that a steady-state concentration bas been attained.
For polymerie species, the Smoluchowski equation has been used to describe both
translational and segmental diffusion processes. The chain-length dependence of termination
rate coefficients can be introduced via the diffusion coefficients, via the steric factorp and/or
via the capture radius.
As stated above, the number of chain-length dependent k1 models reported in literature
is enormous and various in nature. With respect to the functional form of these termination
models, rnodels can be found predicting (close to) chain-length independent termination rate
coefficients [66, 139, 142, 143, 203) or predicting minimum [4, 96, 204] or maximum [205]
values of kr at certain chain lenghts. Also the perception of a radical in a coil has been quite
different; some consider the radical chain end to be homogeneously distributed over the
polymer coil, assuming termination to occur in the overlap volume between two coils [4, 66,
96, 139, 142, 143, 204], others only allow for termination reactions on the surface ofpolymer
* Strictly speaking, the Smoluchowski model is not applicable to free-radical termination reactions. The derivation of
this model comprises the assumption of an A + B reaction in which one of the reactants is present in large excess; a
so-called 'single-sink' model. Termination, however, represents a 'multi-sink' problem in whicb, all 'A' and 'B'
species can react with each other. Nevertheless, the Smolucbowski equation bas proved to be an accurate description
for the termination kinetics of small radials [20, 31 ].
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coils [206], some authors consider polymerie radicals to be equivalent to very small radicals
having a translational diffusion coefficient typical fora polymer coil [4, 204], yet others have
taken the Gaussian chain statistics into considerations [100, 111, 112, 183, 203, 205].
Besides, in many papers more than one model is discussed, to show the (in)applicability of
several alternatives. However, not all these models have proven to be equally realistic and I
or relevant anymore. Fortunately, new experimental results and new insights in polymer
dynamics have significantly increased our understanding of polymer dynamics in solutions.
Therefore, the discussion here will be limited to only a few examples, which the author
considers to be either the most sophisticated, the most used and I or the most recent.

Segmental Diffusion Models Including Excluded Volume and Gaussian Chain
Statistics
Horie, Mita and Kambe [11 l] were among the first to derive a physically
well-founded termination model based on segmental diffusion. This model was aimed at
predicting the termination rate coefficient for two flexible polymer coils of equal molar mass
in solution. Having considered the relaxation times for 5 types of molecular motion, Horie et

al. reached the conclusion that those steps involving the motion of the polymer coil as a
whole were fast enough to guarantee a 'macro-Brownian equilibrium' of the system. In other
words, translational diffusion is not rate determining in the termination reaction.
The basic philosophy of their model was that the termination rate coefficient could be
expressed as the product of the rate of segmental diffusion multiplied by the chance of
finding two chain ends in the same volume element. To describe the segmental diffusion of
chain ends inside a polymer coil, expressions were derived taking into account the probability
distribution of finding a radical chain at a certain distance ftom the center of mass of the
polymer coil, assuming flexible Gaussian chains (long chain approximation). The effects of
excluded volume were introduced into the model via the linear expansion coefficient a and a
relative potential energy function. The Jatter accounts for the increased coil-coil repulsion
when the centers of mass oftwo polymer coils come into proximity. The model contains no
arbitrarily adjustable parameters and gives an apriori prediction for k;,; , according to:

(2.16)
in which function A represents the effects of solution properties ( a. is the linear expansion
coefficient), function B the effects of chain length and function C the effects of frictional
properties ((o is the friction coefficient of a segment and Tthe absolute temperature). The
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expressions for the functions A and B are rather complex and involve intergrals over the
seperation distance between the two polymer coils and the separation distance between the
radical chain end and the center of mass of the corresponding polymer co il. Function C is
inversely proportional to the solution viscosity. The effect of chain length is not exclusively
contained in function B, but is also present in function A as the linear expansion coefficient is
chain-length dependent. The model has been found to give close agreement with pulse
radiolysis data (111] and chain-length dependent phosphorescence quenching data of
polystyrene in solvents of different quality [117]. The net chain-length dependence predicted
by this model is an approximate inverse square root dependence of

k:·;

for short chains,

while k:·; becomes insensitive of chain length at higher values of i. Furthermore, higher k1
values are predicted if the solvent becomes poorer in quality.
A second model with segmental diffusion as the rate-determining step has been
introduced by Mahabadi and O'Driscoll [100]. Although it shows great similarity to the
model of Horie, Mita and Kambe [ 111 ], it has some specific and improved features: (i) it
predicts the termination rate coefficient for all possible i-j combinations (instead of only i-i)
and (ü) it also includes a physically more correct relation for the linear expansion coefficient;
Mahabadi and O'Driscoll [100], have pointed out that the correlation that Horie et al. used to
descibe a was inconsistent with literature data.
Mahabadi and O'Driscoll's starting point was somewhat different to the one used by
Horie et al. The microscopie rate coefficient for bimolecular termination was now expressed
as the product of (i) the rate coefficient for translational diffusion and (ii) the probability of
reaction, both being dependent upon the separation distance between the two polymer coils.
This reaction probability was supposed to be determined by the rate coefficient of segmental
diffusion of the chain ends (Smoluchowski model [202]) and the time available for a
termination reaction. The latter parameter effectively cancels out the influence of the
translational diffusion coefficient, making the process only dependent upon the rate of
segmental diffusion. The final equation that Mahabadi and O'Driscoll obtained for

k:·j

was

simplified for practical purposes and expressed as a product of two functions:

(2.17)
in which the function F1 represent the effect of the frictional properties of the polymer coils
and F2 the effect of excluded volume and chain length, according to:
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(2.18)

(2.19)
in which kB is Boltzmann's constant, amis the hydrodynamic radius of a monomeric unit in a
segment, No the number of monomer units in a segment (flexibility parameter), 1{o the solvent
viscosity, Ç0 the polymer segrnental friction coefficient, (sp the polyrner segment frictional
coefficient assuming a spherical geometry of this segment and a; the intramolecular linear
expansion coefficient of an i-mer. Fora given polymer-solvent system, F1 is a constant
function and the chain-length dependence of k1 is thus fully contained in F2 • For small chain
lengths (<102) the model predicts an appropriate order of 0.4 for the chain-length dependence
of the termination rate coefficient, dropping to 0.1 for larger chain lengths (> 104) (207].
Similar to the model by Horie et al., this model also contains no adjustable parameters and all
quantities involved in F1 and F2 are experimentally accessible.
The chain-Iength dependent model by Mahabadi and O'Driscoll bas experimentally
been tested with a variety of termination data. The predictions of equations 2.17-2.19 were
found to be in close agreement with experimental results for the dependence of k1 upon
solvent quality in the initia] stages of polymerization [82, 83], for the description of SIP data
[100, 150) and pulse radiolysis data [100), to account for the different krvalues of a series of
methacrylates [208] and the dependence of k1 upon pressure (207, 209]. However, as
Mahabadi and O'Driscoll pointed out themselves [82, 100], they could only compare average

k1 values from experimental results with k;·j predictions from their model (for which i and j
were related to the number average chain length), as a result of which the discrepancy
between model and experiment increased as the average chain length became smaller [150].
Unfortunately, little accurate literature data are available which describe the relation between
chain length and linear expansion coefficient, as used by Mahabadi and O'Driscoll, which
bas limited the use of this model by others.
Beside the efforts of Horie et al. and Mahabadi and O'Driscoll, many other models
have appeared incorporating the excluded volume effect. Among others, contributions have
been made by lto [112], Doi [210], Morawetz [21 l] and O'Shaughnessy et al. [58-60, 120,
184]. The last group considered the reaction kinetics of polymer solution under dilute (and
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more eoneentrated) conditions based on average sealing concept of polymers in solution,
contrasted to the more 'mechanical dynamical' approach followed by Horie et al. [111] and
Mahabadi and O'Driseoll [100]. O'Shaughnessy et al. carne to the conclusion that, in dilute
solutions using good solvents, the reaction rate can be described by 'mean-field' kinetics
irrespeetive of the reactivity of the polymer's chain end [184].* In principle, the applicability
of mean field theory is equivalent with saying that termination reactions are not translational
diffusion controlled. The resulting overall ehain-length sealing power b for k, based on this
approach was found to be 0.16 [184]. Previously, Khokhlov [212] had reached the same
conclusion for slowly reacting systems based on a theoretica) analysis using partition
functions. In contrast to systems dominated by excluded volume effects, the sealing of k1 with
chain length in 0-solvents was shown to be fundamentally different. For such systems,
Friedman and O'Shaughnessy [184] showed that the reaction rate eoefficient should scale
with 1/ tn(i). Pinally, in semi-dilute systems, O'Shaughnessy et al. [58-60] distinguished
several different chain-length dependent sealing regimes and derived the corresponding
sealing laws. Por good solvents, the termination rate coefficient for chains of identical chain
length will still be dorninated by mean field kinetics, but only for short chains (b =0.16),
followed by a chain-length independent regime where excluded volume effect are no longer
dominant (b = 0), a subsequent Ronse dynamics regime for not too long, unentangled ehains
(b 0.5) and finally by reptation dynamics regime for very large chains (b =1.5). However,
depending upon the system 'type' being studied, theory does not always predict the inverse
square root sealing area [58-60]. Note that these latter sealing relations are no Jonger
segmental diffusion models, but are translational diffusion models instead.

=

Translational Dif.fusion Models
Especially in the older literature, many models can be found describing terrnination
kinetics in terms of translational diffusion coefficients, although at that time it was commonly
believed that segmental diffusion was the rate-determining step. This apparent contradiction
is based on the simple fact that the knowledge regarding segmental diffusion was simply
lacking in those days. Por dilute solutions, it has been long know that translational diffusion
coefficients scale approximately with i 05 for 0-solvents, while sealing becomes somewhat
stronger, 1/iü.6, for long ehains in good solvents as a result of the excluded volume effect
increasing the polymer coil dimensions [213]. The majordistinction between all the different

1/

* Note, however, that these authors only consider a reaction to be 'diffusion controlled', if a system cannot reach
an equilibriwn on the typical time scale of reaction and local depletion of reactants occurs. For termination
reactions the typical time scale of reaction is severely decreased by intermolecular excluded volume effects, the
mean time needed for reaction is larger than typical polymer relaxation times and consequently this reaction is
not diffusion controlled. It is important to realize that this definition differs from the one used in this thesis.
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translational diffusion mode Is, can therefore mainly be found in the considerations of the
capture radius, being either constant or chain-length dependent.
The assumption of the capture radius being a constant can take several forms. North
and coworkers [4, 40, 204] looked upon the termination reaction as if one is in principle
dealing with two small non-polymerie radicals. In this case, the capture radius is
approximately a few Ángströms, while the diffusion coefficients are those typical for large
polymer molecules in solution and thus chain-length dependent. When using this approach as
a segmental diffusion model [4, 40, 204], the rate coefficients of segmental diffusion were
simply assumed to be equal to those for translational diffusion. The effects of excluded
volume and the occurrence of entanglements were included in the steric factor p (equation

2.15). In addition, a limiting chain length (-100) was introduced in these models, above
which the segmental diffusion coefficient became independent of chain length. Similar
predictions for k1 carne from Allen and Patrick [96]. They proposed a 'volume-swept out'
model in which the diffusive motion of molecules through the gas phase was taken as a
model for the motion of polymerie radicals. Tuis model required parameters such as jump
length and jump frequency. Another variant of this class of termination models is the so
called 'rigid sphere' model [40]. In this approach, the radical is assumed to be situated
somewhere in a small area at the surface of the polymer coil, which is considered to be an
elastic species. If the coil gets bigger, the surface that the radicals occupy does not change,
but its relative size compared to the dimensions of it own polymer co il will diminish. Upon
collision of two polymer molecules, termination will be less probable if the coils are big. In
principle we are dealing here with a chain-length dependent steric factor p. The rigid-sphere
model predicts a chain-length dependent exponent of -1.5. Finally, some authors have only
considered the relation between k1 and the translational diffusion coefficient, thereby
implicitly assuming a constant capture radius [37, 138].
The alternative approach to the derivation of translational diffusion mode Is that can be
found in literature, uses a chain-length dependent capture radius. Intuitively, this seems to be
justified if the rate of coil-coil co11isions is thought to be rate determining; the size of a
polymer coil then seems to be a fair measure for tbe capture radius. However, not only are the
resulting models (close to) chain-length independent, the values stemming from these models
also exceed the experimentally obtained <kr> values by several orders of magnitude. Several
authors have concluded from this that translational diffusion is thus not the rate controlling
process in a termination reaction [142, 204}. Other authors have argued that the capture
radius does thus not scale with size but should have a small and constant value [96).
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In recent times, the translational diffusion model with a constant capture radius has
been given new élan by Russen [97, 119, 130, 131, 214, 215]. With computer simulations
Russen bas shown that a translational diffusion model can account for almost all
experimentally observed phenomena (see section 2.3.5). He applied the Smoluchowski model
(equation 2.15) in which the diffusion coefficients D; were defined according to:

D;

=
Dman X cb-a
ib

(2.20)

in which Dmon is the diffusion coefficient of the monomer, a and b the chain-length exponents
and Xc the chain length at which the sealing law is presumed to change from short to long
chain diffusion. The coefficients a and b are of course dependent upon solvent quality, but lie
approximately in the range of 0.5 to 0.6 for dilute conditions. There is substantial
experimental evidence for this model to be correct, however, ironicly only from mimic
reactions and radical reactions involving at least one short radical. All studies involving L-L
termination have indicated a lower value for exponent b. The above model belongs to the
class of so called 'diffusion mean models' of which several variations can be found in
literature. Some have used Russell's model [216-223], others have used the same functional
form of the chain-length dependence (equations 2.15 and 2.20) but without a crossover chain
length Xc [123, 171, 224, 225] and finally, also slightly different functional forms can be
encountered [162, 174]. For dilute solutions, the sealing exponents have frequently been
assigned lower values than 0.5 to 0.6 [123, 162, 174, 225]. Higher values are only
encountered for non-dilute solutions [119, 171, 214-216, 218, 219]. Based on
pulsed-field-gradient NMR experiments of styrene oligomers by Piton et al. [226], it has been
proposed that in dilute solutions, the chain-length sealing exponents a and b in equation 2.20
vary with the fraction ofpolymer, wp, according to [227, 228]:
a =min (2, lo.5+1.15wP j)

b=max(0.6,a)

(2.21)

A concise description of the above model can also be found in [227].

Geometrie Mean Model
Another model that bas been used in the literature very frequently is the geometrie
mean model:
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kti,j
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in which k,0 is a constant. The use of the geometrie mean is sometimes criticized, as it does
not seem to have a clear physical origin. Nevertheless, it is probably the most commonly used
model and bas been adopted by many authors [13, 110, 129, 132, 145-148, 151, 159-169,
172-176, 229, 230]. lts popularity can (mainly) be attributed to the fact that this model can
easily be factorized for use in analytîcal derivatîons, making ît convenient for practical
purposes.
Despite the 'lack' of having a physical origin, several papers can be found in literature
that argue in favor ofthis particular model on several grounds. Mahabadi [13, 159] bas stated
that the geometrie mean model can be used as a simplified representation of the Fi function
(equations 2.17 and 2.19) of the segmental dîffusion model that he and O'Driscoll developed
[100]. Also others models that have appeared in Iiterature could be simplified to this
functional dependence according to Mahabadi [13, 151, 159 and references therein]. Also lto
[147] has sîmplified hîs excluded volume effect model [112] to the geometrie mean form.
Olaj and Zifferer [229] have performed Monte Carlo sîmulations in which they placed 300
polymer chains in a lattice, consîdering excluded volume effects. From the obtained
configurations they evaluated the 'shîelding factor' which describes how severely the
presence of a polymer coil retards the termination of its own radical compared to small
(unshielded) radicals. Por chains ofunequal size Olaj and Zifferer showed that the geometrie
mean model provided a reasonable mathematica! description of their results, although the
harmonie mean model,

. .

0
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t
i+ j

(2.23)

gave a closer fit. Support for this latter model can also be found in the papers by Khokhlov
[212], Friedman and O'Shaughnessy [184] and Wisnudel and Torkelson [118].

2.3.5. Computer Simulations
As already addressed in section 2.3.3, an inherent problem that is faced when studying
bimolecular termination kinetics is the troublesome relationship between the microscopie and
macroscopie kinetics. Microscopie (chain-length dependent) termination rate coefficients
cannot readily be transformed into macroscopie (average) values and vice versa. Many
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authors have resorted to analytically 'translating' chain-length dependent kt models into
average termination rate coefficients, necessarily invoking assumptions to simplify the
kinetic se heme. Many of these went unchecked and the validity of these assumptions is
debatable. Nowadays, with the constant increase in computing power, these kinds of
approaches are no Jonger necessary and numerical methods have taken over the job. One of
the first publications dealing with simulations that incorporated chain-length dependent
termination kinetics was by Yasukawa et al. (129, 145, 146, 169, 170]. Amongst other things,
they modeled MWDs, compared them to experimentally obtained ones and tried to estimate
the degree of chain-length dependence from that comparison [145, 146]. Ever since, many
people have simulated free-radical kinetics including chain-length dependence. Especially in
the last few years, quite some modeling efforts have been undertaken to study the process of
PLP [221 and references therein].
In this section, some of the modeling work on chain-length dependent termination
will be discussed which was aimed at unraveling and/or revealing some of the complexity of
the chain-length dependent termination process. Por clarity, the discussion is divided in two
parts. The distinction is based on the 'direction' of reasoning, that is either going from
microscopie to macroscopie quantities or the other way around, macroscopie to microscopie,
as proposed by Russen [ 119].

1. From microscopie k:·j values to macroscopie quantities
Many people have pointed out the effect of chain-length dependence upon measurable
macroscopie quantities. The effects on the shape ofMWDs have been extensively discussed
[132, 145, 146, 168, 170, 171, 218, 219, 221-225, 230, 231} as well as genera) deviations
from classical kinetics [97, 119, 121, 129-132, 162, 168, 169, 172-174, 214, 215, 219, 223).
Of these studies, the most detailed contributions, providing a descriptive discussion on
chain-length dependent terminatîon rate coefficients, have come fromRussell et al. [97, 119,
130, 131, 214, 215}. Their simulation methodology involves the simultaneous solution of a
set of stiffly coup led differential equations, using the Gear algorithm. The main features of
their approach have been described in great detail [119, 214, 215) and will briefly discussed
in chapter 3. To make simulations computationaJly less dernanding, also approximate
solutions have been used, employing coarse graining, the concept of short-long termination
and (subsequent) steady-state assumptions for which fast iterative cycles can be used [119,
214, 215). In these simulation studies performed, the diffusion of polymer chains was
described by the Smoluchowski model, including chain-length dependent translational
diffusion coefficients, generally along with reaction diffusion coefficients [41, 57].
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Depending upon the conversion regime being studied, either of these diffusion modes could
be dominating the overall termination process.
A number of the papers by Russen et al. have dealt with simulations in the dilute low
conversion regime [97, 119, 130, 131]. Contrary to the genera! beliefthat segmental diffusion
is rate determining in this regime, Russell adopted the very same translational diffusion
model in bis simulations. First effons were aimed at the reproduction of <k1> values as
obtained from experimental studies by simulations, using only apriori estimated physically
relevant parameters. Although the first attempts [119, 215] seemed unsuccessful, in a
subsequent paper [97] the effect of spin multiplicity*was incorporated, leading to good
agreement between the calculated and experimental values of the <k,>. Russell concluded
from this result that the processes of translational diffusion could cenainly not be ruled out as
being the rate-determining step in free-radical termination reactions in dilute solutions. His
model bas shown to be accurate in describing deviations from classica] kinetics [ 130, l 31]
and bas provided interesting quantitative information on the concept of short-long
termination [97, 119], indicating that this is truly the most dominant 'form' oftermination.
Regarding the discussion held in section 2.3.2, one illuminating paper by Russell

[131] deserves some special attention. In this paper it was clearly demonstrated that any
change in experimental conditions that results in a change in the living radical chain-length
distribution, can have a profound effect on <k1> values, as can be understood from equation
2.10. The observed differences in <k1> values of several methacrylates as function of
viscosity, as measured by Plate and Ponomarenko [77], could be explained solely on the basis
of a change in the radical chain-length distribution. The observations that the value of <k1>
changed by approximately 2 decades while the viscosity changed only by a factor of 14 [77],
can thus not forma basis for concluding that segmental diffusion is rate determining. Similar
arguments hold against the interpretation of other macroscopie sealing quantities of <k1>.
Depending upon the initiation mechanism for instance, apparent activation energies of <k,>
can be either positive or negative [131.]. It is obvious that the conclusions drawn by many
workers that were based on macroscopie sealing relations must be looked upon with great
care. Average k1 values are truly 'lumped' parameters containing information about virtually
all parameters characterizing a polymerizing system. /t cannot be stressed enough that such
considerations should be bom in mind when reading this thesis, especially in sections such as
section 2.3.2, which might easily mislead the reader. Apparent evidence for segmental
diffusion being rate determining presented there can thus just as well be explained on the
• Spin multiplicity parameter, p,p". takes into account that only radicals encountering each other in a singlet state
(anti-parallel electron spins) can tenninate, as opposed to those in a three-fold degenerated triplet state [21, 232J
(Russel-Saunders coupling [233]). For small radicals in (dilute) solution, a value ofpsp"=0.25 seems to be justified
[31J. Some additional discussion on the value ofpspin can be found in {215].
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basis of translational diffusion [ 131 ], taking notice of the complicated character of average kr
values (equation 2.10).
As stated above, in the literature many papers can be found taking chain-length
dependent termination into account. However, when it comes to an enhanced understanding
of chain-length dependent termination, none of these studies is as descriptive and informative
as those by Russell. Worth mentioning, though, is the work by Tobita [218, 219, 234], which
provides an interesting alternative simulation procedure to the above mentioned methods. He
has applied a Monte Carlo technique with a 'time competition' approach using segregated
microreactors.

2. From macroscopie quantities to microscopie
The numerical transformation of microscopie

k:·i values

k:·i

values into macroscopie quantities

as discussed in the previous section is, seen from a numerical perspective, quite
straightforward. However, when detailed kinetic information on chain-Jength dependent
termination is desired, the inverse route should be explored as well. Somehow macroscopie
quantities must be unraveled in such a way that accurate and reliable data on the chain-length
dependence can be uncovered. It will be obvious from the discussion so far, that this route is
far from straightforward and requires dedicated experimental techniques.
Some work in this area bas been done by Nikitin and Evseev. They have performed a
number of simulations of PLP, using both chain-length independent termination rate
coefficients, employing generating functions [235-238], as well as chain-length dependent
termination rate coefficients [223]. They have proposed two new methods for the recovery of
chain-length dependent k1 information; one based on rate measurements and the other on
MWD measurements [223]. At first sight, their results seem to be quite useful for the case of
single-pulse experiments (for which their equations were derived), however, Nikitin and
Evseev have solely focused on the application oftheir results to PLP experiments. They
adopted a 'pseudo single-putse polymerization' concept by making the separation between
two subsequent pulses large enough or using putse packages in which the post polymerization
effect was considered. According to Nikitin and Evseev, for rate measurements of
single-pulse experiments, the chain-length exponent b can be determined according to [223]:

b=-1-ln([P] 12 -[P] 11
In C
[PJr1 -[P1ro

J

in which [P]t0 is the concentration of polymer at time t 0 , and C a constant defined by:
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t1 =C ·t0
t2 =C2

·to

C>l
Also the value of

k:·

1

(2.25)

is experimentalJy accessible. As a simplifying assumption was made in

the derivation of equation 2.24, the value of b converges to its correct value as t becomes
large enough. Furthennore, the exponent b can be determined from two points of the MWD,
irrespective of the amount of disproportionation [223):

(2.26)

in which n; is the number of chains of Iength i. Previously, a similar equation was derived for
the case of a non chain-length dependent k1 [238]. Also here, in the derivation of equation
2.26, a long chain limit was used. However, in this region of the MWD, chain transfer to
monomer (a process which was not taken into account in the numerical validation of the
above equations) will certainly dominate the shape of the MWD, jeopardizing this procedure.
Actually, this portion of the MWD is used for the determination of transfer rate coefficients
[216, 217]. A similar line of thought holds against the use of equation 2.24 as well.
Also the group of Olaj have performed quite a number of simulation studies, mainly
on the kinetics of PLP. Ina recent series of papers [172-174, 230] they have used a
simulation method based on an iterative procedure [239-241]. The time interval is divided in
small, equal intervals, each of duration 1 I kp [M]. The radical profile is then converged until
a pseudo-steady-state profile is obtained, from which relevant kinetic data can then be
calculated such as the rateofpolymerization and I or the MWD. Olaj et al. [172-174, 230)
used these kinetic data to explore the possibilities of recovering chain-length dependent
termination rate coefficients from PLP experiments. In their simulations they compared the
exact value of <k1> (which can be calculated in a simulation, but is not experimentally
accessible) with the value of <kx> that they obtained from analyzing output data of their
simulations, which are experimentally accessible parameters. In the case of using MWD data
[172), the <k1> was determined from the second moment ofthis distribution, according to
[242-244]: •

* In equations 2.27 and 2.28 an additional factor 2 bas been introduced to correct for differences in the definition
of the rate of termination.
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(2.27)
in which Pw is the weight average degree of polymerization, Rp the rate of polymerization,
[M] the monomer concentration and ö the relative amount of disproportionation. Equation
2.27 involves a long-chain approximation, assumes the absence of chain transfer events and
is applicable onder both stationary [245] and pseudo-stationary state conditions [242-244).
Average kr values from rate data [173] were obtained according to [246]: •

á[M]
[M]

=~ln[l+[R]
0 ·k, ·t [1+
2k,
0

1+

2
[R] 0 ·k,·t0

)~~

(2.28)

in which A[M] is the change in monomer concentration per laser pulse, [R]o the increase in
radical concentration as a result of a laser pulse and to the time spacing between two
successive laser pulses. (Actually, both equations were originally developed for chain-Iength
independent termination). However, when Olaj et al. compared the values of <kr> obtained
from both methods with the exact value of <k1> as obtained from their simulations, they
found good agreement, proving that these methods yield genuine and reliable data for the
<k1>. Beside good agreement, the inserted geometrie mean power law for k1that was used for
the simulation, was refound accurately when plotting these <kr> values versus the number
average degree of polymerization. In other words, the microscopie chain-length dependence
of termination could be determined by simply analyzing macroscopie kinetic data resulting
from PLP experiments. The coefficient b in the macroscopie relation:
--b

< k,

>-P.

(2.29)
thus turned out to be approximately equal to the same parameter in the microscopie k1 model:
k ,i,j

{·
·)-b/2
-v·1

(2.30)

Worth mentioning in this context is a paper by O'Driscoll and Kuindersma [231) on a Monte
Carlo simulation of PLP. They also focused on the extraction of <k1> values from PLP
generated MWDs, using chain-length dependent termination models in their calculations. In
principle, similar observations were made as discussed above, i.e. they observed strongly
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decreasing values of the average k1 as the number average degree of polymerization
increased. Unfortunately, O'Driscoll and Kuindersma failed to recognize this and falsely
concluded that equation 2.27 should not be used for PLP experiments.
The line of thought explained ahove is, however, not new and can be traced back to
earlier papers where several people have dealt with the derivation of (approximate) closed
expression for chain-length dependent kinetics. Mahabadi [151] was the first to explicitly
postulate this 'simpte' identity between microscopie and macroscopie termination rate
coefficient, later followed by more elaborate analyses by Olaj et al. [161, 162, 168]. Beside
the geometrie mean relation, Olaj' s rnethod has also been shown to hold for other power law
relations for k1 [174] and has been experimentally applied to styrene [175] and MMA [176].
Unfortunately, the effect of chain transfer reactions was ignored in their simulations.
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Determination of CLD Termination Rate
Coefficients: Theory & Validation

In this chapter two novel methods are presented which enable the direct and model
independent determination of chain-length dependent termination rate coefficients. Both
methods are based on single-putse pulsed-laser polymerization. After a theoretica! derivation,
both kinetic approaches are validated by means of computer simulations. As will be
demonstrated, these simulations prove that the essential assumptions needed to gain access to
the chain-length dependent coefficients are valid and do not significantly undermine the

accurate and reliable determination of the termination rate coefficients.

3.1. Introduction
Approximately two decades ago, two pioneering papers appeared in literature dealing
with the kinetics of laser induced polymerization [I, 2]. Genkin and Sokolov [l] investigated
some characteristic features of the molecular weight distribution (MWO) resuhing from a
polymerization induced by a series of laser pulses. They suggested that both the propagation
rate coefficient kp as well as the termination rate coefficient k1 could be determined accurately
when using such a pulsed initiation source. At about the same time, a more exact treatment
was provided by Aleksandrov et al. [2]. These authors derived analytica! expressions for the
resulting MWO and demonstrated the logarithmic dependence of conversion upon the
repetition rate and pulse energy. The onset of extensive experimental application of pulsed
lasers in studying free-radical kinetics occurred approximately one decade later. Most
prominent in this area were the introduction of the time-resolved single-pulse pulsed-laser
technique (TR-SP-PLP) by Buback et al. [3-5], one year later followed by the pulsed-laser
polymerization (PLP) technique by 01aj et al. [6]. The Jatter technique bas brought about a
tremendous increase in the accuracy and precision of experimental kp values and has resulted
in IUPAC benchmark values for the propagation rate coefficients for several monomers [7,
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8]. Beside the TR-SP-PLP and PLP technique, also pulse-sequence PLP experiments have
been introduced [4, 9, 10], as well as so-called 'railroad' PLP experiments [11]. The potential
of the derivation of kinetic parameters from laser-initiated experiments has been reviewed by
Davis [12]. Recent and representative overviews of data originating from these techniques
have been given by van Herk [13] and by Beuermann and Buback [14].

Narrow Radical Chain-Length Distributions
The attractiveness and major advantage ofusing pulsed lasers in kinetic studies is a
result of the short duration of the laser pulse (typically 10 to 20 ns). Opposed to more
conventional methods such as rotating sector and spatially intermittent polymerization, the
initiation period can now he considered to be instantaneous on the time scale of propagation.
As a consequence, all radicals formed in one laser pulse are of approximately the same chain
length at any moment in time, which greatly simplifies the kinetic scheme. It is this quality of
laser-induced experiments that leads to the reliability of the PLP method to determine kp
values (in conjunction with an accurate MWD determination).
For the very same reason, laser induced experiments are also very attractive for
studying the chain-length dependence of termination reactions. When using single-pulse
techniques, it does not seem unreasonable to assume that the radical chain-length distribution
can be approximated by a delta pulse in which all growing chains are assumed to be of
exactly the same chain length at any moment in time. If the Poisson broadening of all kinetic
events and side reactions (such as chain transfer) is ignored, termination reactions occur
solely between radicals of equal chain length. Hence, the complex relation between averagek1
values (which can be experimentally measured) on the one hand, and chain-length dependent
coefficients (in which we are interested) at the other, is greatly reduced.

In this chapter, tbe above way of thinking is used in two no vel kinetic analyses of
single-pulse initiation experiments. It is shown that the kinetic scheme of such experiments
can be presented so that the termination rate coefficient can be determined as a function of
chain length in a (virtually) model free fashion. In other words, no apriori choice is made for
(or restriction set to) the functional dependence of k1 upon chain length, but rather, this
functional form can be determined. Hence, the exact dependence of k1 upon chain length can
be determined with these methods. In this respect, the kinetic analyses presented here are
distinctly different from any other kinetic study employing laser initiation reported so far in
literature.
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The first analysis will be discussed in section 3.2 and is based on the time resolved
measurement of the rate of polymerization as a result of one single laser pulse (TR-SP-PLP).
Since the introduction ofthis kinetic tool in the late 80's, a lot ofwork has been done using
this technique and a brief discussion regarding this work wiU be provided. The second
technique is based on a careful analysis of the MWD resulting from a single-pulse experiment
and will be presented in section 3.3. This technique will be referred to as 'SP-PLP-MWD' or
simply the 'MWD method'. Last, but not least, it should be noted already at this stage that in
all kinetic analyses presented below, either novel ones or ones taken from literature, volume
changes during polymerization have been neglected.

3.2. Time-Resolved Single-Poise Pulsed-Laser Polymerization:
Obtaining k:'i from Rate Measurements *
The TR-SP-PLP technique enables the time-resolved measurement of the rate of
polymerization by spectroscopically monitoring the decrease of the rnonomer concentration
induced by one single laser pulse. Only when the conversion per laser pulse is reasonably
high, time-resolved measurements are possible. The method is therefore lirnited to monomers
with a reasonable high kp value (or a low k1 value), including ethylene [3-5, 16-18], methyl
acrylate [19], butyl acrylate [20-23] and dodecyl acrylate [19]. Recently, however, it bas been
extended to the methacrylates [24]. The relatively low conversion per pulse is actually also an
advantage as it enables a high conversion resolution for the deterrnination of kinetic
parameters in these kinds of experiments.

3.2.1. Kinetic Analyses
Classic Kinetic Analysis
To deduce kinetic parameters from a measured monomer consumption trace, a kinetic
scheme is employed [3-5], starting at the rate of loss of radicals, r1:

(3.1)

*The essence ofthis section has already been published in [15]
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The subscript t is used here to indicate that the radical concentration [R]r is a time-dependent
variable in equation 3.1 (note that this does not apply to the subscript tin the rate coefficient

k1) and Óo represents the Dirac delta function. The initia! value of the radical concentration at
t =0 equals [R]o, which is the concentration of radicals formed instantaneously by the laser
pulse. A constant value of k1 is then used to integrate the above expression and to derive an
expression for the change of the total radical concentration with time. Substituting this
expression into the equation describing the rate of polymerization and subsequent integration
results in:
[M lr

[M]o

=(2 k [Rl
t

JO

t+ 1rkp/2k1
J

(3.2)

where [Mlt is the monomer concentration at time t after the laser pulse. This equation can be
used to fit experimental data from which two combined fit parameters are deduced, i.e. the
product k1 [R] 0 and the ratio of kpl 2k1• To obtain individual rate coefficients from these two
parameters, two pathways exist. Either one can obtain the value of kp from other experiments
(preferably from PLP experiments) or one can measure the maximum radical concentration at
time t = 0. For this Jatter quantity, several approaches have been reported in literature: (i)
measuring the amount of laser light absorbed by the photoinitiator, in conjunction with
knowledge of the quantum yield and efficiency of the initiator [9, 25], (ii) measurement of
the number of initiator end groups incorporated in the polymer [4, 26, 27], (iii) studying the
inhibition period in a pulse-sequence PLP experiment in the presence of a radical scavenger
[4] or (iv) employing a fluorescence trapping technique with (modified) nitroxide species

[28).
This kinetic analysis, however, has two disadvantages: (i) the obtained kinetic
parameters kp and k1 are determined as combined fit parameters and their accuracy is
dependent upon the determination of either [R]o or kp from (mostly) independent experiments
and (ii) a constant value of k, is used instead of a chain-length dependent one. The first
disadvantage is inherent to non-stationary experiments and is difficult to overcome.
Conversion is inextricable linked to radical concentrations and propagation rate coefficients.
The latter disadvantage, however, can be overcome in several ways and is discussed below.

Model-Dependent Chain-Length Dependent Kinetic Analysis
As explained in the introduction of this chapter, studying the chain-length dependence
of free-radical terrnination reactions by means of TR-SP-PLP seems to be very attractive. In
literature, the assumption that all radicals are of the same chain length bas been used before
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in conjunction with a tennination model chosen apriori. The assumption that all radicals are
created at the same time and grow at the same rate leads to a correspondence between growth
time and chain length i according to:*

(3.3)
The derivation of an equation equivalent to equation 3.2 incorporating a chain-length
dependent k, is troublesome and (if possible) leads to enormous and hard to handle
mathematical expressions. When for instance the geometrie mean model is used, then the
integration steps going from equation 3.1 to 3.2 can only be carried out for discrete values of
the exponent b [29]. (Schnöll-Bitai et al. [30] have provided a mathematical analysis of this
problem, even including a chain-length dependence of kp). Buback and Schweer [17, 18]
circumvented this problem in a rather simple way. Instead of deriving a chain-length
dependent altemative for equation 3.2 and fitting the monomer concentration versus time, the

rate of polymerization was used for this purpose as this eliminates the need of the final
integration step. Using a chain-length dependent kr model according to:

(3.4)
in which

k:"

is the termination rate coefficient for the reaction between two radicals of length

0

i, and k, and b are constants (note that only termination events between chains of equal chain
length take place), the rate of polymerization can be derived:

d[M]t =-k [M][R] {[

dt

P

0

2kto

[Rlo

(1-b)(kP [M]f

l

t1-b

+

l}-1
(3.5)

The experimental trace was fitted with an empirical function that gave a close fit to the data
with random residuals [5]. From the analytica! derivative of this empirica! function, the
chain-length exponent bof ethylene polymerizations could be determined and was found to
be b

=0.20 ± 0.10. As the authors correctly remarked [17], b depends upon the employed

kinetic model. Previous attempts to obtain chain-length dependent information from
TR-SP-PLP traces on both kp and kr [16] have been based on an erroneous data analyses and
these claims were later revoked [18, 30].t

* Note that kp is assumed to be a constant in equation 3.3.
t Similar objections exist against the analyses of TR-SP-PLP traces in

successive local time intervals as done in
e.g. [17, 18]. Also for this type of data analyses, the arguments of Schnöll-Bitai et al. [30] hold, and [R]o cannot
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Model-Independent Chain-Length Dependent Kinetic Analysis
The efforts described above to include chain-length dependent termination rate
coefficients in the TR-SP-PLP kinetics still suffer from the assumption of a kinetic model
prior to data analyses. However, by looking from a somewhat different perspective at the
kinetics presented above, this disadvantage can be eliminated in a very simple fashion. In
addition, as will be demonstrated below, estimations of [R]o are no longer needed to obtain kt
values but rather, an estimate for [R]o results trom the kinetic trace that has been measured.
The kinetic analysis starts (instead of ends) by considering the rate of polymerization
versus time of an experimental TR-SP-PLP trace. Provided that kp is known, the radical
concentration versus time can be simply determined according to:

(3.6)
As the monomer concentration versus time is monitored on-line by NIR spectroscopy, its
derivative is of course known as well. A fair estimate for the concentration of radicals at time
t

= 0 can be obtained simply by extrapolation of the calculated profile to time t = 0. This

provides a very sirnple altemative for the methods mentioned above to determine [R] 0 •
Similar to calculating the radical concentration versus time, the termination rate coefficient
can be determined, by rewriting the termination rate equation to:

>=_:_!_ d[R]t

<k
t

2 [Rli

dt

(3.7)

Substituting equation 3.6 into equation 3.7 now directly yields the average termination rate
coefficient <kr> versus time from an experimentally obtained monomer consumption trace.
However, recalJ that the living radical population in a TR-SP-PLP experiment is
characterized by a very narrow chain-length distribution and, in principle, all radical chains
can be considered to be of identical chain length when the Poisson distributions of all
polymerization events are ignored, as well as side reactions such as chain transfer. The
validity of this assumption can questioned and will be addressed later on in this section.
Continuing this way of thinking implies that the determined value <kr> in equation 3.7, which
is of course a function of time, by definition has to equal the value of k;· 1 at any moment in
time, in which the chain length i can then simply be coupled to time of growth t according to
be treated as a constant. Simple calculations demonstrate that if [Rio is set as a constant, incorrect values for b
result.
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equation 3.3. The microscopie chain-length dependent termination rate coefficient can then
simply be found from rewriting equations 3.6 and 3.7, which results in:

k;,;

'

k [ [M)~[M],
.. -l ]
=....!!..
2
[M];

(3.8)

in which [M], represents the first derivative of the monomer concentration versus time and

[M ), the second derivative. Hence, all that is needed. for a model-independent determination
of

k:·; as a function of chain length, are the monomer trace versus time, its first and second

derivative and the propagation rate coefficient.
It should be stressed that equation 3.8 is not completely assumption free. First of all,
the propagation rate coefficient has been assumed to be independent of chain length.
Although it is known that this is not true for very small chain lengths [31-33 and references
therein], this does not interfere at all with the determination of k:·; as equation 3.8 is a local
or time resolved determination of kinetic parameters. It simply means that when the value of

k:·; is determined at say 0.5 seconds after the laser pulse has been applied, only those chains
that terminate at that exact moment in time are taken into consideration. Whenever kp is
chain-length dependent, the only 'problem' that will arise is that the exact value of iat that
specific time does not conform to equation 3.3 but will be slightly larger. However, as the
chain-length dependence of kp is limited to the smallest oligomers, no serious deviations have
to be expected.
The second assumption in equation 3.8 is that all radicals are of identical chain length
at any moment in time.• This assumption is much more non-trivia! than the first one and wil1
be referred to as the 'monodispersity assumption' in the remainder of this thesis. A number of
problems can be envisaged that will seriously undermine this crucial and critical assumption.
All processes that can somehow lead to a broadening of the radical chain-length distribution
during an experiment, e.g. the previously mentioned Poisson broadening and transfer
reactions, as well as thermal or chemica! background initiation, will violate this
monodispersity assumption to some extent. Note that for this reason microscopie values of

k:·i can actually never be measured. The effect of this violation wiU result in an increased
discrepancy between the value of <k1> that is being measured and the value of k:·i that one
would like to obtain as chain length increases. Nevertheless, it does not seem to be
unreasonable to presume that, even if some broadening of this radica1 chain-length
distribution occurs, the determined <k,> would still be a fair measure for k:·;. In the next
sections, computer simulations will be outlined as these can be used to analyze the validity of
• Note that without this second asswnption, the left-hand side of equation 3.8 simply transforms into <.k1>
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these assumptions. A number of effects will be simulated and the robustness of equation 3.8
wil! be put to the test. The exact line of thought bebind these simulations will become clear at
the end of section 3.2.2.

3.2.2. Features of Computer Simulations
The kinetic scheme used in the computer simulations of this thesis is meant to
represent a TR-SP-PLP experiment at zero percent conversion in bulk, and comprises the
following reactions:
•

radical generation either originating from a photo initiator as a result of an applied laser
pulse or from a background initiation process (thermal or chemica!). The background
initiation process is, if applied in the simulations, additional to the photo initiation process
just mentioned. Initiator consumption is not taken into account;

•

propagation with a constant value of the rate coefficient kp;

•

transfer to monomer with a chain-length independent rate coefficient k1,. Transfer
processes to other species (polymer, initiator, solvent etc.) were not taken into account;

•

bimolecular chain-1ength dependent termination with a rate coefficient k:·i for the
reaction between an i-meric and aj-meric radical species.
In principle, various algorithms, numerical approaches and methodologies are

available to perform simulations, * and a few of these were already briefly discussed in the
previous chapter. Here, a direct numerical integration of a set of coup1ed differential
equations is used, which are solved using the Gear algorithm [37]. This numerical solution
automatically exhibits a Poisson broadening of the kinetic events [34, 38]. To reduce the CPU
time needed to sirnulate a TR-SP-PLP experiment, coarse graining was applied in all
calculations in a similar fashion as described by Russen [39-4 l]. Small radicals of different
chain length were all treated as kinetic non-equivalent individual species and were
consequently assigned to different grains. For radicals with somewhat larger chain lengths,
species of different lengths were sirnply lumped together and the arithmetic mean chain
length was taken as the measure of the kinetic chain length of all species in that specific
grain. t In doing so, the number of coup led stiff differential equations is significantly reduced

* Ray [34) has discussed several different methodologies (also analytica! ones) for calculation of MWDs. A
more recent, though very brief discussion on simulation techniques can be found in (35] with particular attention
for the commercial package PREDICI. Rees [36] has discussed several aspects of numerical simulations in more
detail.
' A more detailed discussion on the assumptions that are made when introducing coarse graining into the
simulations can be found in [41].
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and, consequently, also the required calculation time. The kinetic differential equations used
in the computer program are as follows:
•

for primary radicals which are stored in grain number l:

d[Rg,I] = 00 [R] 0 +2 f kd [l]-kP [M][R 1 ] +
8
dt
'

ktr [MJÜRro ]-[Rg,IJ)-2[R Yk:·m [Rg,m]

(3.9)

8,1]

1

m=l

•

for all radicals not belonging to grain one and not belonging to the last grain:

d[R 8 ,,J
dt

=k p [M]([R8 ,1_iJ _ [R8 ,1] )-ktr [M][Rg,I ]
Wl-1

W1

mmax
-2[R8 .tl "2:,k:.m [Rg,m]
m=l
•

(3.10)

for radicals belonging to the last grain:

d[Rg,/max]
dt

=k

)-k

[M][[Rg,lmax-1]
[M][R
]
tr
g.lmax
W1max-1
mmax
- 2[Rg,/max] "2:,k:max.m [Rg,m]
P

(3.11)

m=I

The subscript 'g' is added to all radical concentrations to indicate that these are coarse
grained popuJations: [R8,i] thus denotes the total radical concentration in grain number l.
Furthermore, the chain lengths i and j in the microscopie termination rate coefficient

k:·i

have been replaced by the indices l and m which now denote the grain number and not the
chain length! In calculating the values for

kf ·m, the arithmetic mean chain length of the

radicals in each grain has been used. Russen (41] has shown that this treatment approximates
the 'exact' termination rate best as compared to the cases when for instance the chain length
of the first or last radical occupying each grain are used. Besides, in the above equations f
represents the initiator efficiency, kd the rate coefficient of dissociation of the initiator, [l) the
initiator concentration (for thermal decomposition), [Rrorl is the total radical concentration, w1
is the width of grain l, which is the number of radical species of different chain lengths
lumped together in one grain and lmax is the highest grain number. For primary radicals the
initia! concentration at the exact moment of the laser pulse was set equal to [R]o. No
distinction was made between primary radicals and transfer-derived radicals and both were
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assigned chain length 1. If a background initiation was used in the simulations then the
system was first allowed to converge toa constant radical chain-length distribution before a
laser pulse was 'applied'. Furthermore, all simulations were optimized for the integration step
size and for the grain sizes. Typically, the first 60 grains had width 1 and this width was
doubled for each next set of 10 grains. In total approximately 150 to 200 grains were used.
With respect to the termination reaction, the IUPAC preferred factor 2 is used to
describe the bimolecular terrnination reaction [42, 43]. However, although not common
practice for genera! kinetic equations [e.g. 44], this prefactor was used for both i-i reactions
as well as for i-j reactions:
ki.i
1

> Polymer

(3.12)

ki.}
1

> Polymer

d[R;] = d[Ri] =-2e·i[R.][R.]
1
dt
dt
l
J

(3.13)

The origin of the factor 2 in equation 3.12 lies in the fact that 2 identical radicals disappear
simultaneously from the reaction mixture, where the factor 2 in equation 3.13 is a
'permutation' factor. This Jatter factor arises as an i-mer can encounter aj-mer or the other
way around, aj-mer encountering an i-mer. The advantage ohhis notation is the termination
rate coefficient now only relates to the rate of diffusion and not to stoichiometrie (or other)
factors. In other words, if i equals j, then the rate coefficient k:·; and k:·J are identical, which
would not be the case if the above notation would not be used.

Termination Models
The method proposed in the last part of section 3.2.1 to determine

k:·;

claims to be

model independent with respect to the chain-length dependence oftermination kinetics. So,
irrespective of the chain-length dependence of these termination kinetics, no matter how
complicated the relation between

k:·; and i actually is, the proposed procedure should be able

to retrieve this dependence. Therefore, several models that have been frequently used in
terrnination studies in the past, were used to test the robustness of equation 3.8:
•

Model 1: Chain-length independent termination;

•

Model 2: Geometrie Mean model [45]:

{· ·)-b12
k,t,J = ko1 ·v·J
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•

Model 3: Smoluchowski model [46] with chain-length dependent translational diffusion
coefficients [45]:

k:·i

=2p

spin

1r

(D, + Di )u NA

Dmon
il}

ij

i~Xc

D1 =
Dmon xb-o
c

ib

(3.15)

if i>Xc

(3.16)

in which Pspin represents the spin multiplicity factor, D1 the diffusion coefficient of an i-mer, u
the capture radius of the reaction, NA Avogadro's number, Dmon the diffusion coefficient of
the monomer, a and b the chain-length exponents and Xc the chain length at which the sealing
law is presumed to change from short to long chain diffusion. Since the simulations represent
low (i.e. actually 0%) conversion experiments, termination by chain-length independent
reaction diffusion was not taken into account. Under these circumstances this process can
safely be neglected [47].
The numerical values used in the simulations have been based on the monomer MMA
and can be found in the table 3.1. Several parameter values in the below table are not specific
for MMA, but have been based on styrene. The simulations here, however, are not meant to
compare with experimentally determined values of <kt> but only to test the robustness of
equation 3.8. Actually, several parameter have been assigned the 'approximate' values or
'worst case scenario' values. The value of the transfer rate coefficient, k," is an example of
the latter case as, according to [48], its value at 60°C (10 degrees higher than used in table
3.1) is somewhat lower. Although the choice of parameters is somewhat arbitrary, that is of
no signîficance at all for the purpose of the calculations. * The values of kd and f have been
based on AIBN.

The Line ofThought behind the Computer Simulations
The simulation output results, according to the above outlined procedure, solely
consisted of the monomer concentration as a function of time. These data deliberately include

* For the very same reason, it is not very important that MMA is chosen for the simulations instead of a fast
propagating acrylate. These latter type of monomers might be prefered above MMA in practical situations
because of the lower noise level in the experimental data.
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Tabk 3.1: Input parameters for TR-SP-PLP simulations.

General Parameters

Modell
kt

8

2·10

Umols

Model2
8

kot

2·10

b

0.15

Umol.s
t,

[SO]

Model3

[M]o

9.0

mo1/L

[R]o

5.0·W-0

mo1/L

[/]o

5.0·10-3

mo1/L

kp

650

krr

:S7.0·lff3

kd

9.7·10'7

Umol.s
Umol.s
lis

f

0.72

[53, 54]

T

50.0

[40, 55 and

Wp

0.00

[49]

[8]

t. [8, 49]
[51]
[52]

oc

Pspin

0.25

Dmon

4.1·10"9

m2/s

0

5.9·10· 10

m

a

0.5

t*, [53]

t : parameter was varied in simulations

b

0.6

* : approximate value taken from specific

Xc

85

t*, [53]
*, [53]

ref. therein J
[40, 56,57

reference

the effects of Poisson broadening and transfer to monomer and are therefore equivalent to
real experimentally determined traces in TR-SP-PLP experiments (apart from experimental
noise). Although the monodispersity assumption that is included in equation 3.8 is thus
actually not valid for the simulation output, this equation was nevertheless used to determine

k:· 1 versus chain Jength. These results can then be compared to the input values of k:·; versus
chain length and any discrepancy between these two data sets is then the direct cause of
broadening processes being present in the simulations! The testing of equation 3.8 thus
simply comes down to the comparison of 'apparent'
according to equation 3.8) with the 'exact'

k:·;

k:·; values (from the simulation output

values (from the simulation input according to

equation 3.14 or equations 3.15 and 3.16). Scheme 3.1 shows a schematic overview of the
procedure that was followed. The output values for k1 from the simulations will be denoted as

<k1>m instead of k:·;. Tuis has been done as it is actually an average k1 value that is being
determined and of which it is hoped that it will be close of the real value of

k:·; .The

subscript 'm' has been added to stress that this parameter originates from a kinetic analysis in
which a Monodispersity assumption has been made (and also to avoid confusion with other

<k1> data that, for instance, originate from experiments with broad radical distributions).
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Computer simulation: select desired iqput model for chain-length
dependent termination (equation 3.14 or 3.15 and 3.16)

l

Solve differential equations for radical balances (equations 3.9
to 3.11) numerically and calculate monomer conversion versus
time. Side reactions are included.

Monomer conversion versus time.

~

--.

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

Fit monomer concentration versus time and apply equation 3.6.

1
1
1
1

1

Radical concentration versus time.

~

1
1

1

Apply equation 3.7.

< k 1 > versus time.

Assumption 1: treat radical chain-length distribution as if it is
fully monodisperse during a TR-SP-PLP experiment and thus
ignore Poisson distribution, chain transfer processes and
background initiation. Assumption 2: radical chain length
can be described by equation 3.3.

k:·i as function of chain length i
1
1

1
1

L----+

Compare input and output data for

k:·;

"'111-----------

Scheme 3.1: Schematic overview of the procedure for evaluation of equation 3.8.

3.2.3. Results and Discussion of Computer Simulations
Test Case with Constant Value of k1
The first set of simulations has been performed using a constant value of k,. In this
specific case all radicals thus exhibit the exact same probability for termination irrespective
of their chain length. Broadening processes that lead to a certain dispersity in the radical
chain-length distribution can by definition not influence the kinetics of such a system. These
simulations are therefore not meant to test equation 3.8 but rather to show the ease and
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advantages of the proposed kinetic analyses. Besides, as we know that broadening processes
are not important in this specific case, the input and output k1 values of the simulation should
exactly match eachother. If not, then the origin of that must !ie somewhere in a numerical
inaccuracy of one of the steps involved in scheme 3.1. Simulations with a constant k1 thus
provide a simple tool to eva1uate all numerical steps involved in the determination of k1
values from the output of the simulations and can thus estabJish the numerical validity of the
procedure.
Figure 3. 1 shows the results of a simulation with a constant value of k" no transfer to
monomer and only radical generation as a result of a laser pulse, using the parameters as
given in table 3.1. The relative monomer concentration versus time shows a sharp decrease
directly after time t =0, which is the exact moment when a laser flash is fired upon the
monomer photo initiator mixture. Beside the simulation data, also the exact solution
according to equation 3.2 has been plotted. The absolute differences between the calculated
and exact solution are smaller than z.10·9 over the entire curve, giving a first indication
regarding the accuracy of the simulations. As the relative decrease in the monomer
concentration is approximately l ·10-5 , the relative inaccuracy is thus less than 2· 10-4 !

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Time (s)
Figure 3.1: Dimensionless monomer concentration versus time for constant k,: simulation

results ( o) and exact solution (-) according to equation 3.2.

Calculation of the radical concentration versus time according to equation 3.6,
demands the determination of the derivative of the monomer concentration versus time. The
monomer trace was therefore fitted with a cubic spline fit (see below) and the derivative was
calculated analytically. The resulting radical concentration versus time is shown in figure 3.2.
Again, the agreement between simulation results and the exact solution is gratifying. As
stated before, the concentration of radicals at time t 0 can now directly be determined
without any knowledge about the amount of absorbed laser light, quantum yield and

=
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efficiency of the initiator. Note that at timet= 0 the first derivative of the monomer
concentration bas a singularity if the laser pulse and the initiator decomposition are
considered to have an infinitely short duration. As the accurate determination of the
derivative requires several data points, the first derivative cannot be calculated accurately for
the very first sample points. A fäirly good estimation of this radical concentration at t = 0 can

be· determined from the extrapolation of the radical concentration to time t = 0. This
extrapolation results in a value of [R]o of exactly 5.0· 10·6 mol·L· 1 which is identical to the
input value as used in the simulations. This not only (again) confirms the numerical accuracy
of the simulations, but also of the employed fitting procedure to determine the derivative of
the monomer concentration versus time.
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Figure 3.2: Radical concentration versus time for constant k,: simulation results after applying
equation 3.6 (o) and exact solution (-) accordingto equation 3.17.

It is important to note at this stage, that the proposed method is actually a 'secondary'
technique of determining the radical concentrations, i.e. the determination is indirect. A
signa) change is only generated once radicals have consumed at least one monomer unit and
this could lead to the conclusion that primary radicals that directly undergo primary radical
termination remain 'invisible' in this technique. However, despite the fact that TR-SP-PLP is
such a secondary technique, this conclusion would be incorrect. The radical concentration is
determined from the derivative of the monomer concentration versus time and therefore we
are dealing here with rates of polymerization reactions. For the initial rate of polymerization
at timet= 0 all radicals that have escaped their solvent cage will contribute, whether they
will initiale the polymerization or not. The extrapolation of the radical concentration versus
time to t

! 0 thus yields the total number of primary radicals having escaped their solvent

cage, and not only those radicals having succeeded in initiating the polymerization. The fact
that the extrapolation of the radical concentration to time t

!

0 yields a value of 5.0· 10-6

1

mol.L" confirms the above statement. Had the above not been true, then a much lower value
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would have resulted frorn this extrapolation. For chain-length independent terrnination, [R]
versus time can be described by:

[R),

1

1

=(2k t +--)1

[RJo

(3.17)

The time during which primary initiator derived radicals are present can be approximated by

t = 11 kp [M], which would have resulted in an apparent (extrapolated) value of [R]o of
3.7· 10"6 rnol·L- 1•
Once the radical concentration as a function of time has been determined, the final
step in detennining the termination rate coefficient can be taken. This involves the
differentiation of this radical concentration versus time, according to equation 3.7 (the
analytically determined second derivative of the cubic spline fit of [M] versus time is used for
this purpose). In doing so, figure 3.3 is obtained. As expected, the described calculation
method yields values for k, which are identical to the input values used in the calculations.
The discrepancy between input and output values is, however, somewhat greater than in the
previous graphs. For intennediate chain lengths, the differences are smaller than 10·3 % but
increases towards smaller chain lengths, approxirnately up to 1·10-1 to 2-10- 1 %. It is difficult
to point out the exact reason for this increased discrepancy towards smaller chain lengths, but
it can most probably be attributed to the use of the cubic sp line fit procedure. If the correct
fitting function (equation 3.2) would be used to fit the monomer versus time profile over the
srnallest chain lengths, then the inaccuracy becomes much smaller. Hence, the cause can not
be found in inaccurate numbers in the calculated monomer consumption trace. Nevertheless,
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Figure 3.3: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for constant k,: simulation results
after applying equation 3.8 (o) and exact solution (-) accordingto k, 2-108 L·mor 1.s·1•
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the differences are still very small and are truly negligible for practical purposes. The
accuracy of the whole procedure (simulation plus cubic spline fitting) is thus more than
sufficient.
Another noteworthy observation is that at both ends of the curve in figure 3.3 some
scatter is present. This bas no physical meaning, but results from the simple fact that a
simulation is limited to a certain time span. The curve fit procedure for the monomer
concentration versus time is therefore less accurate at both ends of the curve as compared to
the intermediate part. Upon differentiation, this effect is aggravated and results in scatter in
the kr data. These data will be omitted in the following graphs.

Monomer Fit Procedure
Before tuming to some simulation results including chain-length dependence, some
comments conceming the monomer fit procedure seem to be necessary. In the above, a cubic
spline fit was used for this purpose (description of the numeric algorithm can be found in
[58]). This fit procedure is easy to use and highly flexible, meaning that it can in principle fit
any TR-SP-PLP trace that is measured experimentally (note that it is this specific feature that
guarantees the model independent character of the method!). Besides, it allows for an easy
analytica! determination of the first and second derivation, which are needed to determine k1
according to equation 3.8.
It should be realized though, that there are several drawbacks associated with this
method. First of all, the fit procedure is established on the basis of minimizing the sum of
squared errors in the monomer concentration versus time. A direct consequence of this is that
the analytica! derivative of this fit is not necessarily the best approximation for the actual
derivative of the experimental data. The problem here is that the error structure changes upon
differentiation and therefore the spline fit is actually limited for use in describing the
monomer concentration alone and not its first derivative, let alone the second. Secondly, it is
important to note that, because of the high flexibility of a cubic spline fit, it is capable of
fitting quite high frequency noise too. Generally speaking, the calculation of the first
derivative of a given data set resuhs in a relative noise increase compared to the original data.
Consequently, if experimental data are noisy (which they usually are for TR-SP-PLP
experiments), the cubic spline fit itself will be quite noisy too, being augmented in the first
derivative and second derivatives. The noise increase mîght therefore turn out to be too
severe and hence fatal for an accurate determination of the termination rate coefficients.
Ahhough the spline fit procedure performs adequately for the simulation results, it might very
weU be not the best choice for experimentally obtained data. A third and final disadvantage of
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the procedure lies in the use of a second derivative for the k1 detennination. The smallest
inaccuracy in the fitting procedure of the monomer concentration versus time, will have a
huge impact on the second derivative, making this procedure rather 'vulnerable'. This topic
will be in chapter 4 of this thesis.

The Effect of Poisson Broadening
The first simulations with chain-length dependent termination rate coefficients were
performed assuming no transfer to monomer and again only radical formation as a result of
the laser pulse. The only physical process that can now undermine the assumption of a
monodisperse radical distribution is the well known Poisson broadening of propagation
reaction (initiator decomposition was assumed to be instantaneous). As already mentioned
above, this effect can be tested very simply as by using a set of differential equations to
describe the kinetics of this system, a Poisson distribution of these processes is automatically
introduced [34, 38]. This broadening process was thus actually already present in the
previous set of simulations, but was not reflected in the kinetics because of the constant value
of k1 that was used in those calculations.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the results of the simulations using a geometrie mean and
Smoluchowski model respectively (termination model 2 and 3, respectively). In both
simulations the chain-length dependence was varied in strength by adjusting the parameter b
in geometrie mean model and the parameters a and b in the Smoluchowski model. Note that
different scales have been applied in these graphs. As is directly obvious from inspecting
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Figure 3.4: Termînation rate coefficient versus chain length for the geometrie mean
termination model including Poisson broadening: variation of chain-length exponent b.
Symbols represent the results of the computer simulations, while the lines are the
corresponding input values.
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Figure 3.5: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski
tennination model including Poisson broadening: variation of chain-length exponents a and b.
Symbols represent the results of the computer simulations, while the lines are the
corresponding input values.

figures 3.4 and 3.5, the input and output values of the chain-length dependent termination rate
coefficients are not significantly different. The deviations (again at intermediate chain
lengths) are within 1% for all curves shown, the output values being slightly higher than the
input values. (Note that this error includes the inaccuracies that were introduced by the use of
coarse graining as well). The Poisson distribution thus seems to have a negligible effect on
the proposed procedure, even in those cases where the chain-length dependence is much more
pronounced than is to be expected on the basis of literature data.
The reason for this ostensible insensitivity towards Poisson broadening is not too
difficult to understand. Nevertheless, it is illustrative to discuss first in what way a Poisson
distribution affects the kr determination. There are two separate effects operating in
opposition, which can probably be best clarified with a simple schematic drawing as depicted
in figure 3.6. This figure shows two curves ofwhich one represents a radical chain-length
distribution. The distribution shown, is a Poissol1 distribution centered around chain length 50
that will be present after a certain time span after the arrival of the laser pulse. The second
curve denotes the translational diffusion coefficients of these radicals, which was calculated
according to equation 3.16 and the values given in table 3.1. The short radicals of course have
the highest values for D (note that arbitrary scales have been used for both [R] as well as D).
The effect of the Poisson distribution manifests itself because the diffusion coefficient versus
chain length is not a linear function hut a power law function. Hence, the short chains tend to
increase the average termination rate more than the larger chains tend to decrease it.
Consequently, the obtained <k1>m value is a too high estimate for k:·• and this discrepancy
becomes worse if the chain-length dependence is increased. One would thus expect that, if a
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Figure 3.6: Radical concentration (-)and diffusion coefficient (--)versus chain length (see
text).

Poisson distribution is capable of undermining the validity of the assumption of <k1>m ~ k:·;,
this would most likely show up in simulations with a strong chain-length dependence, a
so-called 'worst-case' scenario. Although the deviations do indeed increase, it is of minor,
negligible extent. Tuis is partly caused by a counterbalancing effect that actually invalidates
the above line of thought. For the very same reason that short radicals tend to increase the
average termination rate coefficient, they are also preferentially removed trom the reaction
mixture. As they are smaller, they diffuse faster and, hence, have an increased termination
probability. As a result, the radical distribution is not symmetrical, but is distorted with more
radicals being of larger chain length (than 50 in this case) and less radicals being of shorter
chain length (figure 3.6 thus actually does not give a correct representation of the radical
chain-length distribution). The higher diffusion coefficient of the small chains, giving rise to
an increase in the determined value of <ki>m, is thus counteracted by their smaller number as
compared to the large chains.
Having discussed the above mechanisrns, it can now be understood why the effects of
a Poisson distribution are not significant. A simple calculation for the situation as depicted in
figure 3.6 reveals that the k:·; of 50-mers is only about 0.7 to 0.8 % lower than a correctly

weighted average kr value over the whole symmetrical radical chain-length distribution of
figure 3.6. This latter parameter can be calculated according to:

(3.18)
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The effects of a Poisson distribution are thus very small and not really significant. Besides, as
in a real situation the radical chain-length distribution is not symmetrical, this deviation must
be an upper bound for radicals of chain length 50! In reality it can only be lower because of
the presence of the above-discussed counterbalancing effect. The insensitivity towards the
Poisson broadening is therefore mainly the result of two phenomena: (i) the decay of the
diffusion coefficient over the width of the radical chain-length distribution is 'reasonably'
linear and (ii) the radical chain-length distribution does not seriously deviate from a
symmetrical distribution. The upper bound of 0.7 to 0.8 % does, however, only hold for this
specific chain Iength of 50 and will decrease even further for larger chains but increases for
smaller ones. Chain length 10 for instance would give rise to an upper bound of
approximately 4%, which tends to become a significant deviation. At this stage, however, one
of the advantages of the proposed procedure must be recalled. As stated before, equation 3.8
is a local determination of the rate parameters and is not dependent upon the whole monomer
trace. V alues for k:·i are determined on the basis of the local first derivative and the local
second derivative. In other words, although the determination of

k:·; of 10.mers might

systematically deviate up to 4%, this will have no effect at all on the determination of

k:·; of

larger chain lengths such as 50-mers.
In conclusion it can be said that the Poisson distribution of the polymerization events
does not significantly interfere with the monodispersity assumption needed for the accurate
determination of

k:·;. Even in the worst-case scenario (strong chain-length dependence) a

truly negligible effect is introduced. In a recent simulation study of PLP by Olaj et al. [59] a
similar conclusion was reached for the determination of kp.

Transfer to Monomer: the Effect of lntroducing Highly Mobile Species
Because of the physical nature of the transfer process, the effect of chain transfer to
monomer on the monodispersity assumption of the radical chain-length distribution might be
much more severe than the effect of the Poisson broadening. While the stochastic nature of
propagation reactions is responsible for the presence of both smaller as well as larger
macroradicals, chain transfer to monomer solely produces species of smaller chain length.
Besides, as time proceeds, the discrepancy in chain length between freshly formed transfer
derived species on the one hand, and macroradicals which have propagated uninterruptedly at
the other, becomes increasingly large. Ultimately, after a time approximately equal to 1/ krr
[M], all radicals that are still alive have on the average been involved in a chain transfer event
once and the relation between chain length and time, i

=(kp [M] t), is no longer correct. This

also sets an inevitable limit to the maximum sensible acquisition time in a TR-SP-PLP
experiment.
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Figure 3.7 shows the results of a set of simulations in which the chain transfer rate
coefficient was varied over a wide range. The Smoluchowski model was chosen to
demonstrate this effect, although similar results were obtained using the geometrie mean
model. The effects of chain transfer are much more severe than the effects of the Poisson
distribution and seem to form a serious limitation to the applicability of the method. The
range of values for k1, used in figure 3.7 is, however, unreasonably large. The effects of chain
transfer only become apparent if transfer rate coefficients are used in excess of l · l 0-2
mol·L· 1·s· 1• Below that limit no serious deviations are observed. Using the transfer rate
coefficient as depicted in table 3.1, k1, 7.0·10-3 L·mof 1·s· 1, deviations between output and
input values are still well below 1% up to chain lengths of 1500, increasing towards I .5% for
chain lengths of length 2000 and 2.3% for chain lengths of 2500. It is obvious from these
numbers that the effect of chain transfer increases with increasing time. This can be easily
understood by realizing that not only the relative contribution of transfer derived radicals
increases with time (transfer is a cumuJative effect), but also the average radical chain length
starts to deviate more and more from the one predicted by equation 3.3. However, such small
deviations, in the order of magnitude a 1 to 2 %, do not really harm the proposed method.
And, finally, if it is noted that the k1, value of 7 .O· l 0-3 L-mor 1·s·1 is a worst case scenario
value, the situation can only improved as compared to the one outlined above.
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Figure 3.7: The temtination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski model

including Poisson broadening and chain transfer to monorner: variation of the transfer rate
coefficient. Syrnbols are the resuhs of the computer sirnulations, while the line represents the
corresponding input values.

Of course, not only is the rate coefficient of chain transfer important, hut the strength
of the chain-length dependence is also a key parameter. Imagine for instance 1000 identical
radicals of moderate chain length being present at the same time in a small volume element.
The average kr of these radicals is directly related to their mobility as termination is a
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diffusion-controlled process. If now only one transfer event would occur, its contribution to
the average k1 of this collection of radicals will depend upon the difference in mobility
between the transfer product and the other radicals. If one would assume that it would have a
mobility which equals l 000 times that of the other radicals, then the average mobility (or the
average value of k, if the Smoluchowski model can be applied) would approximately be
doubled, although the radical dispersity hardly changes! In the other extreme case, when
there is no mobility difference between small and large radicals (i.e. k1 is a constant), then the
overall value of k1 would not change at all. Again a few simple calculations can clearly
illustrate these effects. Figure 3.8 shows the results of a set of simulations with a constant
transfer rate coefficient and varying chain-length dependence according to the Smoluchowski
model. The value of k1, was chosen to be 0.1 mol·L· 1·s· 1 in this particular set of calculations
(which is again a worst case scenario value). It can be clearly seen that for reasons just
discussed, the situation indeed becomes worse upon increasing strength of the chain-length
dependence. If an experimental situation would be encountered which resembles the bottom
curve in figure 3.8, accurate data would only be obtained for the smallest chains while a large
overestimation, up to a decade difference, would result for the larger chains.
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Figure 3.8: The termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski model
including Poisson broadening and chain transfer to monomer (k1r =0.1 L·mor1·s'1): variation
of the chain-length exponents a and b. Symbols represent the results of the computer
simulations, while the lines are the corresponding input values.

Fortunately, there is no reason to assume that such a strong chain-length dependence
exists at low conversions. Neither any experimental study, nor theoretical one bas claimed a
chain-length dependence a strong as a

= LO and b = 1.2 in this conversion regime. However,

at higher conversions (or polymer weight fractions) these values are far from unreasonable
and the presence of chain transfer might seriously undermine the validity of the procedure (it
bas been noted before that the kinetic effects of transfer are more significant at intermediate
than at low conversions [41 ]). Under these circumstances, a thorough check of the results is
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highly recommended. This can be simply undertaken using this very same simulation
approach. The experimentally obtained kr profile should then be used in simulations, chain
transfer should be included and the input and output value of the termination rate coefficient
should be compared. A discrepancy would then indicate the inapplicability of the method.
Note, however, that in figure 3.8 a transfer rate coefficient is used that is unreasonably high.
A more recent value reported in literature indicates this parameter to be approximately equal
to 5.10·3 L·mor1·s· 1 [48] which is 20 times as low as the one used in these calculations. Using
this value in simulations indicates that the proposed method might even still be valid for the
intermediate conversion regime. (The value of 0.1 L·mo1' 1·s· 1 was used to make the
differences better visible for the naked eye). In other words, unfortunate chain transfer due to,
for instance, the presence of adventitious impurities only becomes important at higher
conversions, while the method seems to be rather robust against chain transfer at low
conversions. Thorough cleaning of a monomer prior to doing experiments does thus not seem
to be a bottleneck in doing experiments.
Ifwe take one step back and have another close look at figure 3.7 then a rather
peculiar phenomenon can be observed. The calculation with krr

= 10 L·mol' 1·s· 1 shows a very

small minimum in the obtained <k1>m. Although hardly visible in figure 3.7, the value of

<k1>m that resulted from the fitting procedure reaches a minimum at a chain length of
approximately 170. This minimum value of k1 is about 2 % less than the average k1 that was
determined at chain lengths close to 3000, and this deviation is outside the range of the
numerical inaccuracy of the calculations. The explanation for this seems to be quite
straightforward. Upon growing of a macroradical, the change in mobility becomes less
pronounced. At a certain chain length, this decay in mobility upon propagation will become
so small, that this effect can be fully compensated by the gain in mobility of those radicals
that undergo a transfer event. The 'average mobility' of all radicals together has reached a
temporary minimum and will show no further decay anymore. If the macroradicals still keep
on growing from that time on, the gain in mobility due to transfer even starts to be dominant
over the loss of mobility due to propagation of the. other chains. Consequently, a minimum
can be observed in the k1 versus time graph. If this explanation were to be correct, then this
observed minimum in the determined average k1 should become more and more pronounced
upon increasing the value of k,, and increasing the degree of the chain-length dependence of
the termination rate coefficients (that is for a termination model with a simpte exponentia1
relation between kr and chain 1ength). Simulations did indeed confirm this. In real
experimental situations, however, the effects will probably be much smaller and details in
this region (that is the observation of a minimum) might be hard (if not impossible) to
distinguish. Nevertheless, it would certainly be interesting to see whether or not these kinds
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of effects would show up, e.g. by adding transfer agents to a sample prior to doing a
TR-SP-PLP experiment.
Summarizing the discussion on the effects of chain transfer to monomer above, it can
be said that this process can be fatal for the determination of chain-length dependent
termination rate coefficients via the method discussed here. However, fora monorner with
physical parameters close to MMA. the simulation results indicate that especially at low
conversions no significant deviations have to be expected up to chain lengths of 3000. Even
when worst case scenario values were used, the robustness of equation 3.8 was not impaired.
Might the chain-length dependence in a real situation be proven to (largely) exceed values
that are comrnonly believed to be reasonable in the 1ow conversion regime (that is ifthey
exceed values of 1.0 fora and 1.2 for b in the Smoluchowski model), then it seems to he
highly recommendable to perform a sensitivity analysis of the results. This can be done using
a similar simulation approach as that employed in this thesis. The necessity of this sensitivity
analysis arises prirnarily from the fact that, at first sight, there is no direct check at all to see
whether or not chain transfer bas had an effect on the obtained parameters.

Additional Background Initiation
The last effect investigated, was the presence of a chemica} or thermal background
initiation process. It is of course not desirable to perform TR-SP-PLP experirnents under such
conditions, but background initiation might accidentally be present. This can be the case if
either a monomer is used which is prone to spontaneous thermal initiation (styrene probably
being the most widely known example [60]) or if an initiator is used that can be dissociated
both thermally as well as photochemically, such as the azoalkanes [61]. Yet, in a TR-SP-PLP
experiment there is another background process that might be easily overlooked. As in such
experiments mostly several pulses are applied to reduce the amount of noise by means of
signa} averaging, also radicals that have still survived from the previous pulse might interfere
with the k1 determination. Waiting fora 'long enough time' might not resolve this situation
as, after a certain time after the laser pulse has been fired, the radical concentration has
decreased to such low values that termination hardly occurs anymore. It will certainly
decrease the effect, but never exclude it. Although it is actually not correct to call this a
background initiation process, the effects are similar from a kinetic point of view.
In the simulations, again a worst case scenario was investigated. AIBN was 'used' as
a free-radical initiator which, using the values from table 3.1, produces a flux ofradicals of
approximately 7 .10·9 mol·L· 1·s· 1 at 50 °C. In advance, this value seems to compare quite
favorably with the instantaneously formed radical concentration of 5.0· 10-6 mol·L· 1 at the
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instant of the laser flash. As a result of the thermal decomposition of AIBN, a steady-state
polymerization is taking place before the actual laser experiment is conducted. In figure 3.9
the corresponding radical concentration versus time is depicted. Note that timet= 0 still
corresponds with the exact moment that a laser pulse is fired upon the sample and that for
large times (t > 0.5 s) the steady-state radical concentration is recovered again. Figure 3.10
shows the effect of the background initiation on the ki determination.
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(a=0.5, b=0.6) with Poisson distribution and thermal background initiation (no transfer to
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At very small cbain lengths, just after the laser pulse has been applied, the effect of a
background initiation is insignificant. At these very first moments directly after the laser
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pulse, the number ofradicals that are present with a 'photochemical origin' is decades larger
than the number of radicals present due to the background initiation process and, hence, this
latter process bas no significant effect. Beside the fact that the 'background' radicals are
largely outnumbered, also their low mobility diminishes their effect. The situation here is
actually precisely the opposite as was the case when chain transfer was present in the
simulations. The undesired radical species do now not have a higher mobility, but a lower
mobility, meaning that the short mobile radicals with a photochemical origin will dictate the
value of <.kr>m. Beside a minor deviation in the radical concentration, the introduction of less
mobile species is therefore not so critical at all. No serious problems would therefore have to
be expected from an after effect neither from a previous laser pulse, nor from side reaction
like chain transfer to polymer. The situation for large chain lengths looks unfortunately less
favorable. Not only are the observed deviations in this regime larger than for small chain
lengths, but the estimated values for

k:·; are now also an underestimation of the true values.

Because of the thermal background initiation there is a continuous flux of radicals which
compensates for the loss of radicals due to termination reactions. Consequently, the decay in
the total radical concentration will be less than would have been the case without a thennal
background initiation. As in the kinetic scheme only the loss of radicals is considered without
taking into account the generation of new radicals, this lower decay in the radical
concentration is attributed to a lower value of the

k:·; . The closer the radical concentration

approaches its original steady state value that was present just before the laser pulse, the
larger this deviation becomes. As the polymerization proceeds and the steady-state radical
concentration is recovered, even a meaningless value of 0 L-mor1·s·1 would be found for the
termination rate coefficient.
To show the sensitivity of the background radical flux, two other simulations were
performed which, apart from the instantaneously formed radical concentration at the moment
of the laser pulse, were identical to the previous simulation. This concentration [R]o was
varied two orders of magnitude, i.e. in one simulation it was chosen to be equal to 5.10·5
mol·L· 1 (which is 10 times higher than the value of [R] 0 used in the previous simulations) and
in the other simulation it was set equal to 5.10·7 mol·L· 1 (10 times lower). Figure 3.11 shows

the results on the k1 determination. Neither increasing nor decreasing [R]o seems to have any
significant effect on the

kJ·; determination, although the fraction of 'disturbing' radicals is

varied over two orders of magnitude. The reason for this lies in the similarity of all the radical
concentration profiles versus time, as depicted in figure 3.12. The time scale in this graph bas
been transformed into a logarithmic scale to visualize the differences between the three
curves. As can be clearly seen, the profiles are virtually identical for all input values of [R]o
after approximately 10·3 seconds. The initial slope of the radical concentration versus time for
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the simulations with the higher values of [R]o are so steep, that the increase in [R]o by one or
two orders of magnitude disappears almost instantaneously. The conversion obtained for all
these simulations are also very similar and hardly dependent anyrnore upon the value of [R] 0 •
This can be further understood from the fact that the combined fit parameter k, [R] 0 in
equation 3.2 is not very sensitive to changes in the monomer conversion compared to the
other combined fit parameter k, 12 kp. Therefore, adjustment of [R]o to reduce the interference
of a background initiation in the k, determination is a tool with limited possibilities.
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Although under nonnal circumstances, background initiation will not interfere with
the k1determination-a worst case scenario was demonstrated to illustrate what effect
background initiation possibly can have-the number of radicals generated during the dark
time of an experiment should be kept as low as possible. Finally, it should be realized that the
overall effect of background initiation is the opposite of the effect that results from chain
transfer to monomer. Experimental conditions might even be chosen such that, although the
assumption of monodispersity in the radical chain-length distribution is not valid at all, the
effects of the background initiation and transfer to monomer process will partly cancel out. In
that case still a fairly good estimation of

k:·' can be obtained, although the experiment itself

has failed.

TR-echo-PLP
As bas been addressed before, the method described above only provides information
about the chain-length dependence of termination reactions between radicals of equal chain
Jength. The value of

k:·j

can thus only be determined for i

=j. If the Smoluchowski model,

geometrie mean model or harmonie mean model (or any model with a known mathematica!

k:·j, i and J) were to be correct, then k:·i could be directly calculated from
the values of k:·; (and k/·J ). The procedure described above to determine k:·; values would

relation between

then also be highly effective in determining all k:·Î values. Unfortunately, there is no
conclusive evidence for any of the above mentioned models to be correct in describing
bimolecular free-radical termination kinetics. And without knowledge of the termination rate
between radicals of unequal length, knowledge of this coefficient for reaction between two
chains of equal length is of limited value. It is thus obvious that it would be highly desirable

to gain information on the relation between k:·Î, k:·i and

k/J, preferentially in a

model-independent way.
A very simple, but at the same time very interesting experiment that might contribute
to an enhanced understanding of this unknown relation might be a time-resolved 'echo'
pulsed-laser polymerization experiment (TR-echo-PLP). TR-echo-PLP is very similar to the
TR-SP-PLP experiment, but now a second laser poise is applied very short after the first one.
In practical situations, two synchronized lasers, as previously employed in a PLP study by
Lyons et al. [62], could be used for this purpose. In principle, this should result in a radical
chain-length distribution that contains two very narrow peaks and, hence, only three different
termination reactions have to be distinguished: (i) the termination between two radicals
generated in putse one, (ii) the termination between two radicals of pulse two and (iii) a
termination reaction between a radical from the first pulse and a radical from the second
pulse. Por the very same reasons extensively discussed above, it seems fair to apply the
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monodispersity assumption to this system, again greatly simplifying the kinetics (care should
though be taken that the pulse separation is large enough as not to interfere with the width of
the individua1 radical chain-length distributions). The rate coefficients of the first two
reactions can be determined with the TR-SP-PLP method as described above, and so only the
last reaction has an unknown rate coefficient. As the second pulse bas a time delay compared
to the first one, the number of radicals that were instantaneously formeel by the first pulse, has
already been greatly reduced when the second pulse is applied. Besides, the second pulse
introduces primary radicals to the system which will terminate at a very high rate and will
probably dominate the termination process (comparable to the presence of background
initiation, where the presence of large macroradicals of Jower concentration has virtually no
effect on the k1 just after the pulse has been applied). To avoid this, the second pulse should
be of much lower energy than the first one in such a way, that the contribution of both radical
populations present to the overall terrnination rate coefficient is of the same order of
magnitude. The term 'echo' refers to this much lower energy of the second laser pulse
compared to the first one and to the time gap between the two pulses. Rewriting equation
3.18 for such an experiment yields:

<k >=
t

k;,;[R.] 2 +kj·i[R.] 2 +ki·i[R][R.]
t

1

t

J

[R1a1l

1

1

J

2

(3.19)

which, in conjunction with the total radical concentration:

(3.20}
gives two equations with three unknowns ( [R;], [Rj] and k:·i ). The value of k:·J is thus only
accessible if the development of the radical concentrations versus time of both radical
populations is known. What could be done, however, is to propose a functional form for k:·J
and then calculate the radicaJ concentration versus time for both radical species. From these

data, it is quite easy to calculate the MWD that should have been formed if these numbers
were to be correct. A careful comparison with the experimental MWD can then in principle
directly disqualify all incorrect k:·i models and, hence, also this method is (virtually) model
free (though no simulations were performed to prove this).

Conclusions
In the above sections it bas been extensively proven theoretically that TR-SP-PLP
traces can yield model independent chain-length dependent termination rate coefficients. The
most crucial and critica! assumption needed to obtain these data, namely that all radicals are
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of identical chain length at any moment in time, bas been shown to hold for a wide variety of
circumstances. In none of the cases discussed has the Poisson distribution shown to be
significant for the extraction of termination rate coefficients. Unfortunately, this does not
apply to the effect of the chain transfer to monomer reaction. However, only by using
extremely (and unreasonably) high transfer rates in conjunction with also extremely high (and
unreasonably) degrees of chain-length dependence, does this reaction interfere with the
proposed method. Besides, if multiple single-putse experiments are performed in series,
radicals originating from previous pulses do also not interfere with the kinetics. For a
monomer with characteristics close to MMA (table 3.1) no problems have to be expected
from side reactions at low conversions, at least up to chain lengths of 3000.

3.3. Molecular Weight Distributions of Single-Pulse
Pulsed-Laser Polymerizations: Obtaining k:,i from MWD
Measurements
For the extraction of kinetic data, also the MWO of a polymer is an interesting and
valuable source of information. This distribution is actually a record of all kinetic events that
have taken place during a polymerization and by using the appropriate kinetic tools
propagation [6], transfer (56, 57] and termination rate coefficients (see section 3.3.1) can be
determined.
In the sections below it will be discussed how the kinetic information regarding the
termination reactions can be extracted from the MWD. After a brief discussion of some of the
work reported in literature, it will be shown that also here the single-pulse laser experiments
have some very attractive features. Similarly to the case for studying the time-resolved data
from these kind of experiments, also the MWO can reveal model-independent information
ahout the chain-Iength dependence of k1•

3.3.1. Kinetic Analyses
Classic Kinetic Analysis
Previous studies ofMWDs have mainly focused on the determination of classical k,
values instead of chain-length dependent ones. The analyses put forward in literature have
been based primarily on either stationary or non-stationary state polymerization experiments
(such as pulse-sequence PLP). 'Truly' single-pulse experiments, however, have hardly been
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considered. For the stationary-state type of experiments, Schulz et al. [63] showed that in the
absence of chain transfer, <k,> can be determined according to:

(3.21)
in which Pw is the weight average degree of polymerization, Rp the rate of polymerization
and ó the relative amount of disproportionation. Olaj et al. [64-66] demonstrated that the
above equation also holds for any pseudo-stationary state polymerization and, hence, also for
pulse-sequence PLP experiments. In real experimental situations, however, the conversion
reached by applying one single laser pulse is so small that multiple pulses have to be applied
to have enough yield to be analyzed. In principle, the experimental implementation of
single-pulse MWD studies are thus actually pulse-sequence PLP experiments albeit with a
very low pulse frequency.
Alternative procedures to determine average kr values from MWDs resulting from
PLP experiments, have been proposed by Nikitin [67] and Buback and Lämmel [68]. The
former bas based bis analysis on the post polymerization effect of a pulse-sequence
experiment and claimed that k, can be determined from the high molecular weight part of the
MWD. However, as this region is usually dominated by chain transfer (a side reaction that
was ignored in this kinetic analysis), this procedure seems to be oflimited practical use.
Buback and Lämmel [68] have proposed a method that is based on the integration of specific
regions of the MWD in conjunction with the conversion per pulse. They also commented that

<k1> values stemming from equation 3.21 suffer from a limited reliability due to experimental
problems. The advantage of Olaj's rnethod as well as Buback's method, is that they are both
able to determine both kp and k, from a single experiment. Finally, average termination rate
coefficients have also been obtained from the slope of the natura) logarithm of the number
distribution versus the rate of polymerization [69].

Chain-Length Depenáent Kinetic Analyses
Obtaining chain-length dependent k1 information from MWDs, instead of average k1
values, has been undertaken much less frequent. Olaj et al. [70-72] demonstrated that
equation 3.21 also holds for chain-length dependent termination. The average k1 obtained
from this procedure plotted against the number average degree of polymerization yields
accurate values for the chain-length exponent b (this procedure is actually similar to the one
employed in the previous section as it compares input and output values of simulations). In
principle, this method is close to a model independent analysis. Furthermore, Nikitin and
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Evseev [73] have proposed a kinetic analysis which was, similar as the time-resolved method
discussed above, based on the correlation between time and chain length (equation 3.3).
However, the information on the chain-length dependence of the termination rate coefficient
in this analysis is extracted from the high molecular weight part of the MWD, and thus also
here the occurrence of chain transfer seems to be a limiting factor. Several authors have
suggested rather 'crude' ways for extracting chain-length dependent k1 information, that is
comparing the total experimental MWDs with calculated ones [28, 33, 74].

Model-Independent Chain-Length Dependent Kinetic Analysis
Based on the same idea as that employed in the analysis of the rate measurements,
also the MWD resulting from a single-pulse PLP experiment can be used to extract
model-independent information from about the chain-length dependence of k1• Before the
exact mathematica! derivation will be presented, it is good to recall the monodispersity
assumption that was introduced in the previous section first. As was shown there, during a
single-pulse experiment all growing chains can be considered to be of approximately the
same chain length at any moment in time, given that side reactions only occur to a limited
extent. As a result of propagation, this chain Jength increases linearly with time, which is
directly reflected in the dead chain MWD. lt simply means that oligomers must have been
formed directly after the laser pulse has arrived, while those polymer chains with a higher
molar mass must have been formed at a later stage. In other words, the molar mass abscissa
in a MWD contains information on the time at which polymer chains were formed. At the
same time, however, the MWD also tells us how much polymer material bas been formed of
a specific chain length. By combining this Jatter quantitative information with information on
the time, as follows from the abscissa, we, in principle, have rate data again! This enables us
to perform a similar kinetic analysis as presented in the previous section and the
mathematica! derivation to explore these possibilities will now be presented.
Let us first consider the rate of termination in a single-putse PLP experiment. If it is
assumed that the radical generation due to the laser pul se is instantaneous and if no other
means of initiation are present, it follows that:

r,

d[R],
=- =-2< k

dt

1

>[R] 1

2

(3.22)
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Moreover, the loss of radicals of course results in the formation of dead polymerie material.
Here a crucial assumption is made and only termination by combination will be considered. *
Disproportionation reactions as well as chain tranfer reactions are ignored. Consequently,
every termination event results in the formation of one dead polymer chain, hence:
d[P]t
1 d[R]t
--=---dt
2 dt

(3.23)

in which [P]r is the concentration of dead polymerie material at timet. An expression for the
total radical concentration as a function of time then simply reads:

[RJ =[R] +ftd[Rlrdt=[R] -2frd[Plrdt
t

0

0

dt

0

0

dt

(3.24)

Rewriting of equation 3.22 and subsequent substitution of equation 3.24 then results in:
d[P] 1

<k >=

dt

' [(R] 2t~], dt
0 -

J

(3.25)

The average termination rate coefficient is now completely expressed as a function of the rate
of polymer formation and is a time-dependent variable. Information on this rate can be
obtained from the MWD of the resulting polymer. Considering a volume V, the rate of
polymer formation can be expressed as:
d[P] 1
1 dN
--=
- - -1

dt

v

dt

(3.26)

in which Nr represent the total cumulative number of dead polymer chains formed at time t in
the volume V. To complete the link to the MWD, the time t has to be coupled to the chain
length of the polymer chains. Also here the monodispersity assumption, as was extensively
discussed in the previous section, is used and all radicals are considered to be of identical
chain length at any moment in time, according to:

• The derivation shown here, can also easily be done for the case of exclusively disproportionation in stead of
combination. That the combination 'variant' is chosen above the disproportionation 'variant' is because this
method will be applied toa series of acrylates in chapter 4.
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(3.27)
It should be realized though that the polymer chain length upon combination of two radicals
is double the chain length of the individual radical species, as expressed by equation 3.27.
The right-hand sight of equation 3.26 can now be rewritten to:

1 dN,

--=

v

dt

2kP [M] dN 2;
v d2i

(3.28)

Note further that the derivative of the cumulative number distributions equals the differential
number distribution n2;, thus:

(3.29)
The monondispersity assumption implies that only termination events between radicals of
equal size can taken place and at any chain length (or at any time) the value of

k;·i can thus

again be approximated by:

(3.30)
Equation 3.29 can now be substituted into equation 3.28 and the subsequent modified version
of equation 3.28 can then, in turn, be substituted into equation 3.26. Tuis result can then be
used for modification of equation 3.25, taking relation 3.30 into account. By fmally replacing
the integration over time by an integration over chain length results in the following equation
for k;~:

(3.31)

In principle, the MWD is a discrete distribution and an summation instead of an intergration
should be used in the equation 3 .31. However, here a continuous instead of discrete approach
is used (which was actually already introduced in equation 3.27) and, consequently, the
integration over i starts at a chain length of 0. Finally, also [R]o can be expressed in terms of
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the MWD. As the integral of the total number distribution yields the total number of polymer
chains formed, [R]o can thus be expressed as:

(3.32)
Substituting this equation into equation 3.31 yields:

(3.33)

The two integrals in the denominator can be captured in one integral, which finally gives:

(3.34)

The upper limit of the integration in the denominator will in practical situation not be equal to
infmity but to imax which denotes the maximum chain length present in a number distribution.
A numher molecular weîght distribution resulting from a SP-PLP experiment, in conjunction
with data on the product kp [M], is thus sufficient to provide again model-independent data on
the chain-length dependence of

k:·i.

Although the mathematical steps involved in the derivation are not complicated, it is
enlightening to realise the basic thought bebind equation 3.34. To clarify this, let us have a
closer look at the number distribution resulting from a single-pulse laser experiment, as
depicted schematically in the left-hand side of figure 3.13 (the factor 2 in both the ordinate as
well as the abscissa is introduced for convenience). The chain-length axis of the number
MWD, can be directly transformed into a time axis because of the unique relation between
these two parameters in a SP-PLP experiment. However, the kinetic meaning of the number
axis in the MWD is at least as important to understand. Consider for example that, according
to the number MWD, 100 chains of chain length 2i would be present. As only termination by
combination is being considered, this implies that at that specific moment in time, twice this
amount of radicals, i.e. 200, of half this chain length must have disappeared from the reaction
mixture. Simultaneously, it should be realised that the formation of these polymer chains is
not an instantaneous process. Rather, the formation of these polymer chains takes place over
a certain time span, which is the period during which radicals of length i are present in the
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reaction mixture: 11 kp

[MJ. In other words, the value of n2; tells us how many radicals have

disappeared ( A[R]) over a time span equal to At= 11 kp [M]. Hence, as can be seen from
figure 3.13, recording a number distribution is thus equivalent to recording the first

derivative of the radical concentration versus time! Integration of this latter plot then gives
direct access to the termination rate coefficient. It is this sirnple thought that forms the basis
of the whole derivation. An important and (very) favourable consequence of the kinetic
information that is bidden in the number distribution is that now, opposed to the
time-resolved method, nota differentiation but an integration step is needed to determine

k:·;

values. This MWD method should therefore have superior noise stability compared to the
time-resolved method.

------> - d[RJ
dt

21

------>

i= kp [M] t

------>

time

Figure 3.13: Transformation of the number MWD into the rate of radical termination versus
time (see text).

Robustness of the SP-PLP-MWD method
An analysis, similar as was performed in the time-resolved section (section 3.2.3),
must also be carried out here to prove the validity and robutsness of the MWD method
(equation 3.34). In the above, several assumptions and suppositions have been made which
should be clearly recognised:
•

The first assumptions that should be mentioned are those that were previously used in the
tirne-resolved method. It is again assumed that the radical monodispersity hypothesis
holds and that the sirnple relation between chain length and time (equation 3.27) is valid.
Poisson distribution and chain transfer to monomer are thus ignored in this kinetic
analysis. Again computer sirnulations will be used to test the validity of these
assumptions.

•

In addition to this, termination via disproportionation is excluded from the kinetic
scheme. Although for most monomers termination by combination is the dominant mode
of termination, disproportionation reactions can generally not be ignored in MWD
studies. The method outlined above will thus certainly not be suitable for monomers like
MMA [75] hut only for those monomers with a minimal amount of disproportionation.

The attention will therefore be focused to the acrylates of which it is generally believed
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that termination by combination is the dominant (though not exclusive) termination
mechanism [76, 77]. Also this assumption will be investigated with computer simulations.
•

The method further relies on an accurate determination of a quantitative number MWD
for which a number of experimental problems are envisaged. In this chapter it will be
assumed that the exact shape of the MWD can be determined (irrespective of the method
that is employed in doing so) and only the effect of an inaccurate sealing will be
discussed. A quick look at equations 3.34 reveals that it is the parameter Vthat can be
interpreted as a sealing factor and some discussion will be devoted to how this parameter
should be determined and what the effects are if it is chosen incorrectly. In the next
chapter, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) will be used to measure these number
MWDs. It is known that, when using mass sensitive detectors, deviations must be
expected especially for small chains due to nonlinear optical properties of oligomers
versus chain length [78). How to deal with this specific problem will be addressed in
chapter 4 where experimental results are presented. The discussion in chapter 4 will also
address baseline inaccuracies of SEC chromatograms and the effects of column
broadening.

Before tuming to the simulations results, additional infomation regarding these calculations
will first be provided as they are distinctly different from the previous simulations in a
number of aspects.

3.3.2. Features of Computer Simulations
In contrast to the previous set of simulations, the testing of the SP-PLP-MWD method
requires the calculation of the number MWD formed in a single-pulse experiment. The set of
differential equations to be solved were extended to include those equations describing the
formation of dead polymer material via chain transfer and termination by both combination
and disproportionation. The rate of formation of polymer chains with chain length i can be
expressed according to:

(3.35)
Note that the disproportionation term has an additional factor 2 and the combination reactions
has not. The disproportionation reaction above includes only i-j reactions, while the
summation in the combination part involves both i-j as well as j-i reactions.
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Although the introduction of these additional differential equations increases the
complexity of the simulations, coarse graining was no Jonger used. The reason for
abandoning this numerical simplification was that the MWDs resulting from such
calculations were found to exhibit irregularities exactly at those chain Iengths where the size
of the grains was increased. The cause of this could not be attributed to a too low numerical
accuracy of the calculations, but is probably an intrinsic failure of the use of these coarse
grains. (Similar phenomena have also been observed before by others [79]). However,
assigning a specific differential equation to each specific radical and polymer chain length
leads to a much Jarger set of coupled differential equations and consequently a tremendous
increase in the total calculation time. To reduce this time, the differential equations
accounting for the formation of polymerie material were not evaluated with the Gear
algorithm but in extemal loop in the simulation program with the modified Euler (or
Euler-Heun) method. Nevertheless, simulations of a complete MWO, up to chain lengths of
50.000, could not be conducted in a reasonable amount of calculation time and a truncation
chain length of 2500 was used in the simulations.
It is important to note at this stage that the use of a truncation chain length in the
simulations impedes the use of equation 3.34. This equation requires integration over the

complete MWD, which is not available from the simulation output. To deal with this
problem, it is necessary to use additional information that is available from the simulations.
Beside the number of radicals at time t = 0, also the number of radicals that are still present
when the simulation is stopped must be known. As termination is assumed to occur
exclusively by combination, this number of 'residual' radicals actually represents twice the
number of polymer chains that are 'missing' in the number distribution because of the limited
time-span over which the simulations were performed. Hence, with knowledge about the
concentration of residual radicals, denoted as [R]res, the integral in equation 3.34 can be
replaced by:
~

•

1,,12

Jnz; d1 = Jn
i

j

21

•
1
d1 +-[R]",
2

(3.36)

in which i11 is the truncation chain length used in the simulations. It should be noted, though,
that equation 3.36 is only valid if the value of nz; applies to exactly 1 L (i.e. V = 1 L in
equation 3.34). The exact reasons for that will not be discussed at this stage, as that would
unnecessarily complicate the discussion. At the end of section 3.3.3, however, this issue will
be addressed again in more detail, after having become more 'familiar' with the MWD
method first.
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In addition to the above, it should be noted that the calculations presented below, were
no longer performed for a monomer with physical properties close to MMA. Because the
MWD method bas been developed for monomers with a relatively small fraction of
termination by disproportionation, the more 'suitable' monomer methyl acrylate (MA) was
chosen. In contrast to MMA, it is known that MA predominatly terminates by combination
[76, 77]. Furthermore, as was shown several times in the previous section, most problems
regarding the monodispersity assumption only arise if a strong chain-length dependent
termination model is used. As the chain-length exponents a and b in the Smoluchowski
model (equation 3.16 and table 3.1) are larger than the corresponding parameter in the
geometrie mean model (equation 3.14 and table 3.1), only the results of the Smoluchowski
model wiJl therefore be discussed in the next sections. However, similar results and
conclusions followed from several calculations with the geometrie mean model. Table 3.2
shows the simulations parameters that were used. The values of Dmon, cr and Xc are rounded
values based on MMA while the values of Psp;n, a and b are taken as 'standard' values for this
specific termination model. The general parameters in the right-hand side of table 3.2 are
specifically for the monomer MA, for which the value of [M]o bas been determined from an
interpolation of literature data.
Table 3.2: Input parameters for SP-PLP-MWD simulations.

Model3
Pspin
Dmon

cr
a
b

Xc

0.25
5.10- 11
5-10- 10
0.5
0.6
100

General Parameters
[53, 54]

[M]o

rr?-!s

*

[R]o

m

*

kp

[53]

krr

t *, [53]

T

*

Wp

t *,

11.0
5.0-10-6
1.2·104
:55.0·10'1
20.0
0.00

t : parameter was varied in simulations,

moVL
moVL
Umol.s
Umol.s

#,

[80-83]

[13, 83, 84]
t

*, [85]

oc

* : approximate value,

#: value results from interpolation of literature data.
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3.3.3. Results and Discussion of Computer Simulations
The Effect of Poisson Broadening
The first effect that was studied to test the robustness of the MWD method, was the
broadening of the radical chain-length distribution due to Poisson distribution of the
propagation reaction. Neither transfer reactions, nor termination by disproportionation were
included (yet) in this set of simulations. Figure 3.14 shows a first example of the number
MWD versus chain length that resulted from a calculation according to the parameters as
given in table 3.2. The MWD shown applies to a reaction volume of exactly 1 L and a first
check of the accuracy of the calculations is possible. As noted before, the simulations also
provide information conceming the number of radicals still present when the simulation was
stopped. This number of residual radicals, [R]res. added to the integral over the number MWD
multiplied by two (only termination by combination) should yield the value of [R]o again,
according to (compare equation 3.32):
1
L-n;
1V

2i

[R] 0 =[R]," + 2

(3.37)

in which 2 Îmax is the maximum chain length present in the simulated number distribution.
The relative inaccuracy in the value of [R]o that was obtained using equation 3.37 was found
to be less than 3·104 .
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Figure 3.14: Number MWD versus chain length for the Smoluchowski termination model
(a=0.5, b=0.6) including Poisson broadening.
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To determine the radical concentration versus time, a continuous integration rather
than a discrete summation over the number MWD was performed (see procedure outlined in
figure 3.13). This was accomplished by fitting the number MWD with a cubic spline and
calculating the analytica! integral of this fit. The continuous approach is chosen on purpose as
to test a procedure that is also applicable to experimentally obtained MWD which are
(usually) not discrete distributions. Unfortunately, as was already discussed, the use of a
spline fit introduces deviations at the beginning and at the end of the fit which results in
additional numerical inaccuracies in the procedure. Especially at the beginning of the MWD
curve, where the steepness is rather pronounced, a small inaccuracy of the fit will have a
strong impact on the total integral over the number MWD. Determining the value of [R]o
according to equation 3.37 with a continuous integration (instead of discrete summation)
results in an estimation of [R]o which is approximately 2.5% lower than the exact value. This
inaccuracy bas two main consequences:
• If the exact value of [R]o is used in conjunction with the spline fit procedure, an error
propagation inversely linear in the radical concentration will emerge. Starting with a 2.5%
deviation for [R]o will (approximately) result in a 25% (!!) deviation in the radical
concentration once the number of radicals bas decreased one decade. It goes without
saying that this will of course lead to enormous systematic deviations in the determined
values of kr. Hence, the values of [R]o and the integral of the number MWD always have

to be fine-tuned to each other and should never be determined independently. In other
words, either [R]o must be determined from the integral over the (correctly scaled)
number MWD or the MWD should be scaled according to the exact value of [R]o. It can
now also be understood why equation 3.34 should be prefered over equation 3.31 as this
'coupling' of [R]o and number MWD integral is already present in the former equation.
• A second consequence arises from the fäct that the spline fit procedure only introduces
(significant) deviations at both ends of the number MWD. This causes the exact shape of
the number MWD to be distorted and hence the integration of this distribution to obtain
the radical concentration versus time will be affected too.
The solution of the first problern is easy to overcome and in this sirnulation section the
number MWD was rescaled such as to correspond to the exact value of [R]o. (Some
discussion regarding sealing will be provided at the end of this section). The second problem
cannot be overcome easily with a continuous integration procedure and was 'accepted' as an
inherent inaccuracy of the nurnerical procedure.
Knowing the limitations of the continuous approach, the radical concentration was
calculated according to the procedure outlined in figure 3.13 and the result is shown in figure
3.15. Note that, because a fast propagating rnonomer is being sirnulated here, the time scale is
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much shorter than in the MMA simulations and does not exceed times of approximately 10-2
seconds. As a result, the total decay in radical concentration is of course also much smaller.

10-7---...---.......-...-.......-...-.......-...-....
0.000
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Figure 3.15: Radical concentration versus time for the Smoluchowski termination model
including Poisson broadening. Plot is calculated from the analytica! integral of a cubic spline
fit over the rescaled number MWD.

The termination rate coefficient as a function of chain length, calculated from the
above graph is shown in figure 3.16, as well as the obtained results had the MWD not been
rescaled according to [R] 0 • It can be seen that the 'minor' deviation of 2.5% in the number
MWD integral due to the use of a cubic spline fit, has indeed a dramatic effect on the
determined values of k1 ifthe MWD and [R]o are not fine tuned to each other. In the
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Figure 3.16: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski
termination model including Poisson broadening. Data points ( o) were calculated according
to equation 3.31 after rescaling of the number MWD and without rescaling (Li). Line
represents the input values of the simulation.
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remainder of this chapter all k1 graphs wil1 therefore be calculated on the basis of rescaled
MWDs. The straight line shown in figure 3.16 again represents the input values of the
simulations and good agreement is achieved with the output values of the simulations (after
rescaling). The deviation at chain lengths of 1000 amounts 2.5% and is thus still rather small.
It should be noted that this deviation is the combined resuJt of (i) numerical inaccuracies in
the calculation of the number MWD, (ii) Poisson broadening of the radical chain-length
distribution and (iii) the applied numerical fitting procedure. It should be noted that the Jatter
contribution of these three is unfortunately the major source of the error..
Similar to the time-reso]ved simulations, also here a worst case scenario is put to the
test and the simulations were done for several degrees of chain-length dependence. The
results of varying the values of the exponents a and b in the Smoluchowski model are shown
in figure 3.17. Again, the deviations in all cases do not seem to be significant, though the
inaccuracy increases with increasing value of the exponents a and b. Ata chain length of
1000, the differences between input and output values of the chain-length dependent kr values
are 1.8% (a

=0.25, b =0.30), 2.3% (a =0.50, b =0.60) and 4% (a =1.00, b =1.20). This

increase is partly caused by the Poisson distribution (being more important if the chain-length
dependence is more pronounced) and partly by the fact that for the 'correction' of the number
MWD by rescaling to [R]o, increasingly larger sealing factors had to be used.
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Figure 3.17: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski
tennination model including Poisson broadening: variation of chain-length exponents a and b.
The Iines are the oorresponding input values of the simulations.

It is obvious from the above results that also in the MWD method, no serious
interferences due to the existence of a Poisson distribution have to be expected. The
monodispersity assumption is not significantly violated and the agreement between input and

•
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output values of the simulations is good in all cases. In the next section it will be investigated
ifthis is also the case for chain transfer to monomer.

Consequences of Chain Transfer to Monomer
Due to the Iimited time span of approximately 15 milliseconds in the simulations, the
testing of the effects of chain transfer can actually not be conducted thoroughly. Those chains
that are still propagating after this time span may give chain transfer to a monomer species
and result in dead polymer material of low molecular weight. As a consequence, the MWD
that is calculated in the simulations up to polymer chain lengths of approximately 2500 is not
'complete' and will be subject to changes as long as not all radicals have terrninated. It
should therefore be bom in mind that by ignoring this 'after effect' the quantitative results
from the simulations should be interpreted cautiously.
Before discussing the simulation results, some genera) remarks about the effects of
chain transfer should be made. First of all, chain transfer to monomer will have an effect
upon the sealing procedure of the number MWD. The simple relation between radical
concentration and the number MWD integral, i.e. equation 3.37, can in principle no Jonger be
used as chain transfer results in the forrnation of dead polymer material without the loss of
radicals. Accordingly, the integrals of the number MWDs resulting from the simulations
including transfer indeed revealed that the number of dead polymer chains present in the
MWDs was larger as should be expected had chain transfer not been present. In the
simulation with ktr = 1.0 L·mor 1·s· 1 (worst case scenario} and a Smoluchowski model with a
0.50 and b 0.60, one out of every 40 chains turns out to be the product of a side reaction
and the MWD thus contains 2.5 % additional polymer material (up to chain lengths of 1850;
note that the time scale during which transfer can form polymer chains up to this chain
lengths of 1850, is twice as long as the time scale during which termination by combination
can form polymer material up to this chain Jength). However, as already observed above, a
2.5% rescaling of the number MWD does not have to have a serious impact on the results of
the procedure and this effect does thus not have to be anticipated to cause significant
problems.

=

=

A second kinetic effect is much more alarming than the first one. As chain transfer is
a first order process with respect to the radical concentration and termination a second order
process, the relative rate of chain transfer compared to termination will be highest at the
moment that only few radicals are Ieft (large chain lengths). The proportion of additional
polymer rnaterial produced by chain transfer is therefore not evenly distributed over the
whole MWD hut has a relatively high impact at longer chain lengths. To investigate the
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magnitude ofthis effect, figure 3.18 shows the percentage of additional polymer material
versus chain length that results from a simulation including chain transfer (krr
L-mor

1

·s· 1)

=1.0

compared toa simulation without chain transfer. At larger chain lengths about

35% extra polymer chains are present in the calculated MWD if chain transfer is included in
the calculations. Therefore, one may expect a dramatic effect on the determined k, values
from such 'distorted' plots, especially at Iarger chain lengths.
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Figure 3.18: Percentage of additional polymer material versus chain length. The percentage

indicates the additional amount of polymer material that is formed when chain transfer
reactions are included in the simulations (k" = 1.0 L·mor1·s·1, Smoluchowski model with a =
0.50, b = 0.60) as compared to the situation were no chain transfer is present.

The effect of transfer on the model-independent determination of chain-length
dependent k, values is shown in figure 3.19 for various chain transfer rate coefficients. It can
be readily seen that as long as the value of krr does not exceed 10·1 L·mor 1·s· 1 the effect of
transfer on the determined termination rate coefficient is not significant. Accurate values for
krr of MA are unfortunately rather scarce (if existent at all). The transfer coefficients listed in

[86] show enormous scatter and no dependence upon temperature is noticeable. A veraging all

k1rlkp values listed in [86] and using the kp value as depicted in table 3.2, leads to an
estimation of krr of MA of0.2-0.3 L·mor 1-s· 1• More recent investigations [77, 85] seem to
indicate a slightly higher value of krr (at 20 °C, k1, :'.S 0.5 L·mol" 1·s" 1 [85]). Methyl acrylate
seems to be slightly beyond the 'safe' region were interferences from transfer occur and
subsequently the range of polymer chain lengths for which the MWD procedure can be used

is limited. For extremely high transfer rates, the k1 values resulting from the MWD procedure
do no longer provide accurate model-independent data anyrnore. A look at the results for the
simulations using k1, = 10 L·rnol" 1·s· 1 even reveals a minimum and local maximum in the k1
curve. When analyzing time-resolved data with these same input data, according to the
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procedure outlined in section 3 .2.1, such extremes are not observed and indicating that the
minimum and maximum are the result of the numerical procedure of the MWD method.
Based upon the observations discussed above, it seems advantageous to conduct these
single-pulse experiments at lower temperatures as transfer usually exhibits a higher activation
energy than propagation (although experimental investigations were not able to reveal this

[85]).
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Flgure 3.19: The termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski
model including Poisson broadening and chain transfer to monomer: variation of the transfer
rate coefficient. The line represents the input value of the simulations.

The results for the curve with krr

=1.0 L·mor 1·s·1 look, recalling the above discussed

deviation of 35% in the number MWD at large chain lengths, better than expected. The
rescaling of the number MWD bas the effect of 'spreading out' any discrepancy caused by
transfer over the whole number MWD. Indeed, the k, values for large radical chains are too

high and are 'compensated' by a too low values of k1 for the smaller chains (the apparent k1
underestimates the exact one by 14% at chain lengths of 100 and overestimates it by 20% at
chain lengths of 600). The MWD procedure has thus the inherent feature that any kinetic
deviation effects the complete k1 curve, as opposed to the 'local' kr determination in the time
resolved method. Nevertheless, even in this worst case approach with a too high value of k1"
the potential to determine the chain-length exponent still does not look too unfavorable.
Figure 3.20 shows the same curve (krr

=LO L·mor ·s1

1
)

as displayed in figure 3.19, hut now

on a double logarithmic scale. The slope of this curve between chain lengths 1 and 100 equals
0.53 {correct value is 0.50) and 0.49 between chain lengths of 100 and 300 (should be equal
to0.60).
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Flgure 3.20: The termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski
model including Poisson broadening and chain transfer to rnonomer: k1r =1.0 L·rno1· 1.s· 1 The
line represents the input value of the sirnulation.

Also in this discussion it should be recalled that chain-length exponents of 0.50 and
0.60 (for shon and long chains respectively) are both upper bound values at low conversions.
Most termination studies have indicated lower values for these exponents, especially at larger
chain lengths. Figure 3.21 shows the effect of varying strength of the chain-length
dependence and it can again be seen that the effects of transfer are most pronounced if the
chain-Jength exponents are high. Whether or not (or from which chain length on) chain
transfer will have had an interfering effect on the determined values of k, in real experimental
situations is thus difficult to pin point at this stage. lf experimental curves indicate a rather
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Figure 3.21: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski
terrnination model including Poisson broadening and transfer to rnonomer (k,, = 0.5
L·mor1·s'1): variation of chain-length exponents a and b. The Jines are the corresponding
input values of the simulations.
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weak effect of chain length upon k,, then chain transfer can be safety ignored up to polymer
chain lengths slightly smaller than 2000. If not, the chain-length range for which the obtained

k, values can be relied upon must be limited. For the worst case scenario depicted in figure
3.21, i.e. a = 1.0 and b = 1.2, accurate information on the chain-length dependence of k1
above chain lengths of approximately 250 cannot be obtained anymore. It will be clear from
the above that, if the geometrie mean model including the rather low chain-length exponent b
of approximately 0.15 (see table 3.1) is correct, that the effects of chain transfer can be safely
neglected.
As stated before, the simulations only cover a limited time range and the effects of
chain transfer after this time span were not considered in the simulations. Although the MWD
will be subject to changes as long as not all radicals have terminated, this change will
progress at a continuously diminishing rate. Despite this, it is not apparent at this stage
whether this effect will have a significant influence on the MWD procedure. In practice,
however, these kind of experiments wil1 not be truly single-pulse experiments as the yield per
pulse is too low to be analyzed by for instance SEC. Instead, a sequence of single pulses is
applied with the time span between pulses being large enough. Varying the pulse frequency
of the irradiation over a broad range, therefore pro vides a method to study the consequences
of this after-effect experimentally. If the time spacing between pulses is for instance
increased from say 10 seconds to 100 seconds, then the resulting k, plot will directly show to
what extent chain transfer at long time scales affects the MWD method. In the next chapter,
the time spacing is one of the parameters that will be studied experirnentally and this will
hopefully complete the chain transfer picture as discussed so far.

Termination by Disproportionation
The last side reaction that bas been considered is termination by disproportionation.
Also here, similar considerations regarding the MWD method as already mentioned apply.
Again, the integral over the number distribution will reveal a larger number of chains than
expected solely on the basis of combination reactions and, secondly, also the exact shape of
the MWD will be distorted. To extract the individual contribution of this side reaction, first
simulations were conducted without taking chain transfer reactions into account. Figure 3.22
shows the logarithmic MWDs of a set of simulations with varying amounts of combination
over disproportionation. The curves can be clearly recognized as the low molecular weight
part of a typical SEC chromatogram trace. The curves with 75 up to lOOo/c combination are
all very similar and can hardly be distinguished and already seem to suggest that also the k,
determination might not be very sensitive to this effect.
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Figure 3.22: Logarithnrlc MWD, using the Smoluchowski termination model including
Poisson broadening (no transfer to monomer): variation of the ratio of termination by
combination over disproportionation.

The results of the kr determination, including the various ratios of termination by
disproportionation over combination are shown in figure 3.23. It is gratifying, though at the
same time surprising, to see that the MWD procedure is rather insensitive towards the
presence of disproportionation. Even in the case when termination is exclusively by
disproportionation, the obtained k, curve is still a fair representation for the exact input values
of the simulation. For small amounts of disproportionation this can be easily understood.
Chains of a specific chain length formed by disproportionation were formed at a much later
time than chains of the exact same chain length formed by combination. As a consequence
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Figure 3.23: Ternrlnation rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski model
including Poisson broadenîng (no chain transfer to monomer): variation of the amount of
combination over disproportionation. The line represents the input value of the simulation.
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the radical concentration bas decreased and the contribution of disproportionation reactions is
much less than the contribution due to combination reactions. However, this does not explain
the good agreement between output and input values of k1 for exclusively disproportionation.
The cause of this Jatter phenomena is found in a rather fortunate combination of several
aspects of the MWD procedure. In the case of 100% dîsproportionation as compared to
exclusively combination the MWD procedure compensates the deviations by: (i) the sealing
procedure which 'corrects' for all additional polymer material and (ii) the time scale of
disproportionation to result in chain lengths of for instance 800 is twice as long as the one
that would apply to the case of exclusively combination. The first aspect approximately
corrects for the factor 1/2 present in equation 3.23 (and all subsequent equations), while the
later factor corrects for the Jonger time scale of disproportionation by increasing all radical
concentrations ([R]res is much too high!). This Jatter effect may not be directly dear and is
indeed somewhat difficult to understand without going into too much detail into the whole
numerical procedure. Nevertheless, a rather simple schematic drawing might partially
elucidate the fortunate compensation that is operative in the case of disproportionation. The
left-hand graph in figure 3.24 shows a fictional radical concentration versus time fora
SP-PLP experiment. Let us consider the two extreme cases of either exclusively termination
by combination or exclusively by disproportionation. The radical concentration versus time
can then be transformed into a similar graph but now against chain length for both cases.
However, as a polymer chain of a certain chain length that is formed by combination only
needs half the time to grow compared to a chain of identical chain length formed by
disproportionation, the radical concentration versus the polymer chain length is much higher

[R]f:?·

[R]

""'"-~-.

Time

"

[R]res

'.... _.,,.~'

I

Polymer Chain Length

[R]

disproportionation

Polymer Chain Length

[R]

Polymer Chain Length

Figure 3.24: The effect of rescaling of the MWD on the apparent k, values obtained for
exclusively terrnination by disproportionation (see text}.
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for the combination plot than for the disproportionation plot. The sealing procedure is
'unaware' of the existence of disproportionation and will use the value [RJres from the
combination plot, to rescale the MWO obtained for 100% disproportionation. In effect, this
results in an altered plot for the radical concentration versus chain length for the
disproportionation case, starting at [R]o and ending at [R]res and this plot tums out to be
highly similar to the correct plot for the combination case! In other words, the applied sealing
procedure forces the radical concentration versus time for the disproportionation case to
change into one close to the combination case. Hence, rather good agreement is found
between input and output values of the simulation.
That the effect is indeed a 'fortunate' compensation of several aspects of the MWD
procedure can also be seen when the strength of the chain-length dependence of k1 is varied.
Figure 3 .25 shows the results of a set of simulations with either 100% combination or 100%
disproportionation for various values of the chain-length exponents a and b. For the strongest
chain-length dependence shown (a = 1.0, b = 1.2), there is hardly any distinction anymore
between the two curves. On the other hand, the distinction becomes increasingly large for
weak chain-length dependence of the termination reaction. Nevertheless, also for this latter
case, all curves up to 25% disproportionation give excellent agreement with the input values
of the simulations.
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Figure 3.25: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski model
including Poisson broadening and either exclusively combination or disproportionation (no
chain lransfer to monomer): variation of the chain-length exponents a and b. The lines
represent the corresponding input value of the simulations.
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A last noteworthy aspect of the effects of disproportionation is that they are opposite
to the effects of chain transfer. For small chains, an overestimation of kris obtained while an
underestimation for the Iarger chains results. The result of a simulation that combines both
the effects of disproportionation and chain transfer is shown in figure 3.26. Again the worst

case value of krr = 1.0 L·mor 1·s· 1 is chosen as some numeric results regarding deviation were
already discussed in the previous section. The deviation at chain length of 100 reduces from
14% for pure combination to 10% if 25% of disproportionation is taken into account. Also
the overestimation at higher chain lengths is reduced from 20% at chain length of 600 for
pure combination to 15% if again 25% disproportionation is taken into account. Ironically,
the best agreement between input and output values is now obtained for the case of pure
disproportionation.
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Figure 3.26: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski model
including Poisson broadening and chain transfer to monomer (k1r =LO L·mor 1·s" 1): variation
of the amount of combination over disproportionation. The line represents the input value of
the simulation.

It is tempting to conclude that the MWD procedure will yield reasonable accurate
chain-length dependent kr values even for monomers with a relatively large fraction of
disproportionation. However, the magnitude of the effect of disproportionation is dependent
upon the actual chain-length dependence itself and so at this stage no conclusions can be
drawn regarding this magnitude. Nevertheless, a monomer such as MMA should not be ruled
out apriori, though a thorough check with computer simulations using experimental results is
an absolute necessity. Last hut not least, the occurrence of disproportionation does not
necessarily result in a negative interference as it effects are rather small and it compensates
for the effects of chain transfer. Although the proposed method is limited to those monomers
that terminate exclusively by combination on a theoretica} basis, experimental results might
still be rather satisfactory even when a significant amount of disproportionation occurs.
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Sealing of the number MWD
In the above discussion little attention has been devoted to the exact sealing of the
number MWD. In the simulations the value of [R] 0 was exactly known and the number of
radicals present after a certain time span at the end of the simulation, [R]res. was also known.
These numbers were used to scale the number MWD, leading to good agreement between
input and output values of k,. However, these parameters are usually not known with great
accuracy in real experimental studies while this is a essential prerequisite for obtaining
accurate k1 data! Hence, problems due to inaccurate sealing of the MWD must be anticipated.
In real experimental studies, there seem to be two basic routes that can be used to
perform the sealing of MWDs: (i) either [R]o should be known and the number MWD should
be scaled accordingly or (ii) the weight MWD should be scaled according to the conversion

per laser pulse. Both methods scale the complete MWD (in the simulation results presented
so far only apart of the MWD was rescaled) and are of limited accuracy. Consequently,
additional systematic deviations will be introduced into the MWD method on top of the side
reactions discussed above. It is therefore important to thoroughly investigate these effects.
A first idea about the effects of sealing can be seen directly from equation 3.34. Tuis
equation reveals that the parameter Vis actually the sealing parameter of the number MWD
and any inaccuracy in this parameter will linearly influence the apparent value of k1• Figure
3.27 shows the effects of the variation of the parameter Vby a factor 2 (the simulation results
are identical to those presented by the figures 3.14 to 3.16). As expected, the differences
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Figure 3.27: Terrninatioo rate coefficient versus chain length for the Smoluchowski
terrnination model including Poisson broadening: variation of the sealing factor V. Line
represents the input values of the simulation.
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between the obtained curves are exactly a factor 2 and the linear relation between V and k1 is
confirmed. With respect to sealing applied in the preceding part of this section, this variation
in Vis identical to varying the values of [R]o

~d

[R]res by a factor of 2 simultaneously, i.e.

decreasing or increasing both [R]o and [R]res by a factor 2.
The results shown in figure 3.27 show that ifthe value of [R] 0 would be wrongly
estimated by a factor of 2 (which would not be a poor estimation seen from an experimental
point of view), all of the k1 values would change a factor 2 as well. Although at first sight this
might seem to be a problem with the MWD method, it is actually highly advantageous! This
linear sealing relation can be used as a way of avoiding sealing of the MWO by (inaccurate)
estimated values of [R]0 • From other types of experiments, such as ESR, the rate coefficient
of termination of primary radicals (

k;·') is known rather accurately [54, 87, 88] and

extrapolation of the chain-length dependent k1 values toward primary radicals must result in
these

k}· 1 values. In practice, one would thus first give a rough estimation for the value of

[R]o, subsequently scale the number MWO to half this value (recall that termination is
assumed to be solely by combination) and calculate k1 as a function of chain length from this
distribution. The extrapolation of this Jatter graph to primary radicals must then result in a
value of

k}· 1 that closely agrees with literature data. If this is not the case, then the value of

[R]o must be adjusted and the calculation should be repeated. However, because of the linear
sealing between k1 and the sealing parameter V, this will not be an iterative procedure. If the

k}· 1 would for instance be too low by a factor of 2, the value of [R)o
should be decreased by this same factor of 2. By doing so, the second estimate of k}· 1 will be

first obtained value of

exactly equal to the 'intended' value. This procedure is in principle identical to the one
demonstrated in figure 3.27. In other words, the correct sealing factor for the MWO can in
principle be determined from experimental

k}· 1 values and values of [R]o are no Jonger

necessary (hut actually [R]o results from the sealing procedure). Il should be noted that
extrapolation of

k:·i values to obtain kf· 1 estimates might not be as straightforward as

suggested above. Only if the functional form of the k;·; plot is sufficiently linear on a, for
instance, double logarithmic scale, this can be done with some confidence. Some additional
discussion on this extrapolation will be provided in the next chapter.
The above discussion about sealing the MWD by using

ki· 1 values might seem to

eliminate all problems that are encountered in the sealing of the MWDs. Unfortunately, this is
not the case. Sealing of a complete number MWD to half the value of [R]o is not correct and
also here the same parameter as used in the simulations, [R]res. must be introduced. This can
be understood from the foJlowing reasons:

•

If the total number MWO were to be scaled to half the value of [R]o, a kinetic deficiency
of the MWO method will show up. Imagine for instance an experimentally obtained
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number MWD determined by SEC analyses. According to the basic principles of the
MWD method, the chain length is transformed into time (see figure 3.13). However, SEC
analysis bas an exclusion limit and, hence, a maximum chain length, which apparently
limits the radical lifetime. As no polymer material can elute corresponding to a higher
molar mass, the number MWD indicates that no polymer material is present at these high
molar masses. Hence, the sealing procedure will 'interpret' this as if all radicals had
terminated by this time and the radical concentration will be 'assumed' to have decayed
to a value of zero mol·L- 1• Tuis is of course incorrect as it is known that radicals will still
be present in the mixture even after a much longer time scales.
•

A second reason why [R]res should be used in the sealing procedure originates from the
existence of chain transfer. The relative amount of polymer material stemming from this
side reaction increases with polymer cbain length (see figure 3.18) and the
monodispersity assumption will certainly not be applicable anymore for high molar
masses. Hence, at larger chain lengths the number MWD is no longer a good measure for
the derivative of the radical concentration versus time anymore (see figure 3.13).

In both cases, the relation between chain length on the one hand and time on the other is no

Jonger valid. Consequently, the transformation of the number MWD into a radical
concentration versus time (figure 3.13) can no Jonger be justified at large chain lengths (or
large times scales), hut bas to be limited to that range over which the monodispersity
assumptions is still valid. If not, then al1 kinetic information that is extracted from the number
MWD will be distorted over the complete chain length (or time) range. Tuis effect
schematically depicted in figure 3.28. The top graph shows the number MWD which bas not
be scaled properly yet. As was shown in figure 3.13 this graph is, assuming that the
monodispersity assumptions stil1 holds, equivalent to the derivative of the radical
concentration. However, as the number MWD bas not been scaled yet, also this derivative
still needs to be scaled. What is needed for that are two reference points in the radical
concentration versus time graph, [R]o and [R]res. which are shown in the bottom graph. Once
tbat information is known, there is only one way in which the above derivative graph can be
'fitted' into the graph below, such that the points [R]o and [R]res will be connected to each
other, as shown in the right-hand graph. It will be clear from the figure below that, if the
derivative of the radical concentration is distorted by, for instance, the occurrence of (too
much) chain transfer, the radical concentration versus time in the right-hand graph will then
be incorrect too, but over the entire time range! So, although from an experimental analysis
the complete MWD is available, the kinetîc analysis must be limited to a relatively sma1l
chain length (or time) range. This leaves us with the question ofhow to determine the value
of [R]res.
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Figure 3.28: Construction of the radical concentration versus time graph, using an unscaled

number MWO and two reference points [R] 0 and [Rlres (see text).

An accurate determination of [R]res after a certain time span (or at a specific chain
length being smaller than the exclusion limit) is not very easy. Three options seem to be more
or less readily available, here listed in order of preference:
1. An ideal experimental approach seems to be the combination of a time-resolved
single-pulse trace with a subsequent analysis of the resulting MWD. The time-resolved
trace gives direct access to the radical concentration versus time (see figure 3.2) and all
sealing parameters, i.e. [R]o and [R]res are then directly at hand.
2. In the absence ofTR-SP-PLP traces, the average k1 values determined previously from
TR-SP-PLP can be used. The values of [R] 0 and [R]res can now be found from using

ki·' values from literature (as discussed above) in conjunction with these <kr> values tbat
link [R]o to [R]res via equation 3.17. In recent years, a large number of these <kr>
deterrninations for several acrylates have been conducted by the group ofBuback [3-5,
16-23], though mainly for pressures higher than the atmospheric pressure. These values
are particularly appropriate as they have been determined using the very same
single-pulse initiation technique, meaning tbat they are correctly time averaged (or
chain-length averaged) k1 values. Ideally. the time scale that has been used in the fitting of
a TR-SP-PLP trace according to classical kinetics should correspond to the time scale at
which [R]res is chosen in the MWD method. In that case no objections wbatsoever exist to
rely on <k1> values for the estimation of [R]res· This Jatter 'ideal' approach is
unfortunately hampered by a lack of experimental data reported in literature.
3. As an alternative for <k1> values from time-resolved measurements, average kr values
might also be estimated from the obtained MWO itself. Methods of doing this have
already been briefly discussed in the first part of section 3 .3 .1.
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In the next chapter, where experimental data will be analyzed, average kr values will
be used to estimate the value of [R]res· Before discussing these results, it is important to
investigate the effects of not assigning an appropriate <.k1> value. Data from options 2 and 3
discussed above will provide <kr> information that is reasonably accurate. On the basis of
these numbers we can estimate upper and lower limits for this parameter. These data can then

be used to calculate the extreme values of [R],... from which we can construct a 'confidence'
region for the exact chain-length dependence of k1• The results of such a procedure are shown
in figure 3.29, in which the value of <k1> is varied over a reasonable range. The appropriate
value of <.k1> in this specific simulation amounted 2.35· 108 L·mor 1·s· 1 and the 'confidence'
region for <.k,> was determined by assuming an inaccuracy of± l · 108 L·mor 1·s· 1 in this
parameter.*
At first sight, the results shown in figure 3.29 do not look encouraging. The impact of
the value of <.kr> on the determination of the chain-length dependence of k1 is rather large.
Por those cases where the value of [R]res is estimated at much too low values (i.e. when using
much too high <k1> values) a spurious minimum in the k1 plot is observed. This can be
understood as follows. The number MWD, that is a measure for the rate of tennination (see
figure 3.13), indicates that still a significant amount of termination occurs at large chain
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Figure 3.29: Termination rate coefficient versus chain lengtb for the Smoluchowski
termination model including Poisson broadening: variation of the sealing factor [Rlres by
variation of the average k, va1ue according to equation 3.17. Line represents the input values
of the simulations.

• In chapter 4, <k,> values of several acrylates will be determined and the scatter in these results is
approximately a factor 2 lower 1han 1he wid1h of 1he confidence interval chosen here. Besides, also other <k1>
data from independent TR-SP-PLP experiments fall wi1hin the same scatter of these experimental results. The
interval of± l·lrf L·mor 1·s·1 therefore seems to be a reasonable one.
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lengths. However, because the value of [R]res in this region is so low (a high <k1> value was
used), this can only be accomplished by unreasonably large k, values. This is exactly the
effect that was aimed at above, if the complete MWD would be scaled to half the value of

[R]o (and [R]res is thus set equal to 0 mol·L- 1). The opposite effect is observed when the value
of [R]res is chosen too high (too low <k1> value). In that case, the estimates for k1 are lower
than the correct values. Note, however, that the deviations are less severe when the <k,> used
for sealing is somewhat too low as compared to those cases where it is chosen somewhat too
high.

It is clear from figure 3.29 that the 'confidence' region that was chosen for the value
of <k1> also leads to a 'confidence' region for the values of

k;·;. To limit this latter region as

much as possible, great care has thus to be taken in a proper choice I determination of the
value of <k1> or [R]res· As can also be seen from figure 3.29, the deviations are the largest at
large chain lengths, though when the chain-length exponent bis considered at these large
chain lengths (equation 3.16), the prospects do not look that unfortunate as might appear from
figure 3.29. Using a confidence region for <kr> of± 0.5· l 0 8 L·mor 1·s·1 (as will be done in the
next chapter), the exponent bat large chain lengths is found to be in between 0.5 and 0.7.
This still compares reasonably wel! with the correct value for bof 0.6 (see table 3.2). It
should also be realized that the deviations shown in figure 3.29 are strongly dependent upon
the simulation input parameters and that it is therefore difficult to draw conclusions at this
stage about the exact quantitative effect of the use of inaccurate <k1> values in real
experimental studies. Admittedly, what can be concluded is that the determination of [R]res is
the weakest point in the whole MWD analysis. This is not an intrinsic failure of the method
but originates from inaccurate experimental and/or literature data. Combination of
time-resolved data with the MWD analysis must still be considered as the method to be
preferred.
Regarding the above discussion on sealing, it may now be clear that in real
experimental situations neither equation 3.34 nor equation 3.31 should be used. The sealing
factor Vis correlated to the 'choice' of [R]o and [R]res and amore convenient representation
of these equations is therefore:

(3.38)

The sealing factor Vis no longer present and, hence, the values of n:u stem :from a correctly

scaled number distribution. If the maximum chain length of the MWD that is being
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considered equals 2 imax then this sealing should be done such that the following equality
ho Ids:
imJax

n2.

d" - [R]o - [R]res
l-

1

2

0

(3.39)

In experimental situations, ([R]0 [R]res) can be determined :from independent ki· 1
measurements, while [R]res itself is linked to [R]o via an appropriate <kr> value (or
determined :from a TR-SP-PLP trace).

Conclusions
The SP-PLP-MWD method as described above is capable of model independent
determination of chain-length dependent termination rate coefficients. The assumptions
invoked in the kinetic analyses have been tested with computer simulations and have shown
the sensitivity and robustness of this method for a number of side reactions. The occurrence
of a Poisson distribution, as well as disproportionation reactions (up to 25%) by no means
undermine the accuracy of the proposed procedure. However, chain transfer reactions will
limit the range of chain lengths that can be investigated, depending upon the actual strength
of the chain-length dependence (as will be determined in the next chapter). The stronger this
dependence, the smaller this range will become. Furthermore, the sealing of the number
MWD, that is the proper determination of [R]res. is of crucial importance for the final
accuracy of the method. It is therefore highly recommendable to combine TR-SP-PLP
experiments with subsequent MWD determination. In the absence of such combined
experiments, previously determined <k1> data :from TR-SP-PLP experiments can be used for
this purpose.
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4

Determination of CLD Termination Rate
Coefficients: Experimental Results

The two novel kinetic methods of extracting model-independent chain-Iength
dependent termination rate coefficients, presented in chapter 3, will be applied to
experimental data sets. Before doing this, some details of the experimental procedures will be
discussed and all other data required for these analyses will be presented. From the analyses
of the experimental data, it will be clear that the dynamics of termination reactions change
significantly upon increasing chain length of the terminating radical species. The origin of
several phenomena will be dîscussed and a new terminatîon model will be presented on the
basis of the new experîmental results.

4.1. lntroduction
In the prevîous chapter it has been shown that single-pulse PLP experiments can be
used for the model-independent determinatîon of the chain-length dependence of terminatîon
reactions. When employing on-line conversion data from TR-SP-PLP experiments, k:·; can
be determined directly from the monomer concentration versus time trace and its first and
second derivatives, according to:
k;,;

'

=_g_
k [ [M],[M],
"

2

[MJ;

(4.1)

An altemative method for extracting k:·; is based on the MWO resulting from a single-pulse
experiment In this case, assuming termination to occur exclusively by combination, the
chain-length dependent termination rate coefficients follow from:

(4.2)
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where the number distribution in equation 4.2 should be scaled correctly, according to:

imJax

n2.

0

'

d" - [RJo - [R]res
1 - -----------2

(4.3)

in which 2 imax is the maximum chain length considered in the number distribution, [R]o the
primary radical concentration as a result of the laser putse and [R]res the concentration of
radicals that are still alive after a time of t

=imax I kp [M]. Both methods are based upon the

assumption that in a single-pulse laser experiment, the radical concentration versus time can
be approximated by a delta function in which all propagating chains are of exactly the same
chain Jength at any moment in time. Hence, chain transfer reactions are assumed to be absent.
In the next sections, the results of the experimental analyses according to these
methods will be discussed. The time-resolved data will be considered in section 4.3 and the
MWD data are dealt with in section 4.4. First, some general remarks on the data generation
will be provided and the origin of all other data that are needed for the data analyses will be
discussed.

4.2. General Experimental Considerations and Parameters Used
in Data Analyses
Monomers and Sample Preparation
The monomers used in the experiments are a series of fast propagating acrylates. As
acrylates have relatively high kp values at moderate temperatures, the conversion per laser
pulse is rather high, making these monomers particularly suitable for experimental
investigations.* To remove inhibitor, methyl acrylate (MA, Merck or Fluka, p.a.), ethyl
acrylate (EA, Merck, p.a.) and butyl acrylate (BA, Merck, p.a.) were distilled under reduced
pressure and stored at-l8°C in the dark. 2,2-Dimethoxy-1,2-diphenylethane-1-one (lrgacure
651, DMPA) was used as photoinitiator, typically at a concentration of 5.10·3 mol·L· 1.t
Prior to conducting experiments, fteshly distilled samples were degassed by at least
three fteeze-pump-thaw cycles and were kept in an icebath in the dark. Gas-tight

* When using acrylates, the conversion per laser pulse is still small enough to neglect the effect of conversion
upon the kinetic parameters.
t Investigations into the photochemistry of DMPA have shown that the product distribution that results from the
photcleavage reaction can depend upon the light intensity of the laser pulse [l ].
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polymerization cells were filled either in a glovebox or by using Schlenk techniques to ensure
an oxygen-free atmosphere.

Pulsed-Laser Experiments
A number of tirne-resolved single-pulse pulsed-laser experirnents was conducted in
the Iaboratory of professor Buback at the Georg-August University in Göttingen (Gennany).
The experimental set-up and general experimental details have been extensively described
elsewhere [e.g. 2, 3]. The conversion data were sampled at a frequency of200 kHz. Various
pulse packages, ranging from 5 up to 60 pulses per individual sample with a 10-second time
spacing between subsequent pulses, were co-added to reduce noise. Experiments were
performed at room temperature and ambient pressure at 351 nm (XeF excimer line). The final
conversion in all experiments was below 2% and in most cases even well below 1 %.
The experirnents for the testing of the MWO method were performed in the laboratory
of Polymer Chemistry at the Eindhoven University ofTechnology. Also this experirnental
set-up bas been described in detail elsewhere [4]. The pulse frequency was controlled by an
extemal pulse generator [5] and varied between 0.01to100 Hz. Experiments were performed
at a temperature of 25 °C, monitored by a thermocouple (Pt-100, Netsushin, MG-1505).
Generally, per sample approxirnately 20 pulses were applied at 351 nm (XeF line), though
pulse sequences with as low as 20 pulses and as high as 130 pulses were also applied.
Directly after irradiation, the polymerization cell was opened and the contents were mixed
with a tiny amount of inhibitor (- 500 ppm, hydroquinone, Merck, fotopur) to prevent further
polymerization. Samples were dried in the dark at reduced pressure (< 10 Pa) for at least 72
hours. The conversion was determined gravirnetrically and was typically 1 to 2 %.

Size Exclusion Chromatography
To determine the number MWDs of the samples, the obtained dry polyrners were
dissolved in stabilized tetrahydrofuran (THF, Biosolve, A.R.) at 1 w/v% and filtrated using

0.2 µm filters. SEC analyses were carried out on a Waters 2690 Separation Module, using 4
PL-gel mix C columns (300 x 7.5 mm2, Polymer Laboratories) at 40°C with THF as eluent at
a flowrate of 1.0 mL·min-1• A Waters 410 differential refractometer was used for detection.
Calibration was performed using narrow-distribution polystyrene standards (Polymer
Laboratories) ranging from 370 to 7.5· Hf g·mor'. All SEC analyses were performed in
duplicate. Only those traces for which comparable duplicate analyses were obtained, and the
chromatogram baseline before and after elution of the polymer exhibited no non-linear
variations were used for data analyses. Some discussion on the quality of the SEC set-up can
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be found in the remaining part of this $eCtion. Finally, in a few analyses narrow-distribution
polyBA samples (Polymer Standards Service) ranging from 733 to 76900 g·mor 1 were used.
SEC chromatograms were converted into number MWDs according to the definitions
by Shortt [6]. Universa! calibration based on the Mark-Houwink equation (7, 8), was used to
determine the MWDs of the produced polymers.

Densities of Monomers
The densities of the monomers were calculated according to:
dMA

=0.97196-0.00lll·(T 273.15)

dEA = 0.949-0.00128 · (T-273.15)

dBA

=0.045798+ 417.06 - 48466

T

T2

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

in which d represents the density of the specific monomer in g·cm· 3 at atmospheric pressure
and T the absolute temperature. The density of MA was determined from a linear regression
ofliterature data (9-11), while the densities ofEA and BA were taken from [12) and [13],
respectively.

Mark-Houwink Parameters
The Mark-Houwink parameters for the acrylates of interest in this thesis, have been
determined by Penzel and Goetz [14] and more recently by Hutchinson and coworkers [15,
16]. The former group based their results on measurements of relatively broad molecular
weight samples (obtained by fractionation with methanol), while the latter groups used a
triple detector SEC set-up. Table 4.1 shows the Mark-Houwink coefficients for the acrylates
(and styrene) obtained by these two groups. The differences between the two data sets
become apparent when, for instance, the hydrodynamic volume, HV, defined by (7, 8, 17]:
HV= [1]]M =KMa+1

2.5NA
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Table 4.1: Mark-Houwink coefficients.

Hutchinson et al.

Penzel and Goetz

Methyl Acrylate* [15, 18]

Methyl Acrylate [ 14]

K
a

5

19.5·lff

dUg

0.660

K

10.0· 10·5

a

0.73

Ethyl Acrylate [15]

K
a

18.1·10·5

dUg

0.626

Ethyl Acrylate [14]

K

8.9· 10·5

a

0.75

Butyl Acrylate [ 16]

K
a

12.2· W0.700

5

dUg

K

11.4· 10·

a

0.716

dUg

Butyl Acrylate [14]
K

7.4-lff5

a

0.15

dL/g

* Mark-Houwink coefficients of

Styrene [15]
5

dUg

dUg

ref. [ 15] have been re-ana~vzed
and corrected to the above
displayed values [18J

of these polymers is compared as a function oftheir chain length. In equation 4.7, ['1]
represents the intrinsic viscosity, M the molar mass of the polymer, NA Avogadro's number,
and K and a are the Matk-Houwink coefficients. The comparison for the two sets of
Mark-Houwink parameters is depicted in figure 4.1. The chain-Iength scale is not extended to
larger chain Jengths than 5000, since this covers the most relevant part of the MWD for both

kp studies by means of PLP as well as for k1 studies by means of the MWD method. For
clarity of the discussion, let us first focus only on the curves for MA and BA. As is clear from
figure 4.1, both groups predict that the hydrodynamic volume of BA is larger than that of MA
at all chain lengths shown. As these monomers are part of a homologous series of acrylates
and as the monomer BA is larger than the monomer MA, this result is of course expected: the
larger the pendant groups, the stiffer the chains become and therefore they stretch out to
occupy a larger volume. Note further that Hutchinson and coworkers predict a smaller
hydrodynamic volume for both MA and BA than Penzel and Goetz. Although the differences
are significant and can be clearly observed, they are still modest when compared to the
differences for the monomer EA. For this monomer, the predictions by Penzel and Goetz are
much higher than those by Hutchinson and coworkers and the latter group even ftnds that the
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hydrodynamic volume of EA is smaller than the hydrodynamic volume of MA! From a
physical point of view, this does not seem to be a realistic phenomenon and it might be
anticipated that either the hydrodynamic volume for EA is too low, or the hydrodynamic
volume for MA is too high. The data by Penzel and Goetz, on the other hand, do show the
expected change in hydrodynamic volume with increasing monomer molecular weight and
the curve for EA is found right in between the curves for MA and BA.

6

l.Oxl0

,/

Hutchinson et al.: - Penzel and Goetz: ....... .

5

8.0xl0

5

6.0xl0

4.0x!O'

o.oJ-111111111!!!~~=~-----..!~_J
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Chain Length
Figure 4.1: Hydrodynamic volume versus chain length for MA, EA and BA. Curves are
based on the Mark-Houwink parameters as listed in Table 4.1

The problem now faced is how to decide which Mark-Houwink coefficients shouJd be
used in this study. Let us again first focus on the data for MA and BA. From figure 4.1 it is
clear that the hydrodynamic volumes of MA and BA predicted by Hutchinson and coworkers
differ approximately by the same amount as those predicted by Penzel and Goetz. In other
words, both groups predict a similar difference between the monomers MA and BA. A choice
of the data of one of the groups, based on the relative values of the hydrodynamic volumes
can thus not be made. Furthermore, SEC analyses of narrow-distributed polyBA samples with
known molar mass were carried out to discem the two sets ofMark-Houwink parameters.
Unfortunately, the molar mass predictions of these polyBA samples on the basis ofuniversal
calibration, using styrene calibration samples and the Mark-Houwink parameters shown in
table 4.1, were found to give reasonably good agreement with the molar masses as given by
the supplier for both sets ofMark-Houwink parameters for BA. So, also on this basis no
distinction between the two sets ofMark-Houwink parameters could be made. However,
there is one advantage in the study ofHutchinson and coworkers over the work of Peuzel and
Goetz, and that is that these data are based on polymers with amore narrow molecular weight
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distribution. * It is for this (somewhat arbitrary) reason that in the remaining part of this thesis
the data by Hutchinson will he used for the monomers MA and BA.
The only question that now remains is which data should be selected for the third
monomer, ethyl acrylate? At first sight, three different options seem to be available:
1. Por the same reasons outlined above, the EA data of Hutchinson and coworkers could be
preferred over the data by Penzel and Goetz. However, as explained previously, this
implies a rather peculiar tendency in the hydrodynamic volume of a homologous series of
acrylates.
2. Secondly, the data by Penzel and Goetz for EA could be used. In this case, the
hydrodynamic volume of EA is between the hydrodynamic volumes of MA and BA (for
which the data ofHutchinson have already been selected). However, it should be recalled
that Penzel and Goetz have found higher hydrodynamic volumes for both MA and BA as
compared to the Hutchinson group. As a result, the hydrodynamic volume of EA on the
basis of the Penzel and Goetz data might be rather high, if at the same time the MA and
BA data by Hutchinson are used. Therefore, also this option is rejected here.
3. A third possibility is an interpolation of the available data. The basic assumption in this
interpolation is that the tendency in hydrodynamic volume of the three acrylates in the
data of Penzel and Goetz is a 'reasonable' one. This then opens the possibility to estimate
'improved' Mark-Houwink coefficients for EA that fit well in the already made selection
of the Mark-Houwink parameters for MA and BA. If this interpolation is made on the
basis of hydrodynamic volumes, then the following condition could be used for this
purpose:
HV (MA) Penzel

: HV (EA) Penz.el

:HV(BA)penze/

(4.8)

HV(MA)Hutchinson: HV(EA)newestimate :HV(BA)Hutchinson

Unfortunately, the data structure of the hydrodynamic volume of the different polymers
does not allow such a precise linear relation (though the deviations are rather small) and
therefore the interpolation will be replaced by a somewhat simpler approach:
HV(MA)Penzet

:HV(EA)Penzel

=

(4.9)

HV(MA)Hurchinson :HV(EA)newesrimate

• A distinction between these two studies could also be made based on the way in which the polymers were
prepared. Penzel and Goetz have prepared their samples by free-radical polymerization which may lead to
branched polymer chains as a result of chain transfer to polymer [19, 20]. The presence of these branches may
have a profound effect on the hydrodynamic volume of these chains as compared to linear macromolecules of
equal molar mass. Unfortunately, accurate data to make a distinction on this basis are, at present, not available.
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When equation 4.9 is applied on a chain-length basis, using the data from table 4.1, a
new estimate for the Mark-Houwink coefficients ofEA is obtained: K = 17.3·10-5 dL·g· 1
and a

=0.68. By using these latter data, the tendency in the hydrodynamic volume of the

homologous series of acrylates seems to be the most reasonable of all three options
discussed here.
In the next section, the Arrhenius parameters for the kp of EA will be determined by means of
PLP. There all three options for the Mark-Houwink parameters will be used. It will become
clear that these results support the use of the Mark-Houwink parameters obtained via
equation 4.9. With exception of the next section, it will be these newly estimated
Mark-Houwink parameters ofEA that will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis.

Propagation Rate Coefficients
The propagation rate coefficients of MA [21] and BA [21] at ambient pressure have
previously been determined with PLP yielding the following Arrhenius equations:

k p,MA ::::: 101.22L ·mo1-1 ·s -1 exp(-17.7·10
RT

k p,BA = 101.28L ·mo1-1 ·s -1 exp(-17.5·10
RT

3
)

(4.10)

)

(4.11)

3

It should be noted that these equations have been determined using the Mark-Houwink
parameters of Hutchinson et al. [ 16], meaning that, with respect to the discussion held above,
the choice ofMark-Houwink parameters is consistent throughout this thesis. Furthermore, in
the determination of equation 4.11, the data by Lyons et al. [13] and Beuermann et al. [16]
have been inc1uded. PLP experiments on EA were not available from literature and the
propagation rate coefficient had therefore to be determined from a series of PLP experiments.
Figure 4.2 shows a number of logarithmic MWDs ofEA, pulsed at 100 Hz and at various
temperatures, using the newly estimated Mark-Houwink parameters K::::: 17.3·10·5 dL·g· 1 and
a

=0.68. The corresponding derivative traces are shown in figure 4.3. With increasing

temperature, the location of the PLP peak shifts towards higher molar mass. At low
temperatures, a distinct PLP peak and a high molecular weight shoulder can be observed. At
higher temperatures only a relatively small peak emerges from a large amount of background
polymer. The inflection point at the low molecular weight side was taken to extract the values
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Figure 4.2: MWDs of EA resulting from PLP experiments at 100 Hz and various
temperatures. MWDs are calculated using new estimates for the Mark-Houwink parameters of
EA (K =l 7.3· 10-5 dL·g· 1, a 0.68.).
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Figure 4.3: First derivative of MWDs (shown in figure 4.2) of EA resulting from PLP

experirnents at 100 Hz and various temperatures.

of kp [22-24) and the resuhs of all these experiments are shown in table 4.2. The Arrhenius
plot of these experimentally obtained kp values is shown in figure 4.4, in which also the
results are included when the Mark-Houwink parameters according to Hutchinson and
coworkers [15) and Penzel and Goetz [14) are used.
lt is clear from figure 4.4 that the absolute value of the apparent kp of EA is strongly
dependent upon the choice ofMark-Houwink parameters. Using data from Penzel and Goetz
results in the lowest estirnate for kp. The highest estimate results when the Mark-Houwink
parameters from Hutchinson et al. are used, and the new estimate results Iie in between these
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Table 4.2: Experimental conditions and results of PLP experiments ofEA (frepresents the laser pulse

frequency). Mark-Houwink parameters used in the calculation were estimated on the basis of equatioo
4.9 (K

=17.3·10·5 dL·g· 1, a

0.68).

PLP irradiation
T ("C) /(Hz)
No.
EA261

100

2nd

SEC analysis

Log M1p

kp (Umol·s)

LogM;p

5.0934

1.352·104

5.0967

1.363·104

4

kp (Umol·s)

EA262

25.l

100

5.1068

1.395·10

5.1110

1.408·104

EA263

25.0

100

5.0960

1.360·104

5.1009

1.376·104

EA264

25.1

75

5.2170

1.348·1ü4

5.2233

1.368·104

EA265

25.0

75

5.2246

1.372·Iü4

5.2242

1.371-104

EA266

24.9

75

5.2312

1.393·104

5.2331

1.399·104

EA296

25.0

100

5.0415

1.192·104

5.0422

l.194·104

4

EA297

19.9

100

5.0405

1.189·10

5.0460

1.204·104

EA298

20.0

100

5.0426

1.195·104

5.0405

1.189·104

EA299

9.7

100

4.9216

8.914·103

4.9230

8.943·103

EA300

10.6

100

4.9320

9.140·tü3

4.9305

9.110·103

EA301

10.6

100

4.9353

9.210·103

4.9326

9.153·103

EA302

0.3

100

4.8012

6.669·1ü3

4.8031

6.699·103

EA303

0.5

100

4.8009

6.667· lü3

4.8006

6.663·103

EA304

0.4

100

6.702·103

4.8033

6.702-103

EA305

0.2

80

4.8033
4.8951

6.623·lü3

4.8942

6.608·103

3

4.8896

6.54Hü3

3

EA306

130

25.0

1•1 SEC analysis

0.3

80

4.8885

6.523·10

EA307

0.4

50

5.1049

6.712·10

5.1030

6.682·103

EA308

-8.4

100

4.6888

5.089·1ü3

4.6891

5.092·103

EA309

-6.8

100

4.7081

5.332·1ü3

4.7102

5.358·103

EA310

-6.3

100

4.7173

5.450·103

4.7194

5.476·103

EA344

-23.1

100

4.4947

3.192·lü3

4.4976

3.214·103

3

EA345

-23.3

100

4.4971

3.209·10

4.4981

EA346

-23.7

100

4.4862

3.128·1ü3

4.4862

3.216·1ü3
3.128·103

3

EA347

-23.6

80

4.5815

3.117-10

4.5751

3.071-103

EA348
EA349

-23.2

80

4.5884

3.169·1ü3

4.5893

3.175·103

-22.8

50

4.7894

3.147·1ü3

4.7862

3.124·103
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Figure 4.4: Arrhenlus plot of kp of EA, using different sets of Mark-Houwink coefficients.
Lines represent the linear fits of the corresponding data.

two extremes. The distinction between these three curves agrees exactly with the differences
in hydrodynamic volume of EA as predicted by both groups and as follows from the new
estimate for the Mark-Houwink coefficients put forward here: the smaller the hydrodynamic
volume is assumed to be, the higher the apparent kp value found. Nevertheless, irrespective of
which set ofMark-Houwink parameters are used, the precision in the data is remarkably high.
A linear least squares regression of all 54 kp data points for EA, as shown in the above graph,
bas a regression coefficîent of R > 0.999 in all three cases depicted. • The reliability of the
data points is further supported by several of the criteria put forward by the IUPAC working
party [23]: (i) the second inflection point is located at a molar mass which is approximately
twice as high as for the first inflection point (secondary inflection points can be distinguished
up to temperatures of approximately 10 °C), (ii) the results are independent of the laser pulse
frequency, (iii) duplicate SEC runs give the same results within experimental accuracy and
(iv) duplicate PLP runs also give similar results. The linear fits of all 54 data points give the
following apparent Arrhenius equations for the propagation rate coefficient of EA:
• Using the Mark-Houwink parameters according to Hutchinson et al.:

k

•

p. EA

=10

1.10

L ·mo1-1 · s -t exp r-19.5·10
RT

3

J

(4.12)

Using the new estimates for the Mark-Houwink parameters {K = 17.3·10-5 dL·g·1 and a =
0.68):

• Note that by using a linear least squares regression, it is assumed that only a relative error is present in the
data.
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k

•

~~

-_ 10 1.44 L ·mo1-1 ·s -1 exp r-18.9·10

3

RT

J

(4.13)

Using the Mark-Houwink parameters according to Penzel and Goetz:
3

__R_T__ )
k p.~ = 10 7.04L · mo1-1 · s -1 exp r-17.7·10

(4.14)

Now that the apparent values for the propagation rate coefficient, activation energy
and pre-exponential factor of EA are available, assuming three different sets of
Mark-Houwink parameters, it is interesting to compare these results with the corresponding
parameters of MA and BA, according to equations 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. In a manner
similar to the trend in the hydrodynamic volume fora series of acrylates, also the propagation
rate coefficient is expected to exhibita 'family-type' behavior. In several PLP studies of
homologous series of either acrylates [16, 21, 25-27] or methacrylates [15, 28-30] this type of
behavior has been established and the propagation rate coefficient ofEA is thus expected to
lie in between the corresponding values of the monomers MA and BA. Figure 4.5 shows the
comparison of the propagation rate coefficients of all three monomers, including all results
for EA (data are identical to those shown in figure 4.4). For clarity, the results of the Iinear
regressions of the data for EA are not shown.
The comparison of all kp results shown in figure 4.5 demonstrates what the effects of
the Mark-Houwink parameters are on the propagation rate coefficient of EA. If the data of
Penzel and Goetz are used, all kp data for EA are lower than the ones for MA [21], while
when the data by Hutchinson are used, all kp data for EA are higher than the ones for BA

[21]. Only when the new estimate of the Mark-Houwink parameters is used, a fair
'agreement' between the kp values of all three monomers is obtained. These observations, in
addition to the above discussion on the hydrodynamic volumes of the acrylates, lead to a
preference for using the new set ofMark-Houwink coefficient as we11. Note that this is not
equivalent to stating that these new parameters are also the most accurate ones. The decision
here is simply made on a basis of consistency, i.e. the data for MA, EA and BA should
exhibit a family-type behavior and the new parameters give the most satisfactory results in
this respect for both kp as well as hydrodynamic volume. In the remaining part of this thesis,
the kp ofEA will therefore be determined on the basis of equation 4.13 and only the newly
estimated Mark-Houwink coefficients will be used.
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Figure 4.S: Arrhenius plots of kp of MA (equation 4.10) and BA (equation 4.11 ). Data points
( o, &, a) are the same as shown in figure 4.4.

A comparison of the activation energy ofpropagation ofEA (Eact = 18.9 kJ.mor 1)
with a nmnber of other acrylates, as determined in previous PLP studies [13, 16, 21, 25, 26],
reveals that the activation energy ofEA is approximately 1.5 to 2 kJ·mor 1 higher than found
on the average for other acrylates. Regarding the arbitrary determination of the
Mark-Houwink coefficients, no conclusions can be drawn from this comparison.*
Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that a1so a very recent PLP study on BA has found a
somewhat higher activation energy ofpropagation (19.3 kJ.mor 1) [31]. Last, but not least, it
should be noted that not only the EA results but also the MA and BA curves shown in figure
4.5 may be biased as a result of systematic errors in the analyses.

Quality of SEC Analyses
Before discussing the parameters needed in the sca1ing of the number MWDs, some
remarks regarding the quality of the SEC set-up should be made. Previous PLP studies of
acrylates have reported a number of problems with broad and featureless MWDs, especially
at higher temperatures [13, 16, 21, 32]. In this study, the MWDs obtained by PLP are fairly
narrow, c.f. for instance the MWDs as shown in figure 4.2 with typical MWD examples for
acrylates as reported in several other studies [13, 16, 21, 25, 26],t and up to 25°C the PLP
peaks can clearly be distinguished from the background polymer. The experiments for EA
* (l) Coincidental or not, also in a PLP study of several methacrylates, the 'ethyl' monomer EMA was found to
have the highest activation energy of propagation [15, 28]. (2) Because of the high uncertainty in the exact
values of the Mark-Houwink coefficients of EA, the corresponding confidence intervals of equations 4.12 to
4.14 have not been cakulated.
t In this comparison it should be realized that the shape and appearance of MWDs resulting from PLP
experîments can be significantly dependent upon laser power and photoinitiator concentration.
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reported here, have not been optimized for pulse energy and photoinitiator concentration and
the typical PLP features of the MWDs might even become more pronounced by varying these
parameters. This high resolution of the SEC analyses must be attributed to the relatively low
axial dispersion I column broadening of the specific set-up used. This was further supported
by the observation of four clear PLP peaks in the logarithmic MWD of the bulk
polymerization of several methacrylates, using the very same SEC set-up described above
[33]. To the best of the author's knowledge, this is without precedent. Even in a PLP study on
BA, 3 clear PLP peaks could be observed at low temperatures (approximately-25°C) [31].
It is important to note that the degree of chromatographic broadening in a SEC
analysis can have an effect on the estimation of kp from experimental PLP SEC traces [34].
The comparison of kp values of EA determined by using one column set, with kp values of
MA and BA that have been measured on a different column set-up could result in apparent
differences between the kp's of these monomers. Also this effect might contribute to the
'poor' family-type behavior of these acrylates that was observed above.
A second remark regarding the quality of the SEC set-up relates to the baseline
stability. In almost none of the PLP studies published so far, it has been reported how stable
(or non-stable) the baselines are. Common practice reveals that baseline variations during
SEC analyses can be significant, especially when small temperature variations in the
laboratory occur. Despite the fact that the SEC columns are thermostated, the best analyses
were made overnight and during the weekends. All SEC traces reported in this thesis were
selected on the basis of this baseline stability and only those chromatograms in which the
baseline before and after elution of the polymer was a 'perfect' straight line, i.e. for the naked
eye within the experimental noise, were used. Chromatograms were recorded over a large
time span (60 minutes per analyses) to ensure that baseline instabilities did not occur. Figure
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the raw data as shown in the left-hand figure, is shown more clearly in the right-hand figure.
Figures illustrate the stability and low noise level of the analyses.
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4.6 shows a typical example of a successful SEC analysis. It is clear from this figure that the
quantitative determination of the MWD is by no means limited or influenced by baseline
variations.
It should be stressed that the baseline stability during a SEC analyses is of crucial
importance in this thesis. As discussed in chapter 3, successful application of the MWO
method to determine chain-Iength dependent kr coefficients, relies upon the quantitative
deterrnination of the MWD, especially in the low molecular weight region. As the detector
response during elution of the low molecu1ar weight fraction is usually rather small (see
figure 4.6), the low mo1ecular weight region is relatively 'vulnerable' to small baseline
inaccuracies. By discriminating SEC analyses on the basis of baseline linearity and by
comparing all duplicate SEC analyses, the correct quantitative determination of the amount of
low molecular weight material is unlike1y to have been adversely affected by baseline
inaccuracies.
When comparing the MWDs resulting from the EA PLP experiments with typical
examples of MWDs for other acrylates as reported in literature, it is interesting to note that
the amount of low molecular weight material found here is larger than that found in other
studies, cf. the MWDs shown in figure 4.2 with examples shown in refs. [16, 21, 25, 26].
However, with respect to the baseline stability and quality, there is no doubt at all that the
amount of low molecular weight as can be observed in the MWDs of EA of figure 4.2 is
genuine. The fact that a different monomer is dealt with in this study cannot explain this
observation and it is possible that inaccuracies in baselines in the other studies (or a different
sample preparation including a precipitation step) could be responsible for this. Some
additional discussion on the SEC analysis of small oligomers will be provided in section

4.4.1.

Sealing Parameters for the Number MWD
In order to scale the number MWD correctly, the values of [R]o and [R]res must be
known. As explained in the previous chapter, this can be accomplished by using good
estimates for k:· 1 and average k1 values. As we are working at very low conversions, both
parameters wil! be estimated for the case of a bulk monomer solution in which no polymer is
present.
Accurate values of

k;·

1

for the acrylates that are being studied here, are not directly

available from literature. Fischer and Paul [35], however, have shown that this rate
coefficient can be predicted reliably by the Smoluchowski equation, provided that the
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diffusion coefficients of the reactants and capture radius of the specific monomeric
free-radical reaction are known. The diffusion coefficients of the acrylates were estimated on
the basis of the chemically closely related monomer MMA, according to:
vacry/ate
mon

=

DMMA • 11MMA

(4.15)

mon

11acry/ate

Here n:::;,~1ate is the monomer diffusion coefficient of an acrylate in bulk monomer and
11 acrywre

is the bulk monomer viscosity of the acrylate. Equation 4.15 is an approximation as

the diffusion coefficient of a diffusing entity does not only depend upon the viscosity of the
medium, but also on the charateristics of the diffusant itself. At 50°C, the monomer diffusion
coeficient of MMA is relatively well determined and has been found to be equal to 4.11·10-9
rn2·s· 1 [36]. The viscosities ofMMA, MA, EA and BA, that are needed to estimate a diffusion
coefficient for these monomers on the basis of equation 4.15, were calculated according to

[37]:
7 3478

log 11MMA =-4.7825+ ·

log 11MA

T

2

·10 + 1.0258 -10- 2 T -1.1343 .10-5 T 2

=-12.1755 + 1.6859 · l0
T

8

55

log îJE-t = -5.5960+ ·10

log 11BA =-6.9308+1.1

T

689
T

3

+ 2.8551 · 10-2 T - 2.6324 ·10-5 T 2

(4.16)

(4.17)

2

·10 + 1.2995 .10- 2 T -1.4271 .10-5 T 2

(4.18)

3

'10 + 1.3471·10-2 T-1.2339·10- 5 T 2

(4.19)

Viscosities are expressed ·in centipoises and T is the absolute temperature. For the estimation
of the capture radius, not the monomer MMA, but the monorner styrene was used (for
geometrie reasons). The capture radius of all acrylates was therefore set equal to 3.10· 10 m

[38, 39], irrespective of the temperature studied. Using all of the above equations, in
conjunction with the Smoluchowski equation:

(4.20)
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and assuming psp;n = 0.25 [35], results in the following values of
25°C:*

ki.1 at a temperature of

Tab/,e 4.3: Value of the primary radical termination rate
coefficient for several acrylates in bulk monomer at 25 °C.

Monomer
Methyl Acrylate
Ethyl Acrylate
Butyl Acrylate

2.2·109
l.8·109
1.2·109

The diffusion coefficient ofMMA has also been determined at 25 "C in methyl isoburate as
solvent, the saturated equivalent ofMMA, and was found to be 3.06·10"9 m2 ·s·1 [44]. Using
this value in conjunction with the above equations results in the same values for 1 as
shown in table 4.3. Although the uncertainty in the 1 values given above is hard to
estimate, it will be assumed that these values are accurate within ± 1.0· 109 L·mol" 1·s· 1•

ki·

k:·

Estimations for the values of kf· 1 for the different acrylates are 'relatively' simple to
obtain, hut this is unfortunately not the case for average k1 values. This value of <.k,> is
important as it links the values of [R]o and [R]res. according to:

[R]res

-r

=( 2<k, >t+-1

l

[R] 0

(4.21)

)

and both these parameters are needed fora correct sealing of the number MWD (see equation
4.3). As is clear from equation 4.21, the value of [R]res is dependent upon the time at which
this parameter is determined. The best time that can in principle be chosen for this
determination is a time at which the monodispersity assumption still holds toa 'fair' degree.
As the simulations in the previous chapter were limited to chain lengths of approximately
2000, a chain length for which it was shown that this monodispersity assumption is not
seriously violated, the time at which [R]res should be determined is approximately

• The diffusion coefficient of monomeric radicals as compared to their parent molecules (in this specific case the
(meth)acrylate monomer itself) can be lower by a factor of up to 4 because of specific molecular interactions
11
[40-43]. Hence, calculating the values of k, • on the basis of diffusion coefficients of monomer species is
actually not correct. However, values for the diffusion coefficients of radical species are very rare and are, for
the acrylates discussed here, not available from literature. The above approach is therefore a reasonable
approximation.
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2000 / 2 kp [M]. Note that the additional factor 2 arises from termination by combination.
Unfortunately, average k, data for single-pulse experiments that correspond to such a specific
t=

time scale are not directly available from literature and here we will have to resort to average
k, data that apply to longer time scales.

Before defining a specific cut-off chain length or cut-off time at which [R1res must be
determined, let us first have a look at what <k1> data are available. For the experimental
testing of the MWD method a number of experiments was performed in which a laser pulse
frequency sweep was performed at 25 °C. The frequency was varied from 1OOHz down to
0.01 Hz and the resuhing MWDs used to determine average k1 values according to (45-48]:

(4.22)

The factor 2 bas been introduced to account for differences in the definition of the rate of
termination. In the analysis of the MWD results, termination was assumed to be exclusively
by combination and, hence, o= 0 [49, 50]. Recall that equation 4.22 is a long chain
approximation and assumes the absence of chain transfer events [51]. The rate of
polymerization was deterrnined from the gravimetrie analyses of the conversion and the total
time duration of the pulse experiment. The results of this <kr> determination as a function of
the number average molecular weight are shown in figure 4.7 for MA, EA and BA. To
understand what can be concluded frorn this graph, let us first focus on the results for the
monomer BA. It is clear from this figure that the data points for BA have been subdivided
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Figure 4. 7: Average tennination rate coefficient as a function of the number average
molecular weight for MA, EA and BA at 25°C. Data were calculated according to equation
4.22. Lines represent the average value of <.k,> for the full data points for these three acrylates
(see text).
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into two categories, full and open circles. The full circles are data points that correspond to
the lower values of M n and were determined at a high laser pulse frequency, white the
opposite holds for the open data points, i.e. for high values of M. and low laser putse
frequency. If both these data sets are considered at the same time, it is clear from figure 4.7
that for the monomer BA, the apparent value of <k1> as a function of M. shows a sharp
increase around a value of M. of approximately 7500. This is not a true increase in the value
of <.k1> but bas a different origin. When the laser frequency becomes Iower and lower
(equivalent to an increase in the value of M 11 ) the experiments become truly single-putse
experiments and there is hardly any difference anymore between an experiment performed at
a frequency ofO.l Hz or at 0.2 Hz. Yet, according to equation 4.22. the value of <.kr> is
dependent upon the rate of polymerization, and although the conversion in both these
experiments is approximately the same, the time scale is not. Hence, the value Rp becomes
lower with decreasing frequency, which will lead to an increase in the value of <k,>.
Apparent values for <k1> as high as 109 to 1010 L·mor 1·f 1 are found, which are even higher
than the estimated value of kf· 1 for BA! Furthermore it should be realized that under these
circumstances of low pulse frequency, the effect of chain transfer will become increasingly
important and equation 4.22 is not valid under such circumstances. What is obvious from the
above discussion is that in practical situations, the value of M" must be widely varied to
overcome the risk of obtaining erroneous <.k,> data without being able to recognize this.
Having concluded that not all <k1> values depicted in figure 4. 7 can be re lied upon,
brings forward the question of how to select the data that can be relied upon. This selection
seems to be rather straightforward as, because of the chain-length dependence of k, values,

<kr> can not increase but only decrease with increasing M 11 • In determining a correct value
for <kr> from figure 4.7, only the full data points were therefore used and all data points
beyond the sharp increase (open symbols) in the apparent value of <k1> were ignored. These
considerations were applied to all three acrylates and below only the full data points will be
discussed.
Although we are not yet at the stage of analyzing the chain-length dependence of
termination reactions, Olaj et al. [52-54] have shown that a kinetic analysis along the lines of
equation 4.22 and figure 4. 7 should reveal information on this chain-length dependence
already. In an experimental study of S (55] and MMA [56] they were able to determine the
chain length exponent b in the power law:

(4.23)
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and found values of0.17-0.19 for S and 0.16-0.17 for MMA. Figure 4.7 does not seem to
comply with these results. The scatter in the data. i.e. the full symbols, is so large and a
determination of this chain length exponent b is obviously meaningless. It is quite surprising
to note that the chain lengths that are considerd in figure 4.7 are smaller than the ones
reported by Olaj et al. for S [55) and MMA [56] and these differences cannot be explained by
differences in kp values and pulse frequencies alone. Values of M n determined from SEC
traces are extremely sensitive to the amount of low molecular weight species and given the
quality of the SEC experiments presented here, the values for M n in figure 4. 7 are feit to be
rather accurate.
Because of the scatter in the data. estimations of <kr> for the three acrylates were
based on the average of all full data points in figure 4.7, represented by the straight lines. To
determine the upper and lower limits of <k1>, an uncertainty of± 0.5-108 L·mor 1·s·1 in this
parameter was assumed. In doing so, it is ensured that all of the full data points depicted in
figure 4.7 fall within these limits. Table 4.4 summarizes the resulting values for <k1> that
were used in the calculations of [Rlres· Again, the data are in accordance with a family-type
behavior. Methyl acrylate, the smallest acrylate studied, has the highest value of <k1>, while
butyl acrylate, the largest monomer studied, has the smallest value of <k1>. Similar tendencies
for average k, values have been observed previously for both the acrylates [25, 57, 58] as well
as the methacrylates [59, 60].
Table 4.4: Lower limit, average and upper limit values of <k,> at 25 °C

as used in the calculation of [R],... Average values were deterrnined
according to equation 4.22.

Valoe of <kt> (L·mor 1-s·1)
LowerLimit

MA
EA
BA

8

Average

Upper Limit
2.0·108

0.6·108

l.5·10
1.1-108

0.5·108

l.0·108

1.5·108

1.0·10

8

l.6·108

The data presented in the table above can be compared with termination data obtained
via the time-resolved method. Note that this is the same 'kinetic' system as used in the
determination of the above data. For the monomer MA, a series of time-resolved experiments
were performed at room temperature and ambient pressure (data will be presented in section
4.3). When using kp data according to equation 4.10, these experiments result in an estimate
of <kr>
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L·mor 1·s· 1 which is in perfect agreement with the data presented in the table
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above. Also recent time-resolved measurements at higher pressures show good agreement
with these data. Kowollik [61] has found log(<.k1>/kp) to be 3.67 at 40"C and 1000 bar, which
corresponds to a value of <.ki> of 2.1·l08 at 25°C and ambient pressure. * For the monomer
EA, no data for time-resolved experiments have ever been published. BA has been
extensively investigated by means ofTR-SP-PLP by Degener [62] (see also [63, 64]). Since
the kp data reported in [62] are quite different from those that follow from equation 4.11, only
data of the kinetic ratio of kpl<k,>, that directly follow from a fit of the experimental data, will

be used here for comparison. Taking kpl<.k1>

=5· 104 at 50°C t results in <k > = 3.3· 107
1

L·mor 1·s· 1 at 50°C when using kp data according to equation 4.11. This value is somewhat
lower than the lower limit value of <ki> of BA as shown in table 4.4. Others [16] have
rejected these low values of <.k1> of BA and have taken a value of l.5· 108 L·mor 1·s· 1 instead
(at 30°C). This latter value is equal to the upper limit for BA given in table 4.4. As these two
estimates 'embrace' the values for <ki> of BA given in the table, the entries given in this
table for BA are feit to be reasonable.
Now that estimates of <.k1> for all three acrylates have been established, we finally
need to define a specific cut-off chain length (or time scale, see equation 4.21) at which [Rlres
must be determined before the MWD data can be processed. As the average k, data in table
4.4 have been determined over the complete MWD, it might seem to be straightforward to
apply these data to large chain length or large time scales as well. There are, however, good
reasons why this should not be done. In the MWD method, time and (radical or polymer)
chain length are assumed to be linearly dependent, i.e. they are linked to each other by a
constant factor kp·[M]. However, for the larger chain lengths, or altematively, as time
proceeds, the relative amount of chain transfer increases. When, for instance, the obtained
values of <.k1> would be applied to the complete MWD, then [R]res would be determined at
the size exclusion limit of the SEC analysis. According to the time

chain length relation,

this is assumed to be equivalent to a time of:

Mexcl
2kp [M]Mnw"

t=--~--

(4.24)

in which MexcF is the molecular weight of the specific polymer at the SEC exclusion limit and
Mmon is the molar mass of the corresponding monomer. Although equation 4.24 is valid fora
part of the polymerie material that is present in the MWD at this specific molar mass, a large
fraction of polymerie material of this molar mass will have had a different growing time as it

=

•The value of <k1> was calculated using kp 2.86·104 L·mo1·1.s·1 at40°C and 1000 bar [611 and an activation
volume and activation energy of termination of 17 .1 cm3.mor 1 [25} and 10.6 kJ·mo1" 1 [61] respectively.
' Obtained from extrapolation to 0% conversion of BA data that were measured at 50"C, ambîent pressure and
various degrees of conversîon [62].
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has, for instance, been formed by chain transfer to monomer. Hence, an inevitable limit is set
on the maximum time scale or maximum chain length that can be used to determine [R]res· In
the remainder of this thesis, we will therefore use a cut-off chain length that is similar to the
maximum chain length that was used in the simulations. The question that should then be
answered is whether the specific values of <.k1> that are given in table 4.4 are still the
appropriate ones to use. The fact that they have been determined over the complete MWO but
are to be used for ca1culations over only relatively small chain lengths is in fact not
theoretically sound, because termination reactions are chain-length dependent. However,
several indications seem to suggest that the error incurred by this treatment is not too large.
First of all, the values of <.k1> as shown in figure 4.7 show no significant dependence upon
the average chain length. Would <kr> increase for smaller chain lengths, then the effect must
be small. Secondly, in table 4.4 a 'confidence' region has been defined for the value of <.kr>
and again, would the value of <kr> increase for smaller chain lengths, then this effect is
probably 'embraced' by this 'confidence' region. Recall that all data points of <k1> in figure
4.7 lie within this 'confidence' region. Third, data from time-resolved experiments yield
similar values for <kr> as the entries given in table 4.4. These data have been determined at
relatively small time scales. For the monomer MA, for instance, the value for <kr> from
MWD measurements and time-resolved measurements were identical. The time scale used in
these time-resolved experiments did not exceed 0.015 seconds, which corresponds to a
radical chain length of only approximately 2000 at 20°C. Resurning the above, it can be
concluded that within the experimental accuracy of the above mentioned techniques no
distinction can be made between <kr> values for small or for large average chain lengths.
Note that this is not equivalent to stating that termination reactions are not chain-length
dependent!
Based upon the above considerations, the cut-off chain length in the processing of
MWO data was chosen to be 2000, which is approximately the same as the truncation chain
length that was used in the simulations. The chain length dependence of k:.1 will thus be
studied up to chain lengths of half this value. By choosing the cut-off chain length for use in
the processing of experimental MWD data approxirnately the same as in the simulations, not
only a direct comparison can be made with the simulation results, but this also provides some
confidence regarding the validity of the monodispersity assumption. Hence, it can be
assumed that the number MWD still contains the correct kinetic information without being
too much perturbed by, for instance, chain transfer reactions. This would not be the case if
the cut-off chain length would be assigned a value (much) larger than 2000.
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4.3. Time-Resolved Single-Poise Pulsed-Laser Polymerization:
Obtaining ki ,i from Rate Measurements
As outlined and discussed in section 3.2, time-resolved single-putse experiments can be
employed to obtain model-independent information about the chain-length dependence of
termination rate coefficients. Once the decay of the monomer concentration is known as a
function of time, application of equation 4.1 directly leads to the desired information.
The procedure was tested by performing a number of time-resolved experiments at the
Georg-August University in Göttingen. The experiments were done in bulk at room
temperature, using the monomer MA. Figure 4.8 shows the resulting time-resolved trace that
was obtained from the co-addition of 11 independent series of experiments. In this series,
pulse packages varying between 5 and 60 pulses were applied. In all cases, the final
conversion was below 2% and in most cases even well below 1%. The total number of laser
pulses that was used in constructing figure 4.8 amounted 285. For clarity, only one out of
every 10 data points is shown. As is clear from figure 4.8, timet= 0 corresponds to the exact
time at which the laser pulse was fired and prior to this time, no change in the monomer
concentration occurs. Because of the laser pulse, some scatter in the data can be observed
around t

=0. These data were excluded from the kinetic analyses discussed be low.
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Figure 4.8: Dimensionless mooomer concenlration versus time for MA in bulk at room
temperature. Data are the result of the co-addition of a total of 285 independent experiments.
For clarity, only one out of every 10 data points is shown.

As already briefly addressed to in chapter 3, the presence of noise in experimental
time-resolved traces may cause severe problems. The reason for this lies in the fact that for a
model-independent determination of k:J , both the first and the second derivative of the
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monomer concentration versus time need to be evaluated (see equation 4.1). Generally
speaking, differentiation of a given data set results in a relative increase of the noise as
cornpared to the original data. The high flexibility of the cubic spline fit that was considered
as an advantage in fitting the simulation results, might now turn against us as it is also able to
partially fit the noise. Figure 4.9 shows the same data as presented in figure 4.8 together with
the cubic spline fit of these data. It is clear from this figure that the cubic spline can indeed fit
(a part of) the experimental noise. The unfortunate consequences of this are revealed when
the next step in the procedure is taken, i.e. the calculation of the radical concentration versus
time according to [65):
[R] =
1

-1

kP [M],

d[M] 1
dt

(4.25)

The resulting plot is shown in figure 4.10 from which it is clear that the use of a cubic spline
fit is a 'dead end' route, not only is the scatter enormous, even negative values are found for
the radical concentration versus time.
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Figure 4.9: Dimensionless monomer concentration versus time: experimental data (o,

identical to figure 4.8) and cubic spline fit(-).
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Figure 4.10: Radical concentration versus time for the data presented in figure 4.8.
Calculation was done according to equation 4.25 using a cubic spline fit procedure.

A possible solution to the above problem may simply arise from the use of less
flexible curve fit functions. Although these functions will be less sensitive towards noise,
there is also the risk of losing too much flexibility in the fitting of the experimental data. If,
for instance, a too simp Ie function for the fitting of the experimental data would be used, it
might not be possible to obtain the correct chain-length dependence of k1 anymore. In other
words, a too simp Ie function ruins the model-independent nature of the time-resolved
procedure, which is the key feature of this method.
Having recognized this problem, refuge can be taken in using commercial software
such as the program TableCurve [66]. This package selects the best fitting function fora
given data set, out of a set of several hundreds offunctions. The monomer conversion graph,
as displayed in figure 4.8, was fitted by this program and the Jour best functions were
selected.* The resulting fits for the monomer concentration versus time were virtually
identical. The functional forms of these equation, in order of decreasing fit accuracy, are
given by:

[M], =a+blnt+c(Int)2 +d (lnt)3
[M]o

(4.26)

• Prior to this fit, the data point (t = 0, [M]J[M]0 = 1.0) was added to the data set with a large weight to force
these fits to be as accurate as possible at small time scale. Selection of the fit functions was done on the basis of
a least-squares criterion.
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[M], =a+bt+ct 2 +d t 3+eJi
[Mlo

(4.27)

[M)
r.
- - ' =a +bt +c exp (t)+dvt + e exp (-t)
[M]o

(4.28)

[M), =a+bt+ct 3 +dexp(t)+eJi

(4.29)

[M]o

in which a, b, c, d, and e are constants. These functions are, in contrast to the cubic spline fit,
not capable of fitting random noise between subsequent data points and, hence, should be
insensitive to random noise. Figure 4.11 shows the radical concentration versus time that was
calculated from these fits. Similar as was done when using the cubic spline fit, equation 4.25
was used for this purpose after having calculated first derivatives of the four fit functions

analytically.

c
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Figure 4.11: Radical concentration versus time for the data presented in figure 4.8.
Calculation was done according to equation 4.25 using the four best fit functions (equations
4.26 to 4.29) of the TableCurve program.

Figure 4.11 reveals that all four fits result in alrnost identical profiles for the radical
concentration versus time. It may now become clear why four different functions
were chosen for this purpose. By doing so, the model independent character of the method is
preserved as much as possible. lf four different mathematical relations all yield virtually the
same outcome for the radical concentration versus time, then this provides some confidence
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that the first derivatives of the four fits that were used in these calculations, are 'genuine'
derivatives for the fitted data set. Had the four functions fitted the monomer trace
approximately equally well, but resulted in clearly distinct outcomes for the radical
concentration, then there would be little doubt that also this procedure cannot be used to
provide accurate data for the chain-length dependence of kr.
To ca1culate the termination rate coefficient, a second differentiation of the
experimental data is required. The results are shown in figure 4.12. Despite the high degree of
similarity in radical concentration profiles of all four fits as shown in figure 4.11, two distinct
types of conducts emerge in figure 4.12. The first type is based on equation 4.26 and predicts
k1 to decrease continuously with increasing chain length. On a double logarithmic scale, these
data can be nicely fitted by a straight line (regression coefficient = -0.995) which is
equivalent to capturing the results in the following relation:
(4.30)
Fitting the results using this equation yields a value of approximately 0.07 for the
chain-length exponent b, which, with reference to the discussion held in section 2.3.3, is
rather small. The value of k,0 is found to be approximately 2.2· 108 L·mor 1·s· 1, which is
exactly a decade lower than the value of k}· 1 shown in table 4.4 for MA. In this Jatter
comparison it should be remarked that the smallest chain length for which data were obtained
is approximately 50, due to the laser light breakthrough, and that the data for these chain
lengths show a slight deviation in the upward direction from the linear fit. Had data been
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Figure 4.12: Termination rate coefficient versus chain Jength for the data presented in figure

4.8. Calculation was done according to equation 4.l using the four best fit functions
(equations 4.26 to 4.29) of the TableCurve program.
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obtained for smaller chain lengths as well, then the value of k~ was very probably found to
be higher. The second type of kt graph shown in figure 4.12 is obtained when one of the other

three fit functions is used (equations 4.27 to 4.29). It seems as if the termination kinetics can
be subdivided into three separate regions. For small chain Iengths, i.e. up to approximately
200, the apparent value of 1 decreases with increasing chain length, followed by a region in
which k;,; increases with chain length, i.e. up to approximately 800, and finally a region
where k:,; again sharply decreases with increasing chain length.

k:·

The question that now remains is what can be concluded from figure 4.12. Can one of
the two types be preferred above the other (or even be rejected) based on sound arguments?
The answer to this question is: 'unfortunately not'. From a numerical point of view no
distinction can be made as all four functions fit the monomer trace approximately equally
well. Also from a kinetic point of view, a preference of one of the two types above the other
is difficult to justify. Both types are in the right 'hall park' with respect to the values of the
termination rate coefficients (recall that <kt> was estimated to be approximately l.5· 108
L·mor 1·s-1) and data on the chain-length dependence stemming from free-radical
polymerization reactions have never been determined accurately before. The system that
shows the closest resemblance with these single-pulse experiments are the phosphorescence
quenching experiments that were discussed in chapter 2. Although great care bas to be taken
in the comparison of such mimic reactions with termination reactions, these phosphorescence
quenching reactions seem to be support a continuously decreasing value of k:,; with
increasing chain length [67]. However, to reject the outcomes for the k, plot when using
equations 4.27 to 4.29 on this basis alone, cannot be justified.
The kr results presented in figure 4.12, however, seem to indicate a rather unfortunate
perspective for the time-resolved technique to study the chain-length dependence of
termination reactions. To fully comprehend this statement, let us discuss in some more detail
which phenomenon is responsible for the fact that not one single kr graphs emerges from the
kinetic analysis. This phenomenon is actually a very simple one. It can be found in the fact
that the four fit functions used in the kinetic analysis, equations 4.26 to 4.29, all fit the
monomer trace extremely well, though all slightly different. As a differentiation of these
monomer concentration data is needed to obtain the radical concentration versus time, the
very small differences in the monomer fits are strongly magnified in the radical profile. That
the results of the four fit functions in figure 4.11 are nevertheless still reasonably similar is to
be attributed to the extremely small differences of these four functions in fitting the
experimental monomer trace. However, when determining the second derivative of the
monomer profile, then the differences between the four fit functions become unacceptably
large. The relative small differences that could be observed in figure 4.11 are now again
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strongly rnagnified. Consequently, significantly different k1 plots result, as can be observed in
figure 4.12.*
The unfortunate consequences this bas for the time-resolved method might become
more clear when the above line of reasoning is reversed. It then follows that, if the
significantly different k1 data that were obtained, shown in figure 4.12, would be used to
recalculate the time-resolved monomer trace, they would all yield the same outcome! In other
words, a huge change in the k, data results in a relatively small change in the radical profile
and in an almost imperceptible change in the time-resolved monomer trace. Hence, to obtain
accurate k1 data from time-resolved monomer trace requires a tremendously accurate fit of the
monomer profile and the 'TableCurve-approach' used here evidently has not been capable of
doing so. The obvious question that then arises is how accurate this monomer fit must be. The
only thing that can be said about it at this stage, is that the accuracy must be higher than the
accuracy obtained with the four fit functions. As the relative differences between these
functions was in the order of magnitude of 10-7 (the relative difference for the first data points
directly after the laser pulse is somewhat larger and lies in the order of 10'6 ), the obtained
monomer profile must be fit accurately with a least 7 significant digits! Although random
noise should, in principle, not make this impracticable (recall that the fit function used here
are, due to their mathematical structure, not sensitive towards truly random noise), the
slightest occurrence of non-random noise in this order of magnitude certainly will. This was
also corroborated by trying to calculate chain-length dependent k, value from simulation
results to which both random as well as non-random noise had been added. Hence, all sources
having a large enough, systematic, non-random effect on the obtained data, such as small
differences between the experiments used for the co-addition of data, will prohibit the use of
the time-resolved method to determine the chain-length dependence of termination reactions.
From an experimental point of view, it also is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to

distinguish these small non-random errors from random noise. Hence, the reliability of the
obtained results cannot be guaranteed. The experimental feasibility of this method was
therefore concluded to be too small to conduct further investigations into this method.

Conclusions
In conclusion it can be said that time-resolved monomer concentration traces cannot
be used for model-independent determination of the chain-length dependence oftermination

reactions. The key issue here is that the first and second derivative of the monomer

• The fact that three of the foor fits yield ahnost identical k, plots partially seems to invalidate this explariation
on the basis of 'error magnification'. However, this is probably caused by the similarity of the 'mathematica!
structure' of these three functions.
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concentration versus time are needed for this purpose, which introduces a very unfavorable
sensitivity of the analysis. The slightest inaccuracy in fitting the time-resolved data, or
inaccuracy in the time-resolved data itself, results in enormous differences in the obtained kr
plots. Time-resolved monomer traces are simply too insensitive towards the functional form
of the chain-length dependence of k1• The extraction of kinetic information along the lines of
this section seems to be limited to the calculation of radical concentrations versus time. On
the basis of the above findings it should even be questioned if this time-resolved data can be
used for k1 model discrimination, let alone the model-independent determination of these kr
models.

4.4. Molecular Weight Distributions of Single-Poise
Pulsed-Laser Polymerizations: Obtaining
from MWD
Measurements

k:·i

The second kinetic analysis that can be used to study the chain-length dependence of
termination reactions, discussed in section 3.3, is based on a careful analysis of a
quantitatively determined number MWD. Equations 4.2 and 4.3 summarize this kinetic tool.
It was already speculated that this method is much more robust to experimental noise than the
time-resolved method. The simple cause for this is that, contrary to the two differentiation
steps required in the time-resolved method, the MWD method requires a single integration
step that intrinsically tends to suppress noise instead of amplifying it.

4.4.1. An Example of the MWD Method: The Procedure in an
Experimental Perspective
We will start off this section by discussing an example of the application of the MWD
method step by step first. For this purpose, a typical MA experiment performed at 25°C and
pulsed at 0.1 Hz for 200 s was selected. The final conversion in this experiment was
approximately 0.6 %. Figure 4.13 contains the logarithmic MWD that was obtained aft.er SEC
analysis. At high molar masses, slightly below Log M = 7, the exclusion limit of the SEC
set-up is reached. Figure 4.14 shows the corresponding number MWD. Note that in this
figure, for reasons discussed in section 4.2, the abscissa is Jimited to chain lengths of 2000.
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Figure 4.14: Number MWO for MA at 25 °C. MWD is the result of 20 subsequent single

laser pulses with a time spacing of 10 seconds.

Before kinetic information can be extracted from this number MWO, two criteria
must be met: (i) the MWO must be of the correct shape and (ii) it must also be scaled
correctly, according to equation 4.3. The former criterion, however, could be systematicaJly
violated in several ways. This can be the result of inaccurate SEC calibration, inaccurate
Mark-Houwink coefficients, non-linear baseline drift, the occurrence of column broadening
during a SEC analysis and the non-linear optical properties of a series of oligomers. It goes
beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss all these effects. Here, the discussion will be limited
to only two of these effects: column broadening and non-linear optical properties of
oligomers.
1. Column Broadening: Column broadening will inevitably distort the correct number MWO
as species of different chain length will elute at the same time from the SEC set-up. Some
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interesting discussion on the effects of column broadening on the shape of the MWD has
been provided by Buback and Lämmel [34, 68, 69]. These workers have focused on the
effects of column broadening on the detennination of kp from PLP experiments. What is
directly obvious from their calculations and which is also expected intuitively, is that the
effects of column broadening on the MWD are most significant at those specific parts of
the MWD were sharp features are present (see, for instance, figure 2 in ref. [34]). The
shape of PLP peaks is therefore relatively sensitive to column broadening. However,
MWDs resulting from single-pulse experiments will, by definition, not exhibit any sharp
peaks as no preferential termination is induced by a second laser pulse. Information on
column broadening from the workofBuback and Lämmel can therefore be used best
from that molecular weight region where also the MWD resulting from a PLP experiment
exhibits no sharp features. This condition is met at relatively small chain lengths, smaller
than the chain length corresponding to the first PLP peak. In this region the effects of
column broadening turn out to be marginal, i.e. hardly visible for the naked eye. Hence,
for small chain lengths, approximately up to 300 (the first PLP peak in ref. [34] emerges
at chain lengths in excess ofthis value), no serious effects of column broadening on the
results of the k1 determination have to be expected. Por larger chain lengths, up to 2000,
the prospects seem to be equally fortunate. Also in this region, the MWD originating from
a single-pulse experiment exhibits no sharp features (in contrast to the MWD data
reported in [34] where PLP peaks are present in this chain-length region) and therefore
the broadening effects at these larger chain lengths will probably be not much more
severe. Simulations, of course, should be used to reveal the correctness of this Jatter
statement. Nevertheless, based upon the above it seems fair to neglect column broadening
in the remainder ofthis chapter and although a Fourier deconvolution can in principle be
applied to the data to correct for this broadening process [e.g. 68], this will not be done.
2. Non-linear optical properties of series of oligomers: A second phenomenon that can
distort the exact shape of the number MWD involves the non-linear optical properties of
oligomers. Ina study ofMMA oligomers, Gridnev et al. [70] have shown that the optical
response of oligomers, i.e. the refractive index and UV extinction coefficient, change with
increasing chain length up to chain lengths of at least 5. This phenomenon mainly finds
its origin in the large influence of the endgroup of the oligomeric chain. The consequence
of this phenomenon is that the MWD information for the smallest oligomers cannot be
relied upon and must thus be excluded from the kinetic analysis. Only chains langer than
chain length 10 were therefore used in the calculation of

k:·; .

The cut-off chain length of 10 in the oligomer region might seem to be an excessively
high value at first sight. There are, however, good reasons why this value should not be
chosen too low as there are still other phenomena that not only further hamper the accurate
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analysis of the smallest oligomers, hut also hamper the use of this information in the MWD
procedure:
1. In addition to the discussion above on column broadening, it should be realized that the
quantitative SEC analysis of the smallest oligomers is also distorted by the column
broadening of a relatively large amount of remaining monomer, photoinitiator and
inhibitor that are present in the samples.
2. Furthermore, the resolution of the SEC analysis at small chain lengths becomes 'too
good'. Oligomers are separated during the analysis and can be observed individually in
the resulting chromatogram. The MWD method, however, considers the MWD as a
continuous distribution and discrete oligomers are not 'recognized'. As a result, the
individual oligomer peaks in the MWD will also show up as apparent individual peaks in
the resulting plot of k, versus chain length. By excluding all polymerie chains shorter than
chain lengths 10 these problems are eliminated. The smallest chain length for which
kinetic information on k:,; can be obtained is therefore limited to pentamers.
3. Also the calibration of the SEC set-up cannot be relied upon for low molar masses. The
endgroup of the oligomeric calibration samples is different from the endgroup of the
oligomers to be analyzed, and for such short chains the endgroup will start to have an
effect on the hydrodynamic volume of these species.
4. Last, but not least, a cut-off chain length of 10 also eliminates an problems that rnight
show up as a result of the chain-length dependence of kp for the first few propagation
steps [71-73 and references therein].
Now that we have established that the above mentioned features are only of minor
importance, we can assume that the exact shape of the number MWD has been determined.
Next, this distribution, shown in figure 4.14, should be scaled correctly according to equation
4.3. A procedure for doing this was discussed in chapter 3. First a rough estimate of [R]o
should be taken. Here, we will take a starting value of 1.0· 10·5 mol·L·1, which seems to be a
fair estimate considering the radical concentration profile shown in figure 4 .11. Note that, as
the MWD will be scaled between chain Jengths of 10 to 2000, [R]o no longer resembles the
concentration of radicals produced instantaneously as a result of the laser pulse. Instead. it
resembles the total concentration of radicals that are present in the system after all chains
have propagated 5 times on average. This is exactly half the value of 10 that was used as the
minimum cut-off in the MWD. The factor of 2 originates from terrnination by combination.
Beside a value of [R]o, the sealing requires an estirnate for [R]res· Note that [R]res resembles
the total concentration of radicals present in the system at the time after which on average
1000 propagation steps have taken place (half the maximum cut-off chain length of 2000 of
the MWD). An estimate for [R]res directly foJlows from equation 4.21. Using <kr> = l .5· 108

L·mor 1·s· 1 (see table 4.4) and t = (1000-5) I (kp [M]), corresponding to the time it takes fora
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radical to grow from chain length 5 to 1000, results in [R]res = 4.6· 10-7 mol·L- 1• According to
the sealing relation 4.3, the total number of dead polymer chains in figure 4.14 should thus be
([R]o

[R]res) / 2 = 4.77· W- 6 mol·L-1• Now that the sealing factor bas been estimated, the

radical concentration versus time can be calculated. Recall that the principle behind this
transformation is that the number MWD is actually a measure for the derivative of the radical
concentration versus time. Information about this derivative in conjunction with an estimate
of [R]o provides direct access to the radical-time profile (see also figure 3.13). The result of
this transformation is shown in figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Radical concentration versus time for MA, 25 °C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz for 200 s.
Profile is calculated on the basis of data shown in figure 4.14 (see also text).

Unfortunately, figure 4.15 provides no information yet whether the sealing of the
number MWD is correct. To obtain that information, first the k, graph bas to be calculated. If
the sealing is correct then the extrapo1ation of the data towards chain length 1 should result in
a value for

ki·

1

approximately similar to the entry given in table 4.3, i.e.

L·mor1·s· 1 in this specific case. Figure 4.16 shows the results of the

ki·

1

= 2.2· 109

k:,;. In order not to

distract the reader's mind too much at this stage, only the k1 results for the smallest oligomers
are shown. Note that, as the MWD method considers the MWD to be a continuous
distribution, the data points are not limited to integer chain-length values.
Before determining the value of

k;·

1

from the extrapolation, let us first look at the

information that is revealed by figure 4.16. First of all, it is gratifying to note that the
termination rate coefficient indeed decreases with increasing chain length. Recall that this
method is virtually model independent and that thus no constraints regarding its shape or
derivative were imposed apriori. Secondly, as was expected, experimental noise is
insignificant. Thirdly, there seem to be two separate linear sections present in figure 4.16: the
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Figure 4.16: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for MA, 25 °C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz
for 200 s. Profile is calculated on the basis of data shown in figure 4.14 and 4.15 assuming
[R] 0 =1.0· 10-5 mol· L·1• Llne represents the linear fit that was used for the estimation of k;· 1
(see text).

first one for chain lengths smaller than 10, the second one for chains Jarger than this value.
This 'transition' chain length was not coincidental but was observed in all experimental
results for MA and, hence, seems to suggest that the diffusion dynamics of oligomeric
radicals changes around this chain length. This is, of course, of crucial importance to note,
especially if the sealing of the number MWD is based on k;,1 estimations originating from an
extrapolation of the above data. This extrapolation was therefore based upon the k1 data
between chain lengths of 6 to 10 (chain length 5 was not used as the first few data points
were not accurately fit by the cubic spline fit) and is represented by the straight line shown in
figure 4.16.
The extrapolation to a chain length of 1 in figure 4.16, note that the abscissa starts at
chain length 4 in stead of 1, resuhs in an estimate for
slightly too high. As the target value for

k:·

1

k:·

1

of 4.0·109 L-mor 1-s· 1 which is

for MA is 2.2· 109 L-mor' -s· 1, the sealing of the

number MWD is wrong by a factor of 1.825. As

k:·;

and the integral over the number MWD

are inversely linear, the integral over the number MWD, which is equal to ([R]o- [R]res) / 2,
should thus be increased by this factor, see equations 4.2 and 4.3. Because the value of [R]res

is much smaller than the value of [R]o this can approximately be accomplished by increasing
the value of [R]o by this factor of 1.825. Subsequently, the above outlined procedure must be
repeated, that is, the number MWD must be rescaled and the k1 graph recaJculated. The new
estimate of

k;·

1

that is then obtained must then again be compared with the target value of

k;· 1 • Usually, satisfactory agreement between the extrapolated k;· 1
value and the target k;· value was accomplished with one such iteration. Now that the MWD

2.2· 10 L·mor'·s· 1 for
9

1

is scaled correctly, we can have a first look at the complete k, curve for MA, ranging from
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chain lengths 5 up to 1000. Figure 4.17 shows the results. Note that all

k;·

1

values are

approximately lower by a factor of 1.825 than the ones shown in the previous k, graph, figure
4.16.
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Figure 4.17: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for MA, 25 "C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz
for 200 s. Profile is calculated on the basis of data shown in figure 4.14 after correct sealing of
the number MWD.

As is directly obvious from figure 4.17, the sealing of kr with chain length changes
drastically with increasing chain length. Linear regions in this double logarithmic plot can be
observed between lengths 5 and 10, between 15 and 30 and above chain lengths of
approximately 100 the termination rate coefficient seems to level off at a constant value.
However, before discussing the origin of several phenomena that can be observed in figure
4.17, we first need to establish the reliability of this graph.

4.4.2. Reliability of Chain-Length Dependent kt Plots
Comparison with Simulations
The first thing that needs to be checked is the extent to which the simulations
performed in chapter 3 are applicable to these experimental data. These tests were performed
for only a limited number of conditions and might the k1 data found here be significantly
different from the models used there, then questions could be raised regarding the
applicability of these simulations. In figure 4.18, the same k, data are shown as in figure 4.17,
together with three additional lines. These three lines represent the chain-length dependentk1
model that was used in the simulations, according to:
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kl,l
_t_

i"
(4.31)

with three different sets of chain-length exponents a and b (see also equations 3.15 and 3.16
and figures 3.17, 3.21and3.25). It is clear from figure 4.18 that the experimental data fall
within the limits that were used for the chain-length dependence of kr in the simulations and,
hence, we can use the simulation results as a guideline in the evaluation of the experimental
results. The experimental curve is most closely resembled by the curve with a = 0.50 and b =
0.60 and the robustness test perfonned in chapter 3 has unambiguously shown that for these
degrees of chain-length dependence of kr no significant violation of the monodispersity
assumption bas to be expected, neither due to Poisson broadening (see figure 3.17}, nor due
to chain transfer to monomer (see figure 3.21). Even if the chain transfer rate coefficient for
MA would be twice as high as the upper limit reported in literature, i.e. krr :S 0.5 L-mor 1·s·'
[50, 74, 75], a reasonable agreement was found between the input and output values of the
simulations (see figures 3.19 and 3.20). The simulations thus clearly back up the validity of
the MWD method for application to experimental data. The same conclusions were drawn for
the experiments involving either BA or BA.
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Figure 4.18: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for MA, 25 "C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz
for 200 s (o). The full lines represent the theoretica! chain-length dependent k, model that was
used in the simulations with three different sets of chain-length exponents a and b, according
to equation 4.31. The dashed line represents the extrapolation of the experimental data to
chain length 1.
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The Efjects of Inaccurate Sealing
Another issue regarding the validity of the k1 data as presented in figure 4.17 involves
the sealing of the number MWO. As stated previously, this sealing involves two kinetic
parameters: [R]o and [R1res· Both these parameters, however, were estimated on the basis of
two other kinetic parameters, i.e.

k:·

1

and </4>, and it are thus actually these latter parameters

that are the basis of the sealing procedure. Let us start this discussion of sealing by
considering the role of

k:·

1

first. As discussed above, the number MWO should be scaled

such that an extrapolation of the k1 data towards chain lengths 1 results in close agreement
with the target value of

k;·

1

as shown in table 4.3. First of all, it should be questioned whether

the extrapolation itself can be justified. As was shown above, the sealing of k1 with chain
length changes quite drastically around chain length 10 for the monomer MA. Of course, it is
possible that a similar change occurs between chain length 1 and 5, i.e. the range over which
the extrapolation is made. Unfortunately, the method that was chosen to analyze the number
MWO, i.e. SEC, cannot be used to gain information about this region of the MWO.
Nevertheless, diffusion measurements of oligomers seem to justify this extrapolation. It bas
been found that the self-diffusion coefficient of oligomeric species, up to chain length of 10,
can be reasonably described by a simple power law, according to [44 76, 77]:

D,. = Dmon
·a
l

(i <10)

(4.32)

which is also linear on a double logarithmic scale (till, at least, chain lengths of 10). As
termination reactions are diffusion controlled, the functional dependence of Di upon chain
length will be reflected by a similar dependence of

k:·'

upon chain length. Equation 4.32 thus

supports the linear extrapolation of the k1 data over the oligomers of chain lengths 1 to 10. It
should be noted though, that in [44, 77] equation 4.32 was used to describe the diffusion
coefficient of oligomers having different endgroups as the oligomers that are studied here.
The oligomers studied in ref. [44], for instance, were synthesized by using a catalytic cobalt
chain transfer agent. Hence, in this study, the effect of the type and mass of the initiator
endgroup might effect the accuracy of equation 432 in describing the chain-Iength
dependence of diffusion coefficients.
Although the extrapolation thus seems to be justified, the value of k,1' 1 itself may
contain inaccuracies. Figure 4.19 shows the effects of variation in

k:·

1

of± 1.0·109 L·mor1·s· 1

on the determination of chain-length dependent kr data. It is important to note from the results
shown in this figure that the effects of variation of k;· 1 on the k1 results below and above
chain length 100 are significantly different. Below this chain length, the shape of the k1
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graphs hardly changes and the variation of k;· 1 only induces a vertical shift. So although the
(apparent) absolute values of the kr data vary with the value of k:· 1 , the chain-length
dependence itself does not! Also the positions of the transition points in the sealing of kr with
chain length around chain length 10 and chain length 40 to 50 do not change. Above chain
length 100, however, the three curves are significantly different. The curve with the lowest
value of

k:·

1

(o) even shows an upward curvature at higher chain lengths. The conclusion that

can be drawn from figure 4.19 is that the inaccuracy in

k:·

1

simply prohibits making any

statements about the chain-length dependence in this region. A more accurate determination
of this parameter will of course resolve this problem. In the remainder of this thesis only the
target values of

k;·

1

as depicted in table 4.3 will be used.
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Figure 4.19: Tennination rate coefficient versus chain length for MA, 25 °C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz
for 200 s: variation of the sealing parameter k,'·1 • Dashed lines represent exttapolation to
chain Iength l.

The effect of the second sealing parameter, <k1>, was already discussed in the last
section of chapter 3. According to the entries given in table 4.4, this parameter was varied
between 1.0· 108 and 2.0· 108 L·mor 1·s· 1 and the results are shown in figure 4.20. Similar to the
case for the sealing parameter

k:·

1

also here two distinct regions can be distinguished where

quite different effects are observed. Again, only at chain lengths larger than approximately
l 00, the curves are distinctly different. Below this limit, the variation of <kt> bas only a
minor effect on both the shapes of the curves as weII as their absolute values. Also here, the
positions of the transition points in the sealing of k1 with chain length around chain lengths 10
and 40 to 50 do not change. Hence, similar as was the case for

k;·

1

,

also the inaccuracy in

<k1> will not have a significant effect upon the accurate determination of the chain-length
dependence offree-radical termination reactions at chain lengths smaller than 100.
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Figure 4.20: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for MA, 25 °C, pulsed at O. l Hz
for 200 s: variation of the sealing parameter <ki>.

The fact that both sealing parameters mainly effect the k1 determination at larger chain
lengths, rather than at smaller ones, is not difficult to understand. This is caused by the
(extremely) low radical concentration that is present when these large chains are formed.
Starting with a concentration of [R]o = l.7· 10-5 mol·L- 1, i.e. the value that results in a correctly
scaled number MWD when using

k:· =2.2· l ü9 L·mor ·s·
1

1

1

and <k,>

=1510

9

L·mor1 ·s·\

results in a concentration of radicals at chain length 100 of 2.2· 10·6 mol·L- 1 and at a chain
length of 1000 of 4.7· 10-7 mol·L· 1• Thus, the number of radicals that are still alive after the
living chains have propagated 1000 times on average is only 2 to 3 % of the initia! radical
concentration. To gain access to kinetic data in this region would thus require very accurate
sealing parameters, which are simply not at hand from literature data. Nevertheless, relying
upon the robustness test performed in chapter 3, also the region between chain lengths of 100
to 1000 can, in principle, still be used for an accurate kinetic analysis as the monodispersity
assumption is still valid at the time that these long chains are formed. Similar trends as
discussed above were observed when either EA or BA was used in the experiments.

Reproducibility
In all of the above graphs of this section, the very same sample was analyzed and
discussed while varying a number of different calculation parameters. However, no attention
has been paid to the reproducibility of the experiments. Slight changes in temperature during

the experiments, the presence of small traces of oxygen and baseline inaccuracies in SEC
analyses can all have had an influence on the obtained results. All samples that were used for
the k1 determination were produced in threefold and were each analyzed by SEC twice. For
each set of experirnental circumstances, six number MWDs were thus available for analysis.
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Figure 4.21 shows six of these 'identical' experiments and it is clear that the reproducibility is
satisfactory. A slight change in experimental parameters does thus not have a significant
effect on the obtained results.
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Figure 4.21: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for MA, 25 °c. pulsed at 0.1 Hz

for 200 s: reproducibility of six 'identical' experiments.

Conclusions
In conclusion it can be stated that the reliability of the obtained chain-length
dependent termination rate parameters is satisfactory at chain lengths be low 100. A
comparison with the simulation results revealed that the MWD method is also robust for
experimentally obtained data up to chain lengths of 1000. However, the inaccuracy in the
sealing parameters limits the chain-length range over which accurate conclusions can be
drawn. Below chain lengths of 100, however, neither a variation in

k;·

1

nor a variation in <.k,>

changes the shape of the obtained kt plots. With respect to the absolute values of the obtained

kr data, only one of these sealing parameters, i.e. k:· 1 , bas a significant influence. Amore
accurate determination of this parameter will eliminate these problems. Although not
discussed in detail above, the very same conclusions follow for the monomers BA and BA

4.4.3. Chain-Length Dependence of k, for a Homologous Series of
Acrylates: A Qualltative Discussion
As a consequence of the observations discussed above, the main focus of attention in
discussing the kr graphs will be drawn to the chain-length region between lengths 5 and 100.
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At chain lengths larger than 100, the inaccurate sealing makes it difficult to draw any
conclusions about the chain-length dependence of termination reactions in this region.
Nevertheless, we will start off with a comparison of the whole range of chain lengths
that was analyzed, i.e. from length 5 till 1000. Figure 4.22 shows typical results that were
obtained for MA, EA and BA. The experimental conditions for the three curves shown in
figure 4.22 were identical (20 pulses at 0.1 Hz at 25 °C) and the graphs were scaled using the
entries given in the table 4.3 and 4.4. Let us again split the discussion in two parts and
consider the chain length region below 100 and above, separately.

10

100

1000

Chain Length
Figure 4.22: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length fora homologous series of
acrylates, 25 °C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz for 200 s.

Chain-Length Dependent k1 Resultsfor Chain Lengths Less than 100
The same data as shown in figure 4.22 are given in figure 4.23, though the
chain-length axis bas been decreased to show only chain lengths from 5 to 100. Furthermore,
three chain-length ranges are indicated in this figure: range A: chain lengths 5-10, range B:
chain lengths 15-30 and range C: chain lengths 50-100. This division will be used below as a
guide to discuss several phenomena. However, let us first concentrate on a more genera!
observation.
The first thing that can be directly seen from figure 4.23 is that the termination rate
coefficients versus chain length decreases monotonically going from MA to EA to BA. It
seems that the larger the ester tai! of the acrylate, the slower the termination reaction
proceeds. This behavior is displayed here as a result of the decreasing tendency in the value
of

k;·
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(also going from MA to EA to BA) that was used in the sealing procedure. The
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physical origin for that can be found in viscosities of the pure monomer systems, BA being
the most viscous, MA the least.

o MA
a EA

10·

t::.

A: 5-10

B: 15-30

BA

C: 50-100

10

100

Chain Length
Figure 4.23: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length fora homologous series of
acrylates, 25 °C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz for 200 s. (See text for explanation of the arrows and full
and dashed lines).
A second noteworthy observation involves the shape of the three curves. They are
astonishing similar over (almost) the complete chain-length range shown in figure 4.23. Let
us first consider the chain-length range B, between lengths 15 and 30. On the double
logarithmic plot, the data for all three monomers can be accurately fitted with a linear
function and the slopes of these lines are very similar for all three acrylates. In figure 4.23
these regions are indicated by dashed lines which, for clarity, have been draw just above the
corresponding acrylate curves. The similarity of these slopes suggests that the same diffusion
mechanism is in operative for all three of the acrylates in this chain-length range, irrespective
of what this mechanism actually is. In section 4.4.4, a large amount of quantitative data will
be discussed which will further support this observed similarity.
The situation is somewhat different at shorter chain lengths, i.e. in range A between
chain lengths 5 and 10. For the rnonomer MA, the kr data can again be represented
satisfactorily by a linear function that covers this whole, though very small, chain-length
range. If the same is done for EA and BA, i.e. the data are fitted with a linear function
between chain lengths 5 and 10, then a clear distinction emerges for the three rnonomers. MA
bas the smallest slope over this range, the slope for EA is somewhat larger, while the curve
for BA is clearly the steepest of all. Again, quantitative data from a large number of
experiments, presented in the next section, clearly demonstrate this. In figure 4.23, the
possible origin of this difference is schematically visualized. The full line just above the MA
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curves represents a linear fit of these k 1 data (line has been shifted vertically for clarity). As
already remarked above, when curves show a similar slope on a double logarithmic scale then
the diffusion mechanism behind the termination reaction of these oligomers is probably the
same. With this picture in mind, we can investigate over which chain length range the
monomers EA and BA have the same s1ope, or exhibit the same diffusion behavior, as the
curve for MA within range A. The lines just above the EA and BA curve represent this line of
thought. These lines have the exact same slope as the full line for MA, but are limited in their
chain length range. For EA, the k1 data hetween chain lengths 5 and 9 have approximately the
same slope as the MA data have between lengths 5 and IO. For BA this is the case for chain
lengths between 5 and 7. Admittedly, the BA example shown in figure 4.23 does not have a
very pronounced linear behavior at this small chain-length range. In conclusion, it seems that
the termination behavior of oligomers changes around chain length l 0 for MA, around chain
length 9 for EA and approximately around 7 for BA.
Having observed the differences between the three curves for the smallest oligomers,
the question that then arises is what kind of physicaJ behavior can account for this
phenomenon? In contrast to large macromolecules, oligomers are worm-like species, so that
segmental diffusion, let alone reptation, is of little relevance. A possible explanation of the
observed phenomenon can be found in relatively simp1e free-volume considerations. What
see.ms to emerge from figure 4.23 is that the diffusion behavior of oligomers changes at the
moment they have reached a 'critica) size' and/or 'critica} mass'. As MA is the smallest
acrylate of the investigated monomers, it can propagate approximately 10 times before it has
reached this critica) limit. BA, however, is a monomer of much larger size (and mass) and
will therefore reach this critica) limit at smaller chain lengths, i.e. approximately 7. EA, being
in between MA and BA regarding its mass and size, experiences this change around chain
length 9. This observation is indicated by the arrow in figure 4.23.
However, two critica} notes should be put forward with respect to this free-volume
explanation:
1. It should be noted that the accuracy of the above figures ( l 0 for MA, 9 for EA and 7 for
BA) is not very high. The transition chain Iength is hard to determine accurately :from
figure 4.23 and especially at short chain lengths, the accuracy of the Mark-Houwink
parameters should be questioned. Nevertheless, a clear trend of a decreasing value of the
transition chain length with increasing monomer size is obvious from figure 4.23.
2. The second remark regarding oligomeric diffusion in these three acrylate systems is that
things are not as simple as put forward above. Free-volume considerations cannot be
limited to just the size and mass of the moiety that is diffusing. First of all, it is actually
not the size of the oligomers that is relevant for diffusion, but rather the specific critica!
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hole volume that is needed fora diffusion jump [e.g. 78]. Especially for worm-like
species such as oligomers, there is a distinct difference between the total oligomer size
and this critical hole volume. Depending on their length, anisotropic diffusion behavior
can become more important (translational diffusion wilt, for instance, preferentially occur
in the axial direction), meaning that the effects of shape (and also of flexibility) will
become apparent [e.g. 78]. In other words, the total size of an oligomer only tells apart of
the story regarding diffusion. Secondly, also physical differences between the three
monomer systems themselves should be taken into account. The specific hole free volume
per gram solution might be different, as well as oligomer-solvent interactions.*
The above remarks do not invalidate the free-volume explanation that was brought forward to
account for the termination behavior of oligomers. However, on the other hand, the sirnplicity
of the approach does not form a sound foundation to validate it either and thus requires
further investigations.
Having discussed the chain length ranges A (between 5 to 10) and B (between 15 to
30) in some detail, the last chain length range C (between 50 to 100) will now be considered.
It is clear from figure 4.23, that the strength of the chain-length dependence in this region is
significantly different from that in the intermediate region, i.e. between 15 and 30. However,
it should be realized that the value of <k1> that was used in the sealing of these data is likely
to affect this slope, as was already shown in figure 4.20 for the monomer MA. Figures 4.24

and 4.25 show the effects of this uncertainty in <ki> on the resulting k1 graph for the
monomers EA and BA respectively. The <k1> values are according to the entries given in
table 4.4. Although the slopes of the curves in the chain-Iength range C change somewhat as
a result of the <k1> variation, the observation noted above holds for all curves shown in
figures 4.24 and 4.25: kris less strongly dependent upon chain length at the larger chains
lengths (range C) than at intermediate chain lengths (range B; the arrows shown in figures
4.24 and 4.25 again indicate the three chain-length ranges that were defined at the beginning
ofthis section). A comparison as detailed as was made between the three curves for range A
cannot accurately be made here. The inaccuracy of the k1 graphs increases towards higher
chain lengths, making it difficult to draw any conclusion about the observed differences from
just three single graphs. In section 4.4.4, where a quantitative discussion on the results is
presented, the issue will be addressed more thoroughly.

* The reader who is interested in free-volume theories for polymer solutioos might, for instance, take a closer

look at the Vrentas-Duda theory (79-85]. This theory has also been used and discussed by several other workers
to model the diffusion behavior of small species in polymer-solvent mixtures [78, 86-89 and references therein].
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Figure 4.24: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for EA, 25 °C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz
for 200 s: variation of the sealing parameter <k,>.
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Figure 4.25: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for BA, 25 °C, pulsed at 0.1 Hz
for 200 s: variation of sealing parameter <ki>.

Chain-Length Dependent kr Results for Chain Lengths Greater than 100
In section 4.4.2 it has already been concluded that, because of inaccuracies in the
sealing parameters, it is difficult to obtain accurate chain-length dependent k1 information for
chain lengths between 100 and 1000. The reason why this chain-length range is discussed
here, in spite of this uncertainty, is because it partly seems to support the observations made
above about the differences in the three acrylate curves in the oligomer region.
Let us first, however, have another look at the k1 results for the larger macroradicals.
Figure 4.26 shows the same results as were given in figure 4.22, but now only for chain
lengths from 100 to 1000. It is clear from this figure, that the k, results for MA are virtually
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independent of chain length in this region. For EA, however, a small increase in k, can be
observed with increasing chain length and an even larger increase in k1 is found in this region
for the monomer BA. At present, there are no literature data that support such an increase in
kt with increasing chain length. Hence, this is likely to be caused by an inaccurate sealing of
the number MWD (see figures 4.19 and 4.20). However, this does not explain why there
seems to be a systematic trend in this increase in the apparent k, values: the BA curve shows
the most pronounced increase, the BA-curve shows this to a smaller extent and the MA curve
seems to stay approximately constant. The sealing parameters that were used in the
construction of these graphs have been determined in exactly the same fashion and thus, there
seems to be no reason why the increase would have to be any different for the three acrylates.
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Figure 4.26: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for a homologous series of

acrylates, 25 °C, pulsed at O.l Hz for 200 s.

A possible explanation of this trend might be found in the previous section where the
results for the chain-length range of 5 to 100 were presented. There it was observed that the
average slopes of the double logarithmic kr graphs for the three acrylates were significantly
different in the oligomer region. The slopes in this region are particularly important in the
sealing procedure as these are used to determine an estimate for 1 (see section 4.4.1 and
figure 4.16 in particular). However, in spite of the discussion on the differences between the
three acrylates in the oligomer region, all curves were scaled using an extrapolation between
chain lengths 6 and 10. Recall that the extrapolation was not extended down to a chain length
of 5 because the spline fit is rather inaccurate in fitting the first few data points. Admittedly,
this means that the extrapolation for EA and BA was made over a non-linear region of the k,
plot. However, from an experimental point of view there is not much choice. As discussed
above, the extrapolation of the BA should have been done using the chain length range
between 5 and 7. For an accurate extrapolation of experimental data, however, this range was

t;·
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simply too small and too inaccurate to use. For the EA results, a somewhat different problem
was encountered. It proved to be difficult to distinguish the values of the slopes of the BA
curves from those for MA for the individual experiments. Only after an inspection of a lot of
experimental results, could the distinction between these two monomers in the oligomer
region be made. And, as will be demonstrated in section 4.4.4, even then the average
difference between these monomers falls within the range of the scatter of the experiments.
Hence, also for BA the same chain-length range was used for the extrapolation.
Now, how can this account for the apparent increase of kr with increasing chain length
as shown in figure 4.26? The consequences of choosing the same chain-length range for the
sealing are that, on average, the slopes that were used for the extrapolation of the MA curves
were the least steep, those for EA being intermediate and those for BA being the steepest.
With respect to the observations made in figure 4.23 for chain-length range A, an
extrapolation on this basis is not correct. The slopes of the EA curves are thus slightly too
negative, while the ones for BA deviate even more. The consequences of using an inaccurate
slope are shown in figure 4.27. Here, the results are shown for the same BA experiment that
was discussed in all of the previous graphs, but now the sealing bas also been performed over
a smaller chain length range: between 5 and 7. By using this smaller chain-length range, the
slope of the final kr graph in the oligomer range that is used for the extrapolation becomes
more sirnilar to the slope that was used in the sealing of the MA graphs. It is especially
noteworthy in figure 4.27 that, when the sealing is done over a smaller (and more correct)
chain-length range, the increase in k1 at large chain lengths becomes less pronounced. In other
words, the steeper the slope in the oligomer region used for the extrapolation, the larger the
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(
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Figure 4.27: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the monomer BA, 25 °C,
pulsed at 0.1 Hz för 200 s: effect of chain-length range used for extrapolation.
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increase that is found for ki at higher chain lengths. This partly explains the observed trend
for the increase in ki of the three acrylates as shown in figure 4.26.
Of course, the reverse argument is also important. An increase in ki at high chain

k:·

lengths, i.e. i > 100, implies that an inaccurate extrapolation to 1 bas been used. Moreover,
in this specific case, it actually suggests that the slopes of the ki graphs for MA, EA and BA
are thus indeed different at small chain lengths. So the observations made previously on the
shapes of the acrylate graphs in the oligomer region are supported by the tendency that is
observed at Iarger chain lengths. Last hut not least, it is obvious from figure 4.27 that an
inaccurate extrapolation alone cannot account for the complete increase in k, with increasing
chain length. Hence, also the inaccuracy of the values of <k1> and 1 must have contributed
to some extent. In the next sections, this chain-length range will therefore not be further
discussed.

k:·

Conclusions
The qualitative discussion of the chain-length dependence of free-radical bimolecular
termination reactions for three different acrylates bas clearly shown that, at least up to chain
lengths of 100, the chain-length dependence ofthis termination reaction is highly similar for
all three acrylates. Minor distinctions, however, were observed for the smallest oligomers.
For the smallest acrylate investigated, MA, a transition point in the sealing of k, with chain
length was observed around chain length 10. This transition point was found to shift towards
smaller values when the size of the estergroup increased.

4.4.4. Chain-Length Dependence of k, for a Homologous Series of
Acrylates: A Quantitative Discussion
The qualitative discussion in section 4.4.3 of the chain-length dependence of
termination reactions for the three acrylates bas already revealed a lot of information
regarding this process. In this section, we will focus on a more quantitative level for a
detailed comparison of the three acrylates. Furthermore, we will investigate the extent to
which the new data agree with results reported in literature.
Before this data are actually presented, it should be remarked that it is neither useful,
nor possible to present all of the chain-length dependent k 1 graphs separately. Rather, we will
solely focus on the strength of the chain-length dependence, using the same sub-division in
chain-length ranges that was used previously in section 4.4.3, i.e. range A: 6-10, range B:
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15-30 and range C: 50-100. As was shown above, the slopes of the k, graphs on a double
logarithmic scale for these chain-length ranges were neither significantly dependent upon the
value of 1 (see figure 4.19), nor upon the value of <.k,> (see figure 4.20). Moreover, the
curvature of the k, graphs over these chain-length ranges is such that a linear fit can describe
the k1 data reasonably we11. Hence, accurate and reliable information on these dependences
can be obtained. The chain-length dependence of k, will thus be fit by a simple power
according to:

k:'

(4.33)

in which C is a constant. A comparison of the resulting values for parameter b will then be
used to investigate if any systematic trends can be discovered in the results. The absolute
values of k;·; will thus not be discussed as k:' 1 is known to have a strong effect on the
magnitude of the chain-length dependent termination rate coefficients (see figure 4.19).

The Effect of Conversion
To obtain accurate quantitative information about the chain-length dependence of k"
several experirnental parameters must first be tested. So far, only the results for experirnents
in which 20 pulses were applied have been shown. However, if the results might be (highly)
dependent upon the amount of conversion, then a quantitative expression for the chain-length
dependence of kr bas to include a 'conversion' parameter.
To vary the conversion in the experiments, the total number of laser pulses was varied
between 20 and 130. As long as no inhibition and/or significant monorner and initiator
consumption takes place, the conversion should increase linearly with the number of applied
laser pulses. Experimental measurements, as shown in figure 4.28 for all three monomers,
confirm that this was indeed the case. Por MA, the lowest pulse number applied, 20,
corresponds toa final conversion of approximately 0.6%, while the highest pulse nurnber,
130, resulted in a conversion close to 3%. For BA, conversions as high as 6 % were reached.
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Figure 4.28: Conversion versus the number of applîed laser pulses for a homologous series

of acrylates. Lines represent least squares linear fit of the corresponding data. Experiments
performed at 25°C with a pulse frequency of 0.1 Hz.

Figure 4.29 shows the effect of varying the degree of conversion or, equivalently, the
number of applied laser pulses, upon the experimental kt results for the monomer MA. It tums
out that the final degree of conversion does not have a significant effect on the shape of tbe kt
graph but only results in a vertical shift of all the results. The same behavior was observed for
the monomers EA and BA. The lower the final degree of conversion, the higher the absolute

k;,; values. From the individual plots, however, no significant change could be observed in
the degree of the chain-length dependence. Recall, however, that the identical phenornenon
was observed when the value of the sealing parameter k,1•1 was varied (see figure 4.19) which
already seerns to suggest that a cause for this phenomenon rnight be found in the
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Figure 4.29: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the monomer MA, 25 °C,

pulsed at 0.1 Hz: effect of the final degree of conversion.
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extrapolation of the k, data towards chain length 1.
To investigate the degree of chain-length dependence in some more detail, the slopes
of all graphs were determined for the chain-length ranges indicated in figure 4.29. The results
are shown in figure 4.30. The results for the chain-length range from 6 to 10 are shown in the
left-hand side of the graph, the results for the range of 15 to 30 in the middle part and for the
range from 50 to 100 the results are shown in the right-hand side of the graph. In chain length
range A (from 6 to 10), the slope is around 0.41 on average as indicated by the dashed line in
figure 4.30. The scatter in the oligomeric region is quite large and there seems to be a
tendency of an increasing value of b with increasing conversion. For the middle part of the
graph shown in figure 4.30, for the chain-length range between 15 to 30, the amount of
scatter is somewhat less. The slope in this region seems to decrease slightly with increasing
conversion and is found to be 1.15 on average. Note that the difference between the slopes in
ranges A and B is far beyond the level of scatter in the graphs. Hence, the sealing of k1 with
chain length is thus indeed significantly different for oligomers than for radicals of lengths
between 15 and 30. The last chain-length range shown in figure 4.30, chain lengths from 50
to 100, has an average slope of 0.35. The scatter in this particular part of the graph is the least
of all three ranges shown. For the monomer EA and BA similar results were found. Figures
4.31 and 4.32 show the corresponding results for these monomers. Also here it can be
observed that the value of parameter b changes significantly when going from chain-length
range A to B to C, again demonstrating the S-shaped curve of the k1 graphs. Similar to the
results for MA, also here the value of the chain-length exponent b seems to increase slightly
with increasing conversion in the oligomer chain-length range.
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Figure 4.30: Chain-length exponent b versus the final degree of conversion for MA, 25 °C,
pulsed at 0.1 Hz for three chain-length ranges: Range A frorn 6 to 10 (left-hand graph), Range
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Figure 4.32: Chain-Jength exponent b versus the final degree of conversion for BA, 25 °C,
pulsed at 0.1 Hz for three chain-length ranges: Range A from 6 to 10 (left-hand graph), Range
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Before comparing the quantitative results of the three acrylates for the chain-length
exponent b, let us first go back to the observations offigure 4.30. There it was seen that the
absolute values of k, apparently decrease with increasing pulse number. It was speculated
there, that this effect was very similar to changing the sealing parameter k;,1 and that the
origin of this phenomenon might be found in the extrapolation of the k, data towards chain
Iength 1. This hypothesis seems to be supported by figures 4.30 to 4.32. The results for all
three acrylates indicate that the initial slope of the k1 graph, between chain lengths 6 and 10,
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becomes steeper with increasing convers ion. The net effect of the sealing procedure is then
indeed the lowering of all k:,; values. Note, however, that the scatter in the results is of
similar magnitude as the apparent increase in the slopes with increasing conversion.
At first sight, it is not really clear if this shift in the k1 resu1ts in figure 4.29 is a
genuine effect or an apparent effect caused by the sealing procedure. That it is likely to be a
true effect could be reasoned from the fact that ftee-radical termination is a
diffusion-controlled process. The higher the conversion, the more the diffusion of the
growing chains is hindered by the presence of dead polymer material and, hence, the lower
the termination rate coefficients. However, ifthe slope in the oligomer region that is used for
the extrapolation would, for whatever reason, be incorrect, then the shift in k1 could be an
apparent one. And exactly the amount of change in this slope with changes in the degree of
conversion casts doubt upon the correctness of this decrease in k1 as shown in figure 4.29. The
diffusion of small species is not very strongly dependent upon conversion in the initial stages
of a bulk polymerization. However, if the data for MA of figure 4.30 would be fit linearly in
the oligomeric region, then the chain-length exponent b apparently changes from
approximately 0.28 fora conversion of 0.6 %, to 0.58 fora conversion of 3.0 %. These data
do not compare very well with data reported in literature on the chain-length dependence of
the diffusion coefficient of oligorners with increasing conversion [44, 76, 77). According to
data presented there [44, 76, 77] the chain-length exponent b should not increase more than
only 0.04 to 0.05 units.* The effect found here, i.e. on the basis of a linear fit of the MA data
in figure 4.30, would indicate this effect to be seven times as strong.
Fortunately, a simple explanation is at hand for the apparent increase in the slope of
the oligomer data. As more polymer is present in the system, the system becomes
increasingly viscous, meaning the rates of diffusion of oligomers and 1-mers are reduced.
This effect must of course be taken into account when the number MWD is scaled. Hence,
adjusted

ki·

1

values should be used for performing the sealing! The result of 'adjusting' this

parameter on the slope of the oligomer region was actually already shown in one of the
previous graphs. A careful look at figure 4.19 shows that, as the value of

k:·

1

decreases, this

decrease is accompanied by a change in the slope of the oligomer region as well. The lower
the value of

k}· 1 used in the sealing, the less steep this slope becomes. This provides a very

logical explanation for the above observed phenomena. If lower

k:·

1

values would have been

used in the sealing of the experimental results at higher conversion, then the slopes in the
oligomer region for these particular experiments would have been less steep and, hence, the

• It should be noted though that this data is based upon measurements at polymer concentrations above C*. At
concentrations below C*, a condition that applies to the experiments presented here, a somewhat stronger
dependence upon conversion seems to exist [44].
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increase in slope with increasing conversion would not (or at least toa significant lesser
extent) have been observed. The data presented in figures 4.30 to 4.32 thus simply underline
that, when using the MWD method to obtain chain-length dependent kr information, the
conversion must be kept as low as possible or, put differently, accurate information about the
change of 1 with conversion must be obtained.

k:·

With respect to the effect of conversion upon the outcome of the MWD method, it
should be remarked that the MWD procedure actually requires information on the
instantaneously formed MWD. In the analyses presented above, cumulative MWD
information was used, which leads to systematically distorted results. The reason for this is
that the MWD method makes use of two sealing parameters, k:· 1 and <kr>, that both change
with conversion. Although above only the change in 1 was addressed to account for the
anomalous behavior of the slope of the oligomer region, a changing value of <k1> will have a
certain effect as well, albeit of a much smaller magnitude.

k:·

Finally, as briefly noted before, the slopes of the graphs are only influenced by the
effect of increasing conversion to the same extent as scatter is present in the results.
Therefore, the averages of the slopes as shown in figures 4.30 and 4.32 may still be
reasonably accurate. In the next section, where the conversion is kept as low as possible in all
experiments, this will be further investigated.

The Effect of Pulse Frequency
Another set of experiments that have been performed were those where the pulse
frequency of the irradiation was varied. Although the experiments performed here are meant
to be truly single-pulse experiments, the conversion per pulse is too low to be analyzed by
SEC. Hence, multiple pulses had to be applied to yield enough polymer for analysis.
As discussed in section 3.3.3, the pulse frequency is a particularly interesting
parameter in these experiments, as a variation in its value might reveal possible interferences
due to the occurrence of chain transfer. The total time over which the kinetic analysis is made
is only around 7 to 9 ms, corresponding to approximately 1000 propagation steps for the
acrylates, and in the remaining time, i.e. until the next pulse arrives, only a very low
concentration of radicals will stay alive. Hence, the longer the time spacing between two
subsequent puJses, the more time is available for the formation of additional dead polymer
material due to chain transfer events. This will lead to an additional distortion of the number
MWD of which the effect was not investigated by means of computer simulations. Note
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furtherroore that, due to the very low radical concentration, termination reactions will only
occur to a minor ex.tent.
A first impression of the effect of the time spacing between two subsequent pulses can
be gained from figure 4.33. Here, a number of results for the k, determination for the
monomer MA are shown in which the pulse frequency was varied from l 00 Hz down to O.ot
Hz: 20 pulses were applied in all cases and the experimental time thus varied from 0.2 s to
2000 s. The chain-length range shown is the complete chain-length range that was analyzed,

i.e. up toa chain length of 1000. The reason for this is clear from figure 4.33. For the highest
putse frequency applied, i.e. 100 Hz, a distinct peak can be observed in the k1 graph around a
chain Jength of 800, which corresponds to the Jocation of the PLP peak in the MWD. It goes
without saying that the presence of such PLP material within the chain-length range that is
used for the k1 analysis, is not compatible with the monodispersity assumptions that forms the
basis of the kinetic analysis. All the other curves, however, that have been pulsed at lower
frequencies can hardly be distinguished in figure 4.33. So, as long as no PLP features are
present in the MWD, the pulse frequency (or time spacing between subsequent pulses) does
not seem to have any effect at all on the results.
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Figure 4.33: Termination rate coefficient versus chain length for the monomer MA, 25 °C, 20

laser pulses: effect of laser pulse frequency.

In a similar way as the effect of the number of applied laser pulses was studied, we
will discuss the results for the three acrylates by considering the slopes of the k, graphs in the
three chain-length ranges from 6 to 10, from 15 to 30 and 50 to 100. Figures 4.34, 4.35 and
4.36 show the results for the monomers MA, EA and BA respectively. The dashed lines again
represent the average of all data points for frequencies equal to or lower than 25 Hz.
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The effects of pulse frequency are most clear in the results for the monomer EA,
shown in figure 4.35. In the oligomer chain-length range between length 6 and l 0, the value
of the chain exponent b stays approximately constant when low pulse frequencies are used,
but a distinct increase can be observed as soon as the pulse frequency is equal to, or Iarger
than, 50 Hz. The intermediate chain-length range, however, seems to be rather insensitive to
the pulse frequency, but at the larger chain Iengths, between 50 and 100, the effect of pulse
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Ftgure 4.34: Chain-length exponent b versus laser. pulse frequency for MA, 25 °C, 20 pulses,
for three chain-length ranges: Range A from 6 to 10 (left-hand graph), Range B from 15 to 30
(middle graph) and Range C from 50 to 100 (right-hand graph). Dashed lines represent the
averages of the corresponding data points at frequencies ::; 25 Hz.
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frequency can be clearly observed again. Also for MA and BA these tendencies can be
observed, though less clear than for the EA results. The dashed lines in figures 4.34 to 4.36
represent the average values of the corresponding data points. To calculate these averages
only the experimental data at frequencies of 25 Hz or lower were used, so as to exclude the
apparent increase in b at the highest frequencies.
The important conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that the dark time
between two subsequent laser pulses does not significantly contribute to the formation of
additional dead polymer material of chain lengths up to 1000. Tuis was already clear from a
comparison of the logarithmic MWDs resulting from these experiments. These results
showed that the major effect of an increased dark time between two pulses only showed up at
very high molecular weight, high enough to fall outside the chain-length range of interest.

A Quantitative Comparison of the Results for MA, EA and BA
In the above, a lot of quantitative data were presented regarding the chain-length
dependence of kr for the three acrylates. The reliability of these data was shown to be good, as
the values of the chain-length exponent b were not significantly influenced by the value of
the sealing parameters k,1· 1 and <k1>, nor by the pulse frequency, as long as no PLP features
appeared in the chain-length range of interest. An increase in conversion seemed to have a
small effect on the value of the chain-length exponent b, though of similar magnitude as the
amount of scatter in the results.
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In this section, let us first compare the results stemming from those experiments in
which the number of laser pulses was varied with those in which the pulse frequency was
varied. Table 4.5 summarizes the quantitative results presented in figures 4.30 to 4.32 and
4.34 to 4.36. The numbers between brackets represent the standard deviation of the particular
set of experiments; For all three acrylates, a very good agreement is found for the results
obtained by the two series of experiments. The largest difference between the two data sets is
found for EA in chain-length range A and amounts 0.06 units. This again indicates that the
variation of the slopes of the kr graphs with conversion (see figures 4.30 to 4.32), is nota very
dramatic effect, but falls within the range of the experimental scatter.
Table 4.5: Value of chain-length exponent b for MA, EA and BA at 25 °C over three different

chain-length ranges. Nurnbers are identical to those presented in figures 4.30 to 4.32 and 4.34 to
4.36. Nurnbers between brackets represent the standard deviations of all data sets given in these

figures.

Monomer

MA
EA
BA

Value of chain-length exponent b

Range A: 6-10

Range B: 15-30

Range C: 50-100

0.41 (:t:0.12)
0.41 (:t:0.!0)
0.56 (:t0.08)
0.50 (:!:0.08)
0.85 (:!:0.09)
0.80 (:1:0.09)

1.15 (:!: 0.08)

0.35 (:t:0.05)
0.36 (:!:0.04)
0.35 (:!: 0.03)
0.37 (:!:0.06)
0.17 (:!:0.03)
0.19 (:t0.07)

1.14 (:t 0.07)

1.12 (:t0.05)
1.14 (:t:0.05)
1.14 (:t:0.05)

1.18 (:!: 0.06)

p
F

p
F

p
F

P = determined from variation of Pulse Number
F = determined from variation of Frequency (only data obtained at freq1uencies
iwre used}

A second issue that must be addressed is how the values of the chain-length exponent
bof the different acrylates given in table 4.5 relate to each other. With respect to the va1ue of
the chain-length exponent b in the oligomer range 6 to 10, there are considerable differences
between MA, EA and BA. On the average MA is the least chain-length dependent system in
this range (b =0.41), the dependence for EA is somewhat stronger (b =0.53) and BA is the
most severely affected by an increase in chain length (b = 0.83). As was already noted in the
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qua1itative discussion of the results in section 4.4.3, this apparent tendency is somewhat
misleading. The way it should be interpreted here is that it strongly supports the observations
on the value of the 'transition' chain length that were made before. Recall that on a double
logarithmic plot, the slope of the k1 graph of MA seemed to change quite abruptly at a chain
length of approximately 10 (see figure 4.16). For EA it was speculated that this transition
chain-length was somewhat smaller, around 9, while for BA a value of? was found. If, in
spite of these differences, the average slopes over a chain-length range from 6 to 10 are
determined, then it is obvious that the tendency for the slopes of these acrylates in the
oligomer region, as given by the entries in table 4.5, is a very straightforward one. It is
important to realize that it can not be concluded that the acrylates show a significantly
different dependence upon chain Jength in this oligomer region. Ratber, it seems as if the
dynamic behavior of oligomers only changes at different chain lengths, being dependent upon
the specific monomer being polymerized. lt would therefore be interesting to study the
chain-length dependence of k1 fora copolymerization of, for instance, MA and BA.
In the second chain-length range, between 15 and 30, the agreement between the
values of the chain-length exponent b for the three acrylates is astonishing. The value of bis
found to be around 1.12 to 1.18 for all systems. That the agreement is so good can most
probably be attributed to the fact that the slopes of the k1 graphs in this particular chain-length
range are the least sensitive towards inaccuracies in the sealing procedure. If the slope in the
oligomer region changes, this only affects the slope in this intermediate range to a minor
extent. The results for this chain-length range are therefore also feh to be the most accurate
and reliable of all three ranges investigated.
The third chain-length range, between lengths of 50 to 100, is again marked by a
difference between the acrylates. Although the values of b for MA and EA are in close
agreement (b = 0.35-0.37), the value of b for the monomer BA is significantly smaller (b =
0.17-0.19). Also here there are good reasons why this difference must be an apparent one.
The most probable cause for this might be found in the differences between the three
acrylates at small chain lengths. For BA it was already remarked that the chain-Iength range
between lengths 6 and 10 should actually not be used for the extrapolation of the k1 data
towards chain lengths 1. The experimental data, however, did not allow a more appropriate
chain-length range to be selected for this extrapolation and, hence, the s1ope ofthek1 graphs
of BA used for this extrapolation was systematically too steep. The consequence of this upon
the slope at high chain length co mes forward out of a leverage of the sealing procedure: a
decrease in the slope at small chain length is always accompanied by an increase in the slope
at high chain Jengths (see figure4.19). Hence, as the value of b in the oligomer range was
already considered to be inaccurate, the same must be concluded for the value of b in chain ·
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length range C. That the values of b for MA and EA are good agreement is simply the result
from the fact that also their 'transition' chain length in the oligomer region is very similar:
approximately 10 for MA and 9 for EA. Hence1 the error in the slope of EA at small chain
lengths is very small, resulting in reliable values for bat larger chain lengths.
What is suggested in the above is that, except for a change in the value of the
transition chain length in the oligomer region, no significant distinction can be made between
the chain-Iength dependence of the three acrylates. Hence, it seems to be possible to capture
the chain length depend.ence of kr for all three acrylates by one 'universa!' model. Based upon
discussion above and taking the scatter in all data into account, this model would have to
comply with the following 'universa!' slopes:
• Oligomer range (up to the transition chain length): b = 0.4 1 ± 0.1;
• Range B (chain lengths 15 to 30): b= 1.14 ± 0.1;
• Range C (chain lengths 50 to 100): b = 0.36 ± 0.1.
The data for the oligomer range have been based solely on the results for MA, the data for
Range B on the results of all three acrylates and for range C on MA and EA. The exact value
of b in range C should be used with caution as the value of the sealing parameter <k,> has a
relatively large influence in this chain-length range. Note, however, that the absolute
inaccuracies in the above values are the same, hut the relative inaccuracies are the largest in
the chain-length ranges A and C.

Comparison with Literature Data
lt is interesting to compare the three 'universa!' chain-length exponents b with other
data previously reported in literature. A direct comparison of the value of b = 0.4 1 for the
oligomer region with other radical termination studies can unfortunately not be made as no

such data have ever been determined for propagating acrylate systems. However, as the
Smoluchowski equation has been proven to describe the rate of termination of small species
rather accurately [35], we may compare the chain-length dependence of the k1 data found here
with the chain-length dependence of diffusion data of oligomers. For the monomer MMA and
its oligomers, sealing exponents of0.56 (± 0.08) and 0.53 (± 0.13) have been found for the
chain-length dependence of the diffusion coefficient in methyl isoburate at 25 and 40 °C
respectively [44]. Ina similar study of the rate of diffusion of styrene o1igomers in benzene, a
sealing exponent of approximately 0.5 bas been found [77]. These values are slightly higher
than the value of b = 0.4 1 found here. However, if the free-volume hypotbesis, put forward in
section 4.4.3, would be correct, then a direct comparison between the parameter values for
the monomers MA, MMA and S is not allowed.
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Data by Wisnudel and Torkelson [78] on the diffusion of small probes in solution can
also be used for comparison. These workers investigated the diffusion coefficient of 16
probes of different molar volume (and mass). They found the diffusion coefficient of these
probes to scale with the molar volume to the power -0.6 in pure solvent Assuming that the
chain length of the oligomers is a fair estimate for the molar volume of these species, then
this power 0.6 is an equivalent of the value of the chain-length exponent b in this study. Also
this exponent is slightly higher than the value of0.41 found in this study.
In comparing chain-length exponent for termination reactions, involving propagating
chains, with those stemming from measurement on 'dead' species, it should be realized that
this comparison is actually not allowed. Terazima et al. [4043] have found that the diffusion
coefficient of a radical species can differ by up to a factor of 4 to those of the parent
molecules, the radicals being the slower diffusion species. This distinction was found to
disappear with increasing size of the diffusing moiety and, hence, the values of0.56 and 0.53
for MMA oligomers and 0.6 for probes with different molar volumes, should be seen as
upper bounds for the dependence of k1 upon chain-length.
The comparison of the magnitude of the chain-length exponent b for the chain-length
ranges Band Cis even more cumbersome than for the oligomers. To the best of the author's
knowledge, there are neither termination data, nor diffusion data available from literature that
can be used for a good comparison with the data obtained here. The lack of literature data
may be attributed to the fact that chains of these specific chain lengths fall in between two
'classic' categories, i.e. small species and 'truly' polymerie species. Species of chain lengths
ranging from 15 to 100 are too short to conform to Gaussian chain statistics and thus do not
exhibit typical polymerie diffusion features. Nevertheless, what is obvious from a comparison
with literature data, is that the value of 1.1 4 for range B is by far the highest exponent ever
reported for the chain-length dependence oftermination reaction in dilute solutions [67].
Important to note is the fact that the scatter in all results in this chain-length range is small
enough to strongly suggest that the chain-length exponent b is larger than 1.0. This certainly
excludes relatively simple diffusion considerations on the basis of, for instance, the mass of
the diffusion moiety.
Although the value of b in chain-length range Cis most sensitive towards
inaccuracies in the value of the sealing parameter <kr> there seems to be no doubt that the
degree of chain-length dependence for free-radical termination reactions becomes less at
larger chain lengths. From spatially intermittent polymerization experiments by O'Driscoll

and Mahabadi sirnilar conclusions were drawn, although these workers reported the
chain-length at which this change occurred to be 1000 for S [90] and 2000 for MMA [91].
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However, in a comparison with the results presented here, not too much emphasis should be
put on the values of 1000 and 2000, as these are average degrees of polymerization in
contrast to specific chain lengths in this study. lt could, of course, also be the case that the
results by O'Driscoll and Mahabadi relate to another change in the diffusion dynamics of
polymer chains at higher chain lengths than those investigated here. Also theoretica)
considerations by Mahabadi and O'Driscoll [92] suggest a less strong sealing of k1 with chain
length for larger chains.
When the quantitative information on the sealing of k1 found here is to be compared
with other literature data, then range C can be used best for comparison. This is an obvious
choice as most literature studies have been based upon much Iarger radical chain lengths and
range C is simply the closest to those chain lengths. The value of b

=0.36 compares quite

well with data obtained from phosphorescence quenching studies [67). Horie and Mita [93]
have found a sealing exponent of 0.29 for chain lengths in between 23 and 3900. Wisnudel
and Torkelson [94) carne toa value of0.31 for chain lengths ranging from 20 to 2000.
Several sets of data from termination studies also show reasonable agreement with the
findings presented here. Matsumoto and Mizuta [95) have found a sealing exponent of 0.28
for average degrees ofpolymerization ranging from 104 to 105. Somewhat lower values for

the ehain-length exponent have been reported by Mahabadi (0.24 for S, 780 < Pn < 2770
[96)). It is, however, fair to note that also quite a number a workers have reported values of
0.20 and lower for the chain-length exponent [67].
Last, but not least, it is interesting to stress once more that no single power law can
describe the observed chain-length dependent termination kinetics offree-radical
polymerizations. Although it is not known how severely the sealing of k, with chain length
might change for chains larger than 100, the fact that transitions in the sealing occur might
possibly be responsible for the large scatter in reported values of b in literature. It goes
without saying that if only one single power law is used for fitting experimental data, the
value of b will be highly dependent upon the chain-length range being investigated.

Conclusions
To the author's opinion, the quantitative discussion provided in the above sections has
convincingly shown that no single power law can describe the chain-length dependent
termination kinetics of free-radical polymerizations. Up to chain lengths of l 00, an S-shaped
dependence was found on a double logarithmic scale for k1 versus chain Jength. Although
slightly different values were found for the chain-length exponent b in the chain-length
ranges A (6-10) and C (50-100), there are good reasons to believe that an universa) relation
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exists for the chain-length dependence of kr. i.e. at least for the three acrylates MA, EA and
BA discussed here. For oligomers the chain-length exponent bis approximately 0.4 1 ± 0.1 up
to the transition chain length (10 for MA, 9 for EA and 7 for BA). The termination reaction
for chains ranging in length from 15 to 30 has been found to be much stronger chain-length
dependent, b = 1.14 ± 0.1, while chains ranging in length from 50 to 100 can be reasonably
wen described by a chain-length exponent of b = 0.36 ± 0.1.
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Epilogue

Evaluation of the Investigations
In this thesis the chain-length dependence of tennination reactions during free-radical
polymerization has been investigated. Interest in the kinetic parameters describing this
process, primarily arises from the profound effect that termination reactions have on the
overall kinetics of polymerization processes, on the MWO of the final product and therefore
also on the final product properties.
The kinetic complexity of termination reactions, however, has been the cause of a
slow development of the fundamental knowledge of these processes. The basic problem that
is faced is that in experimental studies only macroscopie quantities, such as <k1>, can be
determined. Insight into the more fundamental features of termination reactions can hardly be
derived from these experimental results and, therefore, a thorough understanding of the
chain-length dependence of tennination reactions necessitates the measurement of

microscopie quantities, i.e.

k:·i. Unfortunately, these can not be accessed directly, as radicals

can not be distinguished on the basis of their chain length during an experiment. Especially
when radical chain-length distributions are broad, a condition that applies to the vast majority
of all studies reported in literature, the extraction of microscopie information from
macroscopie quantities is cumbersome and far from straightforward. Hence, in spite of all the
work reported previously in this field by other workers (see chapter 2), no unambiguous
picture has arisen for the exact chain-Iength dependence of free-radical termination reactions.
The approach used in this thesis to study the chain-length dependence of termination
reactions can be characterized as empirical and model-independent. The basic thought bebind
this study is that when using single-putse pulsed-laser initiation, the radical chain-length
distribution is so narrow that a monodispersity assumption for this radical population seems
to be justified. In this line of thought, two no vel kinetic analyses have been presented which
should enable the direct model-independent measurement of these microscopie chain-length
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dependent parameters, i.e. without having to invoke any models for the chain-length
dependence of free-radical termination reactions apriori. One of these methods is based on
the on-line measurement of the monomer consumption versus time as a result of a single laser
pulse, the other on the number MWO that is formed in such an experiment. The validity of
the assumptions in these novel kinetic methods was validated by means of computer
simulations and both methods were found to be theoretically robust and reliable.
The experimental application of these no vel methods, however, revealed that only the
MWD-based analysis was feasible. Despite sealing difficulties, model-independent
experimentally obtained data for the chain-length dependence of free-radical termination
reactions could be reported for the first time ever. From these results it became apparent that.
no single power law can describe the chain-length dependence of termination reactions,
contrary to what is frequently done in literature. Beside minor differences in the oligomer
region, the chain-length dependence of the three acrylates investigated in this thesis was
highly similar, indicating that one 'simple' universal relation might exist for the chain-length
dependence of k1 of these species.

Future Research and Recommendations
The investigations presented in this thesis have revealed that the MWO method is
certainly a method with great potential for studying the chain-length dependence of
termination reactions. However, the leap from the theoretical study presented in chapter 3 to
the experimental one presented in chapter 4, introduces two additional complications: (i) the
correct shape of the number MWO must be determined and (ii) this number MWO must be
scaled correctly.
To determine the correct shape of the number MWO, SEC analysis was used.
Although SEC is by far the most widely used technique to determine MWOs of polymerie
materials, it suffers from several disadvantages. The first problem originates from the fact
that SEC is a relative technique requiring calibration. In this thesis, the SEC set-up was
calibrated with narrow-distribution polystyrene standards and the calculation of the number
MWOs for the acrylates studied here was accomplished via universal calibration using the
Mark-Houwink relation. At this stage, it is rather difficult to comment on the accuracy of
both the Mark-Houwink relation as well as on the Mark-Houwink parameters thernselves.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that a small change in these parameters has a significant effect
on the MWO. Triple detector SEC set·ups, enabling the direct molar mass determination of
the eluting polymerie rnaterial, as well as mass spectrometry techniques should therefore be
used in future work. Employing mass spectrometry techniques can even enable the distinction
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between polymerie material originating ftom combination reactions and polymerie material
originating from undesired side reactions such as chain transfer to monomer and termination
by disproportionation. A second problem inherent to tbe use of SEC concerns the quantitative
nature of this analysis technique. As discussed in chapter 4, especially in the low molecular
weight region the accuracy of the quantitative analysis may become questionable. As this
region is of paramount importance in the sealing of the number MWD, procedures must be
developed to improve this accuracy. When, for instance, concentration sensitive detectors are
used in SEC analysis, it would be desirable to have information on the optica! properties of a
series of oligomers. Last, bot not least, fora reliable study of the chain-length dependence of
termination reactions by SEC, baseline stability during analysis must be guaranteed and the
effects of column broadening should be studied in more detail.
Onee the correct shape of the number MWD bas been determined, this distribution
needs to be sealed before kinetic parameters can be deduced. In this thesis, sealing was
performed using two parameters: k:· 1 and <.k1>. Beside any inaccuracy in the value of ki.1,
the major problem in using this parameter is that an extrapolation of the experimentally
obtained data is required. Due to the problems of analyzing oligomeric material quantitatively
with SEC, the smallest radica1 chain length used in this extrapolation was 6, whieh
eorresponds with a polymerie ehain length of 12. The differences in the chain-length
dependence of termination reactions between the three acrylates MA, EA and BA in the
oligomer region, however, has clearly indicated that this region must be extended towards
smaller chain lengths. Besides, the effect of the initiator endgroup, as well as the effects of
the presenee of a ftee-radieal functionality (as compared to the parent molecule) on the
diffusion behavior of oligomeric species should be studied in more detail. The second sealing
parameter, <k,>, is a parameter that, doe to its Jimited accuracy, restricts the kinetic analysis
to chain lengths of 100. Theoretical considerations, however, have shown that reliable kinetic
information can in principle be extracted up to chain lengths of at least 1000 and soa great
deal of valuable information is currently inaccessible. A higher precision in either the
determination of <ki> or the altemative sealing parameter [R]res• is therefore ofhighest
importanee.
To increase the accuracy of the sealing of the number MWD, there seem to be two
experimental techniques (or routes) that might prove to be useful. First of all, a eombination
of time-resolved single-pulse pulsed-laser polymerization with subsequent analysis of the
MWD of the formed polymer product can be employed. From the time-resolved traee,
accurate data on the radieal concentration versus time can be deduced, which can then be
used in the sealing of the number MWD. An altemative method to improve the sealing
aecuracy might arise form the use of mass-spectrometry techniques. Polymerie material with
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two endgroups can then be distinguished from material with only one endgroup and, hence,
polymerie material originating from termination by combination can be distinguished from
material originating from termination by disproportionation and chain transfer to monomer.
In the kinetic analysis, the fact that termination and chain transfer are second and first order
processes with respect to the radical concentration, respectively, can then be exploited. The
sealing of the number MWD now has to be done such that the radical concentration versus
time that is derived from this distribution, is in agreement with the amount of material that is
found to originate from chain transfer to monomer. Hence, the degree of 'freedom' in the
sealing of the number MWD is limited by a second kinetic condition. It should be noted,
however, that knowledge of the ratio of termination by combination over disproportionation
is needed for that.
Now that the first reliable experimental data for

k:·;

are available, the obvious next

step would be to determine the chain-length dependence of termination reactions between
macroradicals of different chain lengths. An appealing and interesting experimental technique
to study the latter dependence would be the single-pulse 'echo' pulsed-laser technique in
conjunction with subsequent MWD analysis. This method is similar to the MWD method
discussed in this thesis, but now a second laser pulse is applied a very short time after the first
one. In principle, this should result in a radical chain-length distribution that contains two
very narrow peaks. For both peaks the same monodispersity assumption that was thoroughly
discussed in chapter 3, seems to be justified again and, hence, only three different termination
reactions have to be distinguished: (i) the termination between two radicals generated in pulse
one, (ii) the termination between two radicals ofpulse two and (iii) a 'cross' termination
reaction between a radical from the first pulse and a radical from the second pulse. To
prevent that the radicals formed in the second pulse will dominate the overall kinetics of the
reacting system, the second pulse should be of much lower energy than the first one. The
term 'echo' refers to this much lower energy of the second laser putse compared to the first
one (and to the time gap between the two pulses). Although the correct sealing of the number
MWD as well as the model-independent kinetic analysis itself will become more difficult and
complicated than for the method used in this thesis, the prospects of this approach for the
determination of

k:·i seem to be very favorable. This technique should complete the set of

tools that are available for kineticist to study the chain-length dependence of termination
reactions at low conversions.
Furthermore, the MWD method should certainly be applied to study the effects of
solvent quality upon the chain-length dependence of k1• As the solvent quality bas a profound
effect on the dimensions of polymer coils in solution, a change in this quality will reveal
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interesting and valuable information on the actual rate-detennining mechanism of the
free-radical tennination reaction.
In conclusion it can be said that the MWD method is capable of determining the
chain-length dependence of kr model-independently. This method has been validated
theoretically and, as long as the number MWD can be determined and scaled correctly, the
method is robust and reliable. In this thesis, the first model-independent results have been
reported for a set of three acrylates. These results wîll enable a better description of the
overall kinetics of free-radical polymerizations and better predictions of the resulting MWDs
and polymer properties. It is sincerely hoped that this method and lines of thought presented
will find continuation in future scientific work by others in this field of great scientific
interest and practical importance.
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Symbols:
a
a
am
b

exponent describing the chain-length dependence of D;

b

exponent describing the chain-length dependence of k,

C

constant (a.u.)

d

density (g·cm-3)

D
D;
Dm

diffusion coefficient (m2·s- 1)

D-n

diffusion coefficient of a monomer (m2·s-1)

D.

self diffusion coefficient (m2·s- 1)

Eae1

activation energy (kJ·mor 1)

f
f

initiator efficiency

HV

hydrodynamic volume (dL·g-1)

Mark-Houwink parameter
hydrodynamic radius of a monomeric unit in a segment (m)
exponent describing the chain-length dependence of D;

translational diffusion coefficient of an i-mer (m2 ·s- 1)
mutual diffusion coefficient (m2·s- 1)

laser pulse frequency (s- 1)
chain length

ihm

harmonie mean chain length

i11

truncation chain length

j

chain length

ka

Boltzmann's constant (J·K 1)

kchem

overall chemical rate coefficient (for termination) (L·mor1·s-1)

ki

initiator decomposition rate coefficient (s-1)

kdiff

rate coefficient for formation of encounter pairs (L·mor 1·s- 1)

k-diff

rate coefficient for dissociation of encounter pairs (s· 1)

kep

rate coefficient for formation of products out of encounter pair species (s- 1)
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observed rate coefficient (of bimolecular termination) (L·mor 1·s- 1)
propagation rate coefficient (L·mor 1-s- 1)
bimolecular termination rate coefficient (L·mor 1·s· 1)
constant in the geometrie mean and harmonie mean termination
models (L·mor 1·s·1)
microscopie tennination rate coefficient for the termination reaction between
radicals of lengths i andj (L·mor 1·s· 1)
microscopie termination rate coeffient for the termination reaction between
radicals of grain land grain m (L·mor 1·s- 1)

krc

bimolecular termination rate coefficient for termination by combination
(L·mor 1-s· 1)
bimolecular tennination rate coefficient for termination by disproportionation
(L·mor 1-s- 1)

krr

transfer rate coefficient (L·mor 1·s· 1)

kw
kq
K

bimolecular tennination rate coefficient at 0% conversion (L·mor1·s· 1)
Mark-Houwink parameter (dL·g- 1)

<k,>

average bimolecular termination rate coefficient (L·mor 1·s· 1)

<kr>m

average bimolecular termination rate coefficient which has been determined

quenching rate coefficient (L·mor 1·s· 1)

assuming a monodisperse radical population (L·mor 1·s· 1)
grain number
highest grain number

m

grain number

mmax

highest grain number

M

molar mass (g·mor 1)
molar mass corresponding to the SEC exclusion limit (g·mor 1)
molar mass at the inflection point (g·mor 1)
molar mass of the monomer (g·mor 1)
number of polymer chains of length i
Avogadro's number (mor 1)
cumulative number of polymer chains up to length i
total number of polymer chains formed at time t
number of monomer units in a segment (flexibility parameter)
steric or spin multiplicity factor in the modified Smoluchowski equation
spin multiplicity parameter
polymer chain of length i
number average degree of polymerization
weight average degree of polymerization
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rate of termination (mol·L-1·s- 1)
gas constant (J·mor 1-K 1)
radius of gyration (a.u.)
free radical of length i
rateofpolymerization (mol·L- 1·s- 1)
time (s)

to
T

v
W1
Wp

w(log M)

time spacing between two successive laser pulses (s)
the absolute temperature (K)
volume (L)
width of grain l
fraction of polymer
differential weigth MWD on logarithmic scale
probing distance (m)
cross-over chain length for diffusion sealing

Greek Symbols:
Il

0
0

linear expansion coefficient
linear expansion coefficient of an i-mer
relative amount of disproportionation
sealing parameter relating the change of k1 with conversion in the initia} stages
of a polymerization ([l/C])
Dirac delta function
viscosity (poise)
pure solvent viscosity (poise)
intrinsic viscosity (dL·g- 1)
friction coefficient of a segment
ftictional coefficient of a segment assuming spherical geometry
capture radius (m)
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Concentrations:
C

polymer concentration (a.u.)

C(x)

polymer concentration profile (a.u.)

c•

polymer concentration at which chains start to overlap (a.u.)

[/]

initiator concentration (mol·L- 1)

[M]

monomer concentration (mol·L' 1)

[M],

monomer concentration at time t (mol·L- 1)

[M] 1

first derivative of the monomer concentration vs. time (mol-L- 1·s·1)

[M] 1

second derivative of the monomer concentration vs. time (mol·L· 1·s-2)

[P]

polymer concentration (mol·L- 1)

[P;]

concentration of polymer chains of length i (mol·L- 1)

[P]1

polymer concentration at timet (mol·L- 1)

[R]

radical concentration (rnol·L- 1)

[R8.d

radical concentration in grain l (rnol·e 1)

[R;]

concentration of radicals of chain length i (mol·L' 1)

[Rrorl

total radical concentration (mol·L- 1)

[R]re.i

residual radical concentration (mol·L- 1)

[R)r

radical concentration at timet (mol·L- 1)

[R]o

radical concentration produced in a laser poise (mol·L-1)

Acronyms:
AIBN

a,a' -aozbis(isobutyronitrile)

BA

butyl acrylate

CLD

chain-Iength dependent

DMPA

2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetephenone

EA

ethyl acrylate

ESR

electron spin resonance

L

large/long

LMA
MA

lauryl methacrylate
methyl acrylate

max

maximum

min

minimum

MMA

methyl methacrylate

MWD

molecular weight distribution

(N)IR

(near) infrared
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PLP
RS
S
S
SEC
SIP
TR·SP·PLP

pulsed·laser polymerization
rotating sector
small/short
styrene
size exclusion chromatography
spatially intermittent polymerization
time·resolved single·pulse pulsed·laser polymerization
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Summary

In tlris thesis the chain-length dependence oftennination reactions during free-radical
polymerization bas been investigated. After an extensive review of this field, provided in
chapter 2, two novel kinetic analyses have been proposed in chapter 3, which should enable
the direct and model-independent deterrnination of the chain-length dependence of
free-radical termination reactions.
The first method is based upon the time-resolved measurement of the decay in the
monomer concentration as a result of a single laser pulse. Because of the short duration of
such a laser pulse, the radical chain-length distribution during polymerization is extremely
narrow so that a 'monodispersity' assumption for this radical population seems to be valid.
Hence, all radicals are considered to be of exactly the same chain length at any moment in
time. The kinetic scheme of this particular experiment is greatly simplified by this
assumption. Tuis allows the chain-Iength dependence of the termination reactions to be
deduced directly and model-independently from the measured monomer concentration trace
versus time, its first and second derivative and the propagation rate coefficient kµ. The second
kinetic method is founded on the same basic ideas as the first one. Again a single-pulse
pulsed-laser technique is employed and tbe monodispersity assumption for the radical
population is made, but now the resuhing number molecular weight distribution (MWD) is
subject to analysis. From the monodispersity assumption it can be reasoned that the number
MWD is linearly related to the derivative of the radical concentration versus time. The
chain-length dependence of the termination reaction can now simply be determined from this
number MWD, its integral and the propagation rate coefficient.
In order to evaluate the reliability ofboth theoretica! ideas just mentioned, a number
of assumptions needed to be validated. Por this purpose, computer simulations were
performed. Por the time-resolved method, simulations were performed up to chain lengths of
approximately 2750, while the maximum chain length in the simulations for the MWD
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method was approximately equal to 1000. For both no vel kinetic methods it was found that,
when using parameter values reported in literature, neither the Poisson distribution of the
kinetic events nor the occurrence of chain transfer to monomer will unduly harm these
methods. The Jatter side reaction, however, can limit the chain-length range over which the
kinetic analyses can be applied and no conclusion can be drawn about the validity of these
methods for chain lengths larger than those just mentioned. Furthermore, for the MWD
method it was shown that termination by disproportionation will only lead to minor
deviations. Hence, from a theoretica] point of view, none of the side reactions investigated
impair the validity of the proposed no vel kinetic procedures.
After having validated both methods theoretically, the experimental application of one
of these methods, the one based on time-resolved single-pulse pulsed-laser polymerization,
tumed out to fail due to the inherent noise sensitivity of this method. From the measured
monomer trace versus time, only the time-resolved radical concentration could be determined
accurately. Information about the chain-length dependence oftermination rate coefficients,
which is 'bidden' in the latter time-resolved trace, could not be revealed with any reliability
and/or accuracy.
In contrast to the time-reso lved method, the use of the MWD method turned out to be
feasible in experimental situations. Although the simulation results indicated that reliable
kinetic information can in principle be extracted for chain lengths up to 1000, the limited
accuracy in the sealing parameters, needed to transform the number MWD into a radical
concentration profile, prohibited drawing any conclusions about the chain-Jength dependence
of termination reactions for macroradicals with a chain length in excess of approximately
100. Below this limit, the sealing parameters were shown to have only a minor effect on the
obtained results. Hence, for the first time ever, experimentally-obtained model-independent
data for the chain-length dependence of free-radical termination reactions could be reported.
In this thesis, the MWD method was applied to a homologous series of acrylates:
methyl acrylate (MA), ethyl acrylate (EA) and butyl acrylate (BA). All parameter values
needed for the kinetic analysis of these three monomers were either extensively discussed or
deterrnined from experiments. These experiments include a pulsed-laser polymerization study
of the rnonomer EA, to determine its propagation rate coefficient. From the chain-length
dependence of k1 of the monomers MA, EA and BA, several interesting conclusions could be
drawn. First of all, it was observed that no single power law can describe the chain-length
dependence of terrnination reactions, contrary to what is frequently done in literature. Instead,
on a double logarithmic scale for k1 versus chain length, several transition points were
observed where the chain-length dependence of k1 changed significantly. Up to chain lengths
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of approximately 100, all three acrylates exhibited an S-shaped dependence of k, upon chain
length (on a double Jogarithrnic scale). A second observation that was made was that small
differences between the chain-length dependence of various acrylates seem to exist in the
oligomer chain-length range. The transition point in this oligomer range decreased with
increasing size of the acrylate. Thirdly, an inspection of a large set of experimental data
revealed that the chain-length dependence of k1 for all three acrylates was highly sirnilar
(apart from small differences in the oligomer chain-length range). Hence, the chain-length
dependence of k, rnight be captured by one 'simple' universa} relation. The data found in this
study have indicated that, when using a simpte power taw representation for k1 versus chain
length acoording to:

this 'simple' universal relation must conform to the following conditions:

•

b = 0.41 ± 0.1 for the oligomer chain-length range (up to the transition chain length);

•
•

b 1. b ± 0.1 for chain lengths from 15 to 30;
b =0.36 ± 0.1 for chain lengths from 50 to 100.

=

Summarizing the above, it can be concluded that single-putse pulsed-laser
polymerization techniques are amongst the most powerful techniques that are nowadays
available to study the chain-length dependence of termination reactions. When using a
dedicated kinetic analysis, as presented in this thesis, model-independent data for the
chain-length dependence of k1 can be obtained. These data allow for better predictions for the
MWD of the final polymer product and so of the final product properties.
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In dit proefschrift is de ketenlengteatbankelijkheid van bimoleculaire
terminatiereacties gedurende radicaalpolymerisatie onderzocht. Na een uitgebreid
literatuuroverzicht in hoofdstuk 2, werden in hoofdstuk 3 een tweetal nieuwe kinetische
analysemethodieken gepresenteerd waarmee de complexe kinetiek van terminatiereacties
nader onderzocht kan worden. Met behulp van elk van deze methodieken is het mogelijk om
de ketenlengteatbankelijkheid van terminatiereacties tijdens radicaalpolymerisatie op directe
and modelonafhankelijke wijze te bepalen.
De eerste methode is gebaseerd op het tijdsopgelost meten van het verloop van de
monomeerconcentratie ten gevolge van één laserpuls. Door de korte duur van deze laserpuls
is de ketenlengteverdeling van de radicalen tijdens de polymerisatie bijzonder smal, waardoor
deze verdeling als monodispers kan worden beschouwd. Hierbij wordt dus aangenomen dat
alle radicalen op elk moment in de tijd een identieke ketenlengte hebben. Als gevolg hiervan
kan het onderliggende kinetische schema sterk worden vereenvoudigd. De
ketenlengteatbankelijkheid van de terminatiesnelheidscoëfficiënt, k,, kan nu direct worden
bepaald uit de gemeten afname van de monomeerconcentratie als functie van de tijd, de
eerste en tweede afgeleide van dit signaal en de propagatiesnelheidscoëfficiënt kp. De tweede
methode is gebaseerd op hetzelfde principe als de eerste. Ook hier wordt een enkele puls met
een gepulseerde laser gegeven, de radicaalpopulatie wordt wederom als monodispers
beschouwd, maar de kinetische analyse richt zich nu op de
aantal-molecuulgewichtsverdeling. Er is aangetoond dat, als gevolg van de monodisperse
radicaalpopulatie, de aantal-molecuulgewichtsverdeling lineair gerelateerd is aan de afgeleide
van de radicaalconcentratie als functie van de tijd. De ketenlengteatbankelijkheid van de
terminatiesnelheidscoëfficiënt kan nu eenvoudig worden bepaald met behulp van de
aantal-molecuulgewichtsverdeling, de integraal hierover en de
propagatiesnelheidscoëfficiënt.
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Om de betrouwbaarheid van beide methodieken. te evalueren zijn een aantal aannames
gevalideerd met computersimulaties. Voor de tijdsopgeloste methode zijn simulaties
uitgevoerd tot een ketenlengte van 2750, terwijl de maximale ketenlengte in de simulaties van
de aantal-molecuulgewichtsverdeling methode ongeveer 1000 bedroeg. Voor beide
methodieken kon worden geconcludeerd dat, wanneer getallen uit de literatuur werden
gebruikt, de Poisson verdeling van de kinetische processen noch het optreden van
ketenoverdrachtreacties naar monomeer van significant belang was. Deze laatste zijreactie
leidt echter wel tot een beperking van het ketenlengtebereik waarover beide methodieken
kunnen worden toegepast. Conclusies voor ketenlengtes groter dan zojuist genoemd, kunnen
dan ook niet worden getrokken. Daarnaast is eveneens aangetoond dat ook terminatie via
disproportionering slechts een gering effect op de resultaten had. Vanuit theoretisch oogpunt
kon derhalve worden geconcludeerd dat geen van de onderzochte zijreacties de
betrouwbaarheid van beide nieuwe kinetische methodieken ondermijnt.
Na dit validatieonderzoek zijn beide methoden experimenteel getest. Hierbij bleek dat
de tijdsopgeloste analyse in de praktijk spaak liep op de inherente ruisgevoeligheid van deze
methode. Vanuit het gemeten monomeerconcentratieprofiel kon alleen nauwkeurige
informatie over de radicaalconcentratie worden bepaald. Informatie over de
ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van terminatiesnelheidscoëfficiënten, die in dit radicaalprofiel
'verborgen' zit, kon niet met enige nauwkeurigheid en betrouwbaarheid worden bepaald.
In tegenstelling tot de tijdsopgeloste methode, kon de methode gebaseerd op de
molecuulgewichtsverdeling wel succesvol worden toegepast in de praktijk. Hoewel de
simulatieresultaten hebben aangetoond dat betrouwbare kinetische informatie in principe kan
worden bepaald tot ketenlengtes van circa 1000, bleek dit ketenlengtebereik in de praktijk
echter tot lengtes van circa 100 beperkt te zijn. De oorzaak hiervoor is de onnauwkeurigheid
in de schalingsparameters, die nodig zijn bij de transformatie van de
rnolecuulgewichtsverdeling in een radicaalconcentratieprofiel. Voor kortere ketens bleken de
schalingsparameters slechts een geringe invloed te hebben op de resultaten. Het was daardoor
mogelijk om voor het eerst experimenteel verkregen, modelonafhankelijke kinetische data te
presenteren voor de ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van terminatiereacties.
De molecuulgewichtsverdeling methode is in dit proefschrift toegepast op een
homologe reeks acrylaten: methyl, ethyl en butyl acrylaat. Alle parameters die nodig zijn in
de kinetische analyse van deze drie monomeren zijn of uitgebreid besproken of met behulp
van experimenten bepaald. Voor het monomeer ethyl acrylaat is hiervoor een PLP studie
uitgevoerd om de propagatiesnelheidscoëfficiënt van dit monomeer te bepalen. Uit de
verkregen resultaten van de ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van k, van deze monomeren kwamen
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een aantal interessante en ook verrassende aspecten naar voren. Ten eerste blijkt dat de
ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van kt niet door één enkele machtsfunctie kan worden beschreven,
in tegenstelling tot wat gangbaar is in de literatuur. In plaats hiervan, werden er op een dubbel
logaritmische schaal een aantal overgangspunten waargenomen waar de schaling van k1 met
ketenlengte significant veranderde. Tot ketenlengtes van circa 100 bleek de afhankelijkheid
van k1 met ketenlengte voor alle onderzochte acrylaten S-vormig te zijn op een dubbel
logaritmische schaal. Ten tweede bleken er kleine verschillen in de
ketenlengteafhankelijkheid op te treden in het oligomeer gebied. De ketenlengte van het
overgangspunt bleek hierbij afte nemen met toenemende grootte van het acrylaat monomeer.
Ten derde bleek uit een onderling vergelijk van een groot aantal experimentele data, dat de
ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van k1, afgezien van kleine verschillen in het oligomeergebied,
nagenoeg identiek was voor alle onderzochte acrylaten. De ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van k1
lijkt dus te kunnen worden beschreven met een enkele 'universele' functie. De resultaten van
dit promotieonderzoek hebben aangetoond dat k1 door een aantal 'locale' machtsfunctie kan
worden beschreven:

waarbij moet worden voldaan aan de volgende voorwaarden:
•

b = 0.4 1 ± 0.1 voor het oligomeer ketenlengtegebied (tot het overgangspunt);

•
•

b = 1.1 4 ± 0.1 voor ketenlengtes van 15 tot 30;
b = 0.36 ± O. l voor ketenlengtes van 50 tot l 00.
Met betrekking tot het bovenstaande kan tot slot worden geconcludeerd dat

gepulseerde lasertechnieken zonder twijfel tot de meest krachtige methoden behoren die
vandaag de dag beschikbaar zijn voor het bestuderen van de ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van
terminatiereacties. Door het gebruik van de juiste kinetische analyse, zoals beschreven in dit
proefschrift, kan de ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van vrije radicaal terminatiereacties op
modelonafhankelijke wijze worden bepaald. Met deze gegevens is het mogelijk om de
voorspellingen voor de molecuulgewichtsverdeling en eigenschappen van het uiteindelijke
polymere materiaal te verbeteren.
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SIBLLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
Chain-Length Dependent Bimolecular Termination in
Free-Radical Polymerization: Theory, Validation and
Experimental Application of Novel Model-Independent Methods

van
John de Koek

1. De enorme tijdspanne van enkele tientallen jaren waarover in de literatuur wordt
gediscussieerd over de ketenlengteafhankelijkheid van terminatiereacties, staat in schril
contrast met de buitengewone geringe consensus die in al die jaren is bereikt. Het enige
waar men het 'echt' over eens is, is dat deze reacties inderdaad afhankelijk zijn van de
ketenlengte.
o.a. Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift

2. Een uitspraak van de IUPAC Werkgroep 'Modeling ofkinetics and processes of
polymerization' uit 1992: 'Vanuit theoretisch oogpunt lijkt de TR-PLP techniek uitermate
geschikt om 1 waarden te bepalen', blijkt achteraf ongekend spitsvondig en lijkt haast
te getuigen van helderziendheid. Het was echter wenselijk geweest wanneer dit citaat
door het woord 'uitsluitend' was voorafgegaan.

k:·

M. Buback, R.G. Gilbert, G.T. Russell, D.J.T. Hili, G. Moad, K.F. O'Driscoll, J. Shen, M.A.
Winnik, J. Polym. Sci.: PartA: Polym. Chem" 30, 851 (1992)
Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 van dit proefschrift

3. Gezien de enorme verschillen tussen de Mark-Houwink parameters zoals enerzijds
bepaald door Hutchinson et al. en anderzijds door Penzel en Goetz voor een reeks
acrylaten, verdienen de resuhaten van PLP studies die gebruik maken van deze
parameters een prominente plaats in het 'Handbook of Random Numbers'.
R.A. Hutchinson, O.A. Paquet Jr., J.H. McMinn. S. Beuermann, R.E. Fuller, C. Jackson, DECHEMA

Monogr" 131, 467 (1995)
E. Penzel, N. Goetz, Angew. Makromol. Chem., 178, 191 (1990)
Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift

4. Soms lijken auteurs in publicaties meer over zichzelf prijs te geven dan ze wenselijk
achten. De opmerking van McKenna et al. over het terminatiemodel van Russell---dit zou

een 'rather in-depth model' zijn terwijl het hier juist om een van de conceptueel
eenvoudigst te begrijpen modellen uit de literatuur gaat-is hier een mooi voorbeeld van.
T.F. McKenna and A. Villanueva, J. Polym. Sci.: Part A: Polym. Chem., 37, 571 (19'J9)

5. Gepulseerde initiatie technieken zijn op dit moment zonder enige twijfel de meeste
krachtige technieken om de ketenlengteathankelijkheid van terminatiereacties te bepalen.
Hoofdstuk 3 en 4 van dit proefschrift

6. Wetenschappelijk onderzoek heeft uitgewezen dat academici vaker liegen dan
niet-academici. Het is vanwege de academische achtergrond van deze onderzoekers zelf
dat menig academicus geneigd is dit onderzoeksresultaat toch te geloven.
bron: NOS Radio Journaal, mei 1999.

7. Het principieel weigeren van het toelaten van economische vluchtelingen uit de
allerarmste landen van de wereld is een laaghartige vorm van protectionisme.
8. De reclameslogan 'Zonder vlees op je bord blijf je toch iets missen' van het
Voorlichtingsbureau Vlees is volkomen terecht. Vegetariërs missen inderdaad de
spanning of ze wel of geen onverantwoorde dosis dioxine consumeren of dat ze wellicht
over een aantal jaren aan de ziekte van Creutzfeldt-Jakob zullen overlijden.
9. De oorzaak van de irritatie van automobilisten aan het rijgedrag van motorrijders, vormt
voor motorrijders juist de basis voor het rijplezier.
10. Genetische manipulatie is een grove belediging voor de evolutie.
11. La fin du siècle: De optimist betiteh deze eeuw, gezien de stand der techniek en het
welvaartsniveau, als DE eeuw van de vooruitgang. De pessimist, daarentegen, zou deze
eeuw, die met miljoenen oorlogsslachtoffers de bloedigste is in de geschiedenis der
mensheid, betitelen als een eeuw van teloorgang. Menig burger komt helaas niet verder
dan zich zorgen te maken of z'n GSM met nieuwjaar nog wel werkt.
12. Het geeft te denken dat zelfs een koe met BSE zich tijdens een totale zonsverduistering
normaler gedraagt dan menig mens.

